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equations which govern the motion of the fluid*
A particularly simple form of these equations, for the 
two-dimensional steady flow of a fluid past a flat plate, are 
the Von Mises Boundary layer equations. Unfortunately the 
Von Mises transformation introduces a singularity,at the plate
obtaining numerical solutions of boundary layer problems in 
incompressible and compressible flow*
In this thesis^we show that this difficulty can be 
, overcome.and the Von. Mises equatiCnstare used as a basis for 
a finite différence evaluation of the velocity and temperature 
in the boundary layer adjacent to a flat plate, particular 
attention being given to conditions near the plate and more 
especially to the separation point* . ,
In the section on compressible flow, the calculations 
also yield a check on certain common simplifying assumptions* ;
X, y, 3 üartealan oo^ordlnatea*
a Bpeolflo heat at constant pressmre#
P
0 Spécifia heat at constant volume*
1 Enthalpy#
M Maoh number#
p Pressure#
R Reynold*s Number#
fC Gas cone tant*,
t Time.
T Absolute temperature.
u, V, w Velocity ooazgponents in the x, y and
z directions respeetlvely#
A  X Mesh length in the x^direotlon#
A $  leak length in the $-direction#
d Mesh Ratio*
/D Density#
Y Ratio of specifio heats.
Prandtl number, 
yil Ooefficient of viscosity*
Ooefficlent of kinematic viscosity.
^  Shearing stress.
Btrea%% function*
scrip t e 
Subscript 1 
Subscript M 
Subscript X)
Oonditiens on the plate.
Conditiona in the free stream. 
Conditions in the main stream. 
Conditions at separation.
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SURVEY OF HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OP TWO DIMmSIONAB, 
BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY.
In this section it is hoped to show how we arrive at the 
concept of a boundary layer, with reference to the general 
field of fluid .dynamics. The subject matter of fluid 
dynamics has increased so rapidly in the past fifty or sixty ^ 
years, that it is now necessary to specialise to a considerable 
extent. Because of this it is advisable to show where the 
particular x>roblem investigated fits into the general theory.
The theory of fluid dynamics has as its basis a set of 
standard equations^including the equation of conservation of 
mass and the equation of conservation of momentum.. ^
Unfortunately the set of equations is so complex that certain 
approximations and restrictions must be made in order to 
attempt a solution, different approximations being 
appropriate for different types of flow.
In this section also.we shall show how the fundamental 
boundary layer equations are derived and we shall sketch 
briefly some of the work carried out in attempting to solve 
these equations. ' ' s
In the thesis, and more particularly in. the introduction, 
an acknowledgement must be made to the following three text 
books, ' ,
% o d e m  Developments in Fluid Dynamics^*, , [i]
"Modem Developments in Fluid Dynamics, High Speed 
Flow",  ^ [2]
"Boundary layer Theory" by L* Sohlichting* [3]
EçaK7ifhdridéalfeflû^ - .
- .Fluid dynamics can be divided into two major sections, 
the study of real fluids and the study of ideal fluids. * The 
fact that a fluid, such as air. offers in the main little 
internal resistance to any changé of shape has led to the 
concept of a perfect or ideal fluid, such a fluid offering 
no internal resistance to a change of shape. This property 
is best demonstrated by considering two layers of an ideal 
fluid moving parallel and adjacent to one another with ~ 
différent velocities. In such a case, the forces between 
the 'layers:"1^ #:mll:- a to the interface)^ , No
tangential stresses are allowed in ideal fluid theory*  ^
Another important example of this is when an ideal fluid 
flows past a fixed boundary, in which case-the fluid in 
contact with the boundary^ maintains the velocity of the main 
stream. This is the condition of slip on a wall.
The science of ideal flow theory has been expanded 
considerably and has produced some elegant results - the 
equations of motion^ being considerably simple:^ ' than those 
for a real fluid. '
It has been shown experimentally that if we consider
a real fluid flov/ing past a fixed boundary the fluid in
: . \   ^  ^ . 
contact with the wall is at rest; This phenomenon of "no
alip at a wall" la more readily seen if the fluid is 
"thick" (e.g. glycerine) than if the fluid is "thin" (e.g. 
air). ,The condition of no slip at a wall produces the main 
difference between results arising from the two theories.
If we now consider two adjacent layers of a real fluid 
moving parallel to each other along the x-axis, one with a 
greater velocity than the other, then there are t^mgential 
stresses acting along the interface which tend to speed up 
the slow layer and retard the fast layer. In this simple 
example the tangential stress at any point is found to be 
proportional to the velocity difference normal to the 
direction of flow, This can be expressed for a continuous 
flow as^
A  ' ' ' la', - ' • ■
L 'fly * or C = /A ôy , 
where ^  is the tangential stress, and u is the velocity 
in the x-direction. The above relation,, known, as Newton* s 
law of friction can be us,ed to define the coefficient of 
viscosityjtx. Thé ratio of the viscosity/jl to. the density 
/o is called the coefficient of kinematic viscosity,?.
This coefficient is of prime importance in problems where " 
viscous and inertia forces act together* The coefficient of 
viscosity is nearly independent of pressure but varies 
considerably with temperature.
Viscous flow equations. _
- If we are to specify the motion of a real fluid, with 
respect to three mutually perpendicular axes and time, we.
‘ ^ ' iEr,7^-  " ■• ,'j y'.,. '.^;.j- U} 7 L i C '3 Ji \ j.; y.< 7:' I. y'’‘J'^ y,t- ' ' %
must;at any point in the fluid, at any time, be able to - 
give expressions for the following sot of variables; the 
throe components of velocity, u, v, w, parallel to the 
three axes, the density^  , the pressure p, the absolute 
temperature T, and the coefficient of viscosityyu. *.
There are thus seven dependent variables to be expressed 
in terms of the four independent variables x, y , z and t, 
in customary notation# We shall now proceed to sketch the 
derivation of the set of equations whioh are to be solved 
for the above dependent variables#
The equation of conservation of mass, or the continuity 
equation, expresses the fact that in a fluid motion the maos y 
of fluid entering a volume in unit time is equal to the. 
mass leaving the same volume in unit time* - , .
If + V.j[DU)« 0, /  (1,1)
in vector form,where ij is the velocity Vector and
1_ 8_ l.\
8x • fly » 93 ;
In Cartesian form, (1,1) becomes
|^ + u | |  + v ^ +  | | + / 3 ( | a + w ^ | _ )  ^ 0, (1,^)
Equations of conservation of momentum. ' '
The equation of conservation of momentum follows from 
Newton* s second law of motion. Considering now a small
— O'
volume of the fluid the law oah he expressed as '
^ ^ . ' 1  . P, ' - - . , H.3,
where is the acceleration of any particle of fluid 
Dt ' '
following the motion of the particle and can he written in 
the usual form . 7
' = fë + u + V , #  + w #  ■
:ot . 0t , 3x
' F * i + ly j.+ Fg k is the extomal f oroe per
unit volume acting on a volume of fluid-, ^
F « F ^ i + Fy J. ^ Pg k , is the total f oroe on the boundary 
of the unit volume* this force being the resultant of normal 
pressures and tangential frictional forces. ' , .
Stoke* a law of friction for fluids, a particular case of 
which is Newton*s law, states that the forces which oppose 
the deformation of a volume of fluid are proportional to the 
rate of ' strain. We use this emi>4rical law to establish a 
relation "between the stresses m d  strains on a unit volume.
In other^ words we establish a relation connecting P with the 
derivatives of u#  ^ . - - ' '
If we substitute such an expression for P in (1,3) and 
split up the resulting equation into its three components we 
arrive at the equations of conservation of momentum in the 
three cartesian directions as follows ;
*6*
sy 4j ■ <i«
t  Î “
v a  -V
The equauiôhs ( 1,2 ). and;:(l,4) were first derived by
Navier [4] in 1827 and;/later :by Poisson ' [;0;'in ...1831-in/:' both - 
oases it'was assumed that the density was oqnstànt*
. The - Iavier-3toices:’equations (1,4), derived 'from .^tpkes * . 
empirical/law, depend on the;accuracy of this law* Their 
validity has been demonstrated by experimental results.^
Equation of conservation of energy,
, V We must now/bdnaider so%e of the i)rinQiples ; of . 
thermodynamics in order to derive the energy equation* /
ÿ The equatiph of oqnservatioh of; energy'- expresses the .^ ; 
fact that the heat added per uiiit volume to a volume of 
fluid in unit time, both from/external sourdes ahd 7 froh 
frictional heating, is equivalent to the increase in Ç 
internal ^ e r  gy './of ■ the ;f lui d ,^nd the- work done ih 7 expanei oh * 
This may be written in the form
- t-V/ - ' -A :': . v.; : , '-c''-
\
V A V -  ■ il-- '
where AV is an infinitesimal volume and is the specific
. ■; A ii-i ' . v ^ , :  -■ - ; :■ A- ■ -;A
heat/at cbnstant volimè. TÉe quantity df heat added, viii -'y
dQ dan he divided into two parts and written as
A  aQw'v m v . d , , : .  i i . A -
where. dQ^ is the amount of heat added due to conduction ;a'
and dQ^ is the emount of heat added due to frictional ■ •
ei'fects ; The f qrmer quanti ty can ; he e%pressed'; :in-tei^ of -
température gradi ents using Fourier * s equati oh of heat flux«
The latter quantity can he evaluated in terms of the
f  A  . A  ' - ' \ : ' A . ■■ - ."A ' -  A '  - - ' ' ■' ' . ' A  - - ' - ' . . i v ' '  - ' > -  . A A A
velocity gradients by relating the total work done hy the 
friqtiqnalAf orcesA and )the total ihcrea8e//;inÂmephaniqal ' ehirgy,Â;f 
the heat evolved being the difference between the two.
Sub s ti t ut ing - for the heat ' added in ( 1, eventually ' '\a
arrive at the energy equation in the form,
;ii.0)'î
where:A k is-. the^ conductivityA a n d . #he - dissipation  ^ ' .7$
function, can be; expressed■ aa /
' ' ' - - 4#i-AmAA#
In. actual practice it is 'generally-aaaumed ■ that, f orlair -the ; 
conductivity k is a constant, resulting- in a simplification
of thq energy equatiphf / : 7 ’ 4a"^  //A-^'- ■■•A';a ■■'AvA'.-
Equation of state.
/Another equation required in the specificati on^of -a
A::.'
visooua fluid flow is the aquation of state, which connects 
the pressure, density and temperature. “ In the absence of a 
general equation of state we shall list the equation of,
'A C- y- : ?CA''p vSSAr^lf.
' Eg nation - c. onnec tin^Avisc bsitv and temp o rature #, . 1.
: , As was stated earlier the coefficient of viscosity 
varies appreciably with the temperature. For air, the - 
fluid we shall be conoorned with, the generally accepted 
law is Sutherland *s law,
(1.9)
where A is a constant and the temperature is measured in
As will be discussed later various approximations to 
this law have been off ered, notably that due to Hartree. which *  ^
asserts that over a large range of temperature, ‘
X I .  a f - 8 ' )  . ' '
A linear relation of the form^*= bT^  produces worthwhile 
simplifications when it is used in the equations of motion.
T 0 tali t.y of e q uati one » ' ' ' -
We have now given seven equations for the seven dependent
'■'V ‘ ■ A s  A"'> ■ / * * ' / . '-■■A'A ‘vA A  ?'■ ' .  X V A ;  A A  ■ A :  T A A  AÂâ A f  A; A s -À A A A T A ' '  A- ? \ ' . A l A A A ’ÿ i
variables. Together with the appropriate boundary cohditions 
these equations require solution in any flow problem*
- " ' A
' The equations are listed, below.
The Gomplexity. of the general equatiqnè^ ;7^  ^ theihééd. 
for approximations is evident from the list below.
-A.
.f
Ab. ."A
; ; ■
' " :J. - "•■•, • .
. ■ : > • c.'. A
ig ;:
lünuationg of motion of Et-Vlsooua, -
3 . „ rdvL : 0v awi
f '
If f V t
4" W
du _ du au + w Ou
+/^8% + ^ ôy
S ÿ  ’ • S a /  *= •
A + ; &  "ii * I  - ' -)]
+ p  l ÿ K l y  + ^ ) ]  * y  ii[/^@ + # ) ]  '
Il + u -g +v II +w Ü  «: J'y Il + ^  ly -'l-^ • )^]
+ p  î s M H  + -^)] + p  & [ / " %  + ü ) ]  ,
Il +u H  +v II +w II P j . I l  |2 [/«-(s If '- I?. u)]
F & (  V  * p  -= #  ^ # ) +  l ÿ f  l|j+ 0 + '
' ....
p T  *
A
'î 'i,
Approximate : equations of flow.
As we have shown in the previous;keotipn the motion : of - 
a real fluid is governed by a set of differential equations; 
the odmplexity of vfhioh forbids the poseibility ;;of /a general 
solution. In order to make/any progress we must restrict 
ourselves to- certain special oases of flow^each producing 
different simplificatipna in the;general syptem of equations. 
Below are listed some of thé simplifleations which can be
, 1 , ■ A' ■ ■ ' .A ■ :-A. ■ . '
made/.A-: AA-',': - </ ' - ' A'.A':"' -1%: <
iai-S||a^L-Si22* . ' a ' A .  ■.■x- . .  ,
A A. As an exemple we oonsider the flow of air in a wind 
tunheliAIt/is fbund that so#e time after the flo# haa/been 
started, md with the right conditions, a state is reached 
when thé motion is; such'that, if$a photograph is/takeziAat/ - ; 
one . time and at /a later time * the photographs of the motion 
v/ill be the/same, Such a state is called a steddy state and 
obviously if .\we-.are- conoarnod with steady-flow tSe time 
variable can be eliminated from the. equations. . The -, 
assumption of steady flow bah not be applléà .to/turbulent 
motion,in which changes with time are-important.
(b ) Two-dimensional flow.
To demonstrate ! two - dlmehsi 6nàl " f 1 ow/we consider/'the-; . 
flow of a fluid past an obstacle/which is of infinite length 
in thé a-directiqn, the flow approaching the obstacle in aa^ 
. the I't is bbylp# t:^t if^%W a%^ A/p:le%é;
i r a -  . 'A;
' - 1 2 -  . - . ' ' g g  A
section perpendicular to the ^Ldireotion, a picture of theA: - 
" flow will he the same no matter the section. In other a;;v:<a 
wordS;the flow equati ons become independent of the variable: ■
'1 / :  A '
z and we can represent the flow by a two dimensional 
picture. . " '
Two dimensional flow can also be assumed in the case : 
of parallel flow past an obstacle of finite length, such as 
an aeroplane wing of rectangular plan form, provided we are 
interested in the flow inboard of the tips# It is, however 
the reduction in the number of equations and variables  ^ % 
rather than any practical oonsiderations which justify the? 
assumption of two dimensional flow#
(c) Non Viscous flow. -, - ' - .
. The assumption of a non viscous irrotational fluid 
produces what is called the potential or ideal flow theoryvA 
which has been Subject to exhaustive'mathematical treatment 
g and whioh has produced many valuable results. If we are
considering the flow of air past an obstacle it is noted  ^
that since the viscous forces are of the order of the 
coefficient of viscosity times a velocity gradient, and the v 
coefficient of viscosity is very small, the viscous stresses" 
can be neglected if the velocity gradients are not large 
In such a flow it is found that the velocity gradients are%AA: 
only large in a very narrow region bordering the obstacle 
and so in the major part of the flow field we can neglect A the: 
viscous forces. In fact when the inertia forces far ,
A
f
— 1 5 — ^
: y - \ .y  ;  ; 1$%
outweigh the vleoous f orcée, we can choosByCL» o in the ..
equations of motion and so produce a much simpler set of 
equations*
In ideal flow theory however we assume thatycc» o 
throughout the flow field, even on the obstacle; this of 
course yields full slip, over the obstacle, a contradiction of 
experimental evidence* ...  . - - --- - - - .
An exactly opposite assumption to (o) is the assumption 
Which is valid in the case of the slow flow of a very viscous 
fluid such as tar* In the equations of motion of this.flow 
we can assume that the viscous terms far outv/eigh the inertia 
terms and the latter may be neglected, again simplifying the 
"equati ons ........
(e) Incompressible flow*  ^ ^
" We define the Mach number M at a point in a fluid as ?i;
the ratio of the local velocity to the local speed of sound
in the fluid, that is, % * ^  . It can be shown that density 
changes in a fluid are negligible provided the Mach number of 
the flow is much less than unity at all points in the field*
If there are regions in the fluid where the Mach number is of 
the order of unity we can not assume that the density there 
ip constant* For incompressible fluid flow,the equations of 
momentum and continuity are much simplified sinceo m const.
4:4 ' A'Aa ,A A'; A  ^ Z A A ./L 44 'A A A - : A'P. AA At f Al-A AA A4 AA'A A 4/- .4344
The equations of energy and state do not apply to the . - ^
—1 4 —  ^ :
calculation of the flow field and the viscosity can be 
aBBumetl constant.
(f ) Perfect gas flow. , ' ^
'We can make the aasumption that the fluid is a perfect 
gas, a valid approximation if the fluid is air, and,this is 
accompanied by a simple equation of state, namely,
F  j .  , ' ^ar JV* , -
' ■
The above équation of,state can also be used to simplify the a 
energy equation* ^
(^) Adiabatip gas flow* - * ^
Since air has a low value of conductivity we can assume 
that any heat processes are adiabatic, this assumption - '
producing the simplifying relation » , •  ^  ^  ^ —
- ' ■ "'x/ t= const.
/
Tho adiabatic approximation can be applied in regions of
approximately non-viseous flow. but. is not valid in regions of
high stress suoh^ as a boundary layer or shock wave *
^;,Ellmihàtion^of external; fohWsiyA. ' . ,
  —      ;  ' ,
If, in the case of two dimensional flow, we choose our
plane„ section to be horizontal, the effects of t>ravity can be 
ignored and we simplify the equations of motion by the 
elimination of external force components.
There are other approximatione and restrictions which
can bo made on fluid flow and these may be combined; each set
of apprqximationa being vali[d In certain regioha of a flow 
field uxxder a given set of oonditlona#
The concept ;of; boundary layer, flow ia ,perhaps the mpât 
Imp or taiit example ; of this-idea of 'specialised'flow. ïh-éuch 
a flow we divide,the field into two regions; one region# 
the free stream, in; which the inertia terms in the eciuati'qns 
are much-larger than the viscous terms, and a second fegion, 
the boundary layer,, in which the inertia and viscous terms ‘ 
are of the same order of magnitude. '.1: ’
Qualitative concept of a boundary layer,
For the sake of Simplicity, we shall assume the fluid 
to be steady, two dimensional and incompris si bl#_,
In the problem of flow'over à semilinfihite plate we 
consider the plate- stretching .along the positive part of the 
%-axis and'the fluid approaching the : ,plate wi th: a constant; . 
■velocity' -tJ in thé;-positively direction* We examine the ' 
fluid in layers parallel to the x-axis.
The .iayer of fluid immediately in- contaot with the ; 
plate,: byï the , condition of nÿ slip, is\%t' rest# ;A partipie 
of fluid approaching the plate in the next.adjacent layer./ 
moves along with a‘constant velocity. U until it reachesKa " 
positipn/hear the hoOe of tlieiplate'.atg-whioh there-/is T'-" 
velocity gradient in the.y-direotion which produces a shearing 
force retarding the pax'ticle,Vthe retardation being ;'
prdporti onai to t h O ^ ÿ ê l p c i t ÿ ' ent and so the velocity / 
decreases as we move, downstream along this layer; ■ . ^
—", -yi
■ " - 1 6 -  . , "
ks we proceed along the next adjacent layer it too is 
retarded hut to a lesser extent# since the velocity gradient 
is less than that onecuntered by the first layer. If we now 
examine the velocity of the fluid at points along a-normal 
: to the "plate it is seen. that thO' retardation doer eases as we 
move out from the plate mi til the free stream velocity is 
approximately reaohed ‘by the fluid in a very short distance.
We have thus demonstrated how the effects of viscosity . 
are,confined.to à-very thin-layer next vo the plate. The 
thickness of the layor increases as we move downstream* The 
definition of the outer edge of the boundary layer is to some 
extent arbitrary. It can'be defizicd as the lopus of points 
at which the velocity of ;th'e;yfluid first differs from the 
free stream velocity by a given email percentage* A better 
definition is the locus of, points along which the shearing 
stress first ’becomes negligible as we move out from the plate 
- in other 'words, the locus of points at which -gj 4 0 to the 
required degree of accuracy. It'can be proved that the 
thickness of the boundary layer 6 0 ( 9^ ) # ' -
layer with velocity profiles drawn at various stations of 
X. We shall now proceed to establish the boundary layer 
equations*
- 1 7 '
< Piflre. / .
PluyHJ?, (1,-1)
-liSatablishiniji,- the lacomprefial.ble boundary layer equation's.
I .g.T .1 Til ii iWi I# , '  W l  wti jj -;h-itu~wn I u ; i a .iiiiiiwi i H t  ~nnijT.~r~iii ~ —f f -  '  r~" ■*-' ' «• ■■■ v umi     mam jimu m urni m n pmw n« m
Aw in the previous oeotlon.we shall oonslder the two 
'dimensional, steady Imilnar Ilow of an Inoompreqaihle- fluid ' 
past the semi-infinite flat plate shown in figure' (1,1).
The equations of oonservation of momentmi and mass, the 
only relevant equations for inoompreaaihle flow, are first 
simplified to the extent that the flow is steady and two 
dimensional and that the fluid lo inoompreesible, The 
resulting;equatione are,
H
1 Ôp /
1 ôp . 
/3 dX
al ay
la + fz
ay
a'^ uA 
aÿ^
a'^ v
/3 W
0
(1,10)
(1 , 1 1 )'
(1,13)
■the symbols represeating the same ’ vai’iables-us, bef ore
I
“ *1 8 —
' as Dime now that and u are o^f a, fini to size,
that lie « 0  (i), u = 0 (i) and since wo are interested /
In the/flow in a very thin layer of thickness 6, y S 0 (d) 
.where=i5 :is the first order of small quantities. In (1,12) we
have;,->?^ <g 0 (1) mid so S 0 (1) and ao v ^ 0 (6)*
■ /-\':Thie,:means that the velocity in the y direction is very 
smallv'^in faot^in actual caloulations^it is neglected and 
 ^ onlyj the : 0 omp onent of velocity in the x^directi on is
.;o'phsi%d%edé;. ^  .....y,.. .......
We now examine the order of the terms in equation (1,10),
in comparison with • The inertia terms in (1,10) are of
order unity and ,sOy6n the assumption that the viscous term is 
of comparable ordei^we require that * 0 (S*^ ) or Ô &r 0 ()"), 
ThisX.agaih 'demonstrates; thé/8 the boundary
E#atioh"C1V11 j" sWjedted 'to^W Sim reduoes
to ' :W: V: ' -U.-  '< ' ■ ' ' ' ' ■
.........'..  /:) 8y.....................................
signifying that the pressure is a constant through the boundary 
layer^along any normal to the plate.
We now establish the equation governing the motion of ' 
the fluid in the free stream, \fo assume that xhe velocity v 
is negligible and the resulting equation is the équation of 
motion of a one dimensional steady non viscous flow, namely,
. 19-».. ,  ..
where the subsoript 1 denotes conditions in the free
Oombining (Iv13) with the reduced form of (1,10) we ,: 
arrive et the following set of. governing equations* x
Tho above set of equations was first suggested by 
Prandtl [6], in 1904. The Prandtl boundary layer equationa 
are obviously more readily solved than the Jhavier-Otokes 
equations.
For thé case of flow past a flat plate we now apocify 
the boundary conditions under which a solution can bo 
obtained, üince tho equationa are of the 'second order in y 
wo require two boundary conditions in the y-di recti on, namely
u - V ÎT 0 when y = 0,
u sr u^(x), V tr 0 when ré 0. ^
We muct now specify oi;ie boundary condition in the % direction.
Thio can be done by aaauming a known voloeity profile 
u sr u (x *y ) at 8onto initial station % *
ÎV
‘ is Been from the boundary conditions# in order to 
solve (1#14 ) we "must specify the free stremi velocity an 
an external boundary condition# Since it must be 
compatible with the actual conditions in the non-viscous 
free stream it is generally taken.to be the value of 
velocity derived from the/potential flow solution of the . 
same problem# In the case of flow past à flat plate at" 
zero incidence the free stream velocity is simply '
U, a constant#
It has been found advantageous hov/ever, to investigate 
the somewhat artificial problem of flow past a flat plate 
against adverse pressure gradients# Thus# instead of the 
pressure being a constant (as in (1#15) with e U)# we 
require that the pressure increases as x increases# This 
technique is used to give a mathematical model of a section 
of the flow over an aerofoil as demonstrated below in .
mGumg (1#2)
*1 .«•» :‘S i ;
. . r . : - V s  ................ -  \  . ' . ' . A ' " "  ' - A ' -
figure (1|2) shows a graph of the pressure over the 
top surface of an aerofoil# plotted-against position on the 
aerofoil, . It is seen that there is a section AB of the 
surface uvur wuioh the pressure inoi'caaes as we move . 
downstream. It is found that if the pz^essure gradient , 
,ie sufficiently largo# the laminar flow can not continue 
and at some point it breaks away from the surface# causing 
the aerofoil to stall. We can mathematioally represent 
such a flow by adding an adverse pressure gradient to the 
flow over a flat j>late# in the hope that wo can create the 
conditions of stall, and exmaino the mechanics of flow \
separation. . ^
krom equation we see that instead of spocifying
the pressure gradient we could equally specify the 
corresponding' free stream velocity#' this' is in fact the 
spooifioation used in the oaloulations to foilow* r:vv ^  ■ -
Ho now examine qualitatively tho theory of boundary  ^ :; 
layer separation, ,
Separation point in a boundary layer.
Consider the flow of air along a flat plate against > 
an adverse pressure gradient. Prom the second of equations 
(1#14) it is seen that the pressure is transmitted normally 
through the boundary layer to the fluid adjacent to the 
plate. The layer of fluid, on the plate is at rest and the 
next layer has a very small forward velocity and so may not 
have sufficient momentum tp overcome the pressure gradient.
- — ^
At a orne point along the plate it may be. brought to rest and 
downstream of this,point the flow will be reversed# This 
position of breakaway is called the. separation point and 
is defined to be the station x at which * Ot the
Bubaoript o denoting conditions on the plate. Ü 
diagrammatic representation of such a flow is given in
SEPARATION POINT
Aircraft design has demondod a great deal of effort# 
both theoretical‘and experimental# oonoerning calculations 
of the separation point and the mechanics of separation with 
o view to the design of an optimum aerofoil shape over which
the major part of the flow would be laminar#
The oompyeaaible boundary layer equations» ' ■ .
The considerations which have been employed in
establishing the boundary layer concept in incompressible
flow can be readily carried over to compressible flow# 
now ^
We^have not only a velocity boundary layer^ in wiiich
. .. , / are cone entrâted all the vino ous stresses, but also a
^  . thermal boundary layer in which are confined all viscous
heating effects. The problem is much more complex because
of the interdopondonee of the two layers 'and the temperature
variations of the density and viscosity# It is found that ‘
• the two layers are comparable in thickness if the Prandtl/. y/' y .u X':; ' 4:'U J V ' - i t , ' / f - - , . T X * - ' ■' . ■' V .V 'V "V I j'' - TiiT;. '■
number of the fluid is of the order of unity# the Prandtl
number^ being (T *Afp # where e_ is the specific heat at
'  k ... p -
. - :'v ' t ' . ' _ .
oonstant pressure. jPor air# the fluid we are considering#
the Prandtl number is' taken to be(T^ t 0.72. - - -
Applying the same techniques as 'are used in 
. incompressible flow we can establish the^ simplified form "
of the equations> of motion for a steady# two dimensional#
. - ■ ‘ compressible boundary layer. These equations# in which it , %
i Î *  ^ ‘  '
■. is more convenient to use the enthalpy i (;= 0 T) than the ■ 
temperature# are given below#
. y’” n “i iit u H.
dx
I f * # . .  0 . .
.:g .\ ; -\./y
together with the équation of state for a perfect gas and 
the équation conneoting viscoaity ahd temperature.
As IhAincompresaihle'- flow -'we ' require the appropriate 
number of boundary c onditipns. With regard to {boundary 
c ondi ti one it bhould be noted that there are two main 
types of problem which can be considered# the thermometer 
problek in : which we spedify thd temperature on the plate# 
and, the problem of no heat .transfer across the. plate' where
the boundary condition.there is % O'
o
It should be mentioned. that v/e shall ignore the 
possible existence of shock wayes. :
Variation of Yiscosity with temperature#
The generally ac c op to # law of variation of yiscCsity 
with temperature is Sutherland*^ law# , \ /
const. .T1.6 (If 9)
where 0 = 114% for air, . ; '
. However it^is found to be more convenient to fr^e a 
inythe'forà' ' ' . ' '
- y ' yv.; g'pcLy cqnat.x^ ,/
Buch a représentati on#, suggested by Cope : an# Hartreeb [v], 
wi th w ns 8/9 i s app li o abl e over . the ; rangé 9 0 %  ^  T — 500 #
with a percentage error of less than five per cent. The 
special: case LO:A' 1 r-ia. often c on si der c d : f oi* c onvéni ehc e. :
. 'i :.:: - - - ; : - \ ' vX ^
Tlie aôsimptiona w = 1 and (Tt:' 1 produce startling . v . 
s imp11fi o ati ons,in:the. Compressible boundary layer equations: 
and'a; sec ti dn of thé work on; compressible; flow, in this ,r ;
thesis is- devoted to assessing the yàliditÿ of these
assumptions# ,.v . , ■ ■ ' ''
We shall now sketch a brief history 'of : the development 
of : boundary layer theory-. * ^ |  : , ' ’ : /  ,
HiBtory of the development of boundary layer theow• .
In this thesis we arè 'Oohéidering a particular aspect of 
boundary layer theoryy namely the two dimensional steady 
boundary layer flow along 'a, semi-infinite flat .plate# ■ We > \ 
have made no mention of three dimensional boundary layers#: 
or boundary layers bn Circular oyliMerb ; and ; we .have - 
restricted ourselves to laminar flow# neglecting the effeota ; 
of turbulence. In the.çompfeqsîble flow, section we do hot 
consider- the-interaction of shook wave ..and7boundarylayer.' : .- 
With all thé above restrictions: it is still not possible 
to discuss all the work which has been,CarriCd out in this 
field.‘ It: would be wide si rable # however# to proc ee d to our 
specific calculation without a brief mention :of ; some of: the 
work already published bn; the ' subject. . ■ ■ ' : ■
: ' The concept of a boundary layer was first: giyep In 
the famous:paper' delivered{by;Prandtl LG] to the Mathematical 
Oongfess /at Heidelberg in;lb04l In this papér Prandtl,; 
showed; how the motion of a slightly viscous ^ fluid past a 
body cpüld be divided into;:two:r.egipns:# ; p'ointingv to the /
simplifications this would produce in the Havier-Stokes 
equations*
The first solution of the boundary layer equations 
for flow past a flat plate at zero incidence was given by
" r  ' ' "   ^ " ,  - » \   ^ '
Blasius 18] in a Doctor*s thesis at Gottingen* The essential 
feature of this solution is an expansion of velocity as an 
infinite series# the first few terms of whloh are evaluated. 
Similar types of solution were developed by Topfer [9]#
Bairstow [10] and S# Goldstein [11]#
Ilowarth [ 12.1 # solved the equations for boundary layer 
flow past a flat plate against a linear adverse pressure 
gradient# and found the position of the separation point. 
Hartree [13] solved the same problem and his results agree 
favourably with those of Hownrth.
In the approximate methods of Von harman, E14] and 
J?olhausen [ 16] the momentum integral form of the equation of 
motion-was used. In this technique the boundary layer ' 
equations were satisfied in average over tho boundary layer 
thi'o&iës:Ëi(\%^  /
Another class of solutions consists of the step-by-step 
solutions, here again motivated by Prandtl [16] and expanded 
by Gortler [17]* Here the velocity profile at a station 
(% + Ox) is obtained in terms of the velocity profile at tho 
station x. Gortler [18] improved upon his method later# 
whilst Schroeder [19] produced a finite difference solution 
of the Prandtl boundary layer equations, his method being
improved, by Witting [ 20] in 1953* One of the moot recent
papers on this type of solution is that of Leigh .[21 ] who#
from the results of Hartree àt a small Aliotanoe upstream
of the separation point# proceeds to calculate to a high
accuracy using step-by-step methods the actual position
of the separation point*
In the theory of compressible boundary layers the
large number of different boundary conditions which can be
applied and the various approximations which con be made
: ooneerning the viscosity and the Prandtl number make, it
difficult to pi es ent the work done in the field in an
orderly manner, < ^
'Rowarth [ S2] -calculates the flow fields of compressible
: -boundary layers on a flat plate v/ith and without adverse
pressure gradients* Tie makes the assumption that<r«o» 1#
: In ilowarth*s paper he troiisforms the compressible equations
into incompressible equations for which the solution is
: '     ^ .
known. A general conclusion reaohed by Howarth is that as
 .the initial Mach number increases# the boundary layer ^
thiokons# and separation can be expected to occur nearer ;;'^
... . ..1 ' ' ' ' ' - '
A,;; the nose of the plate. Stewarts on [ 23] used a similar ' 'bj
technique to that used by ' Howarth.
Gfoèco i, 24]# using u and % as independent variables,
solves huo problem of flow past a flat plate using
different values forjui and ct' , one interesting result being
that as the Much number increases# oorrospending velocity
A/'-A''''-'.
-28- ' , : ' 
profdleB’beoomo more linear. Bueemaun l25j, assuming (T%: 1 
solvesoa oorresponding nroblem "by expressing the shearing %.
8tress as a quadratic in u. - :
/Hantsohe end Wendt [ 26] # • aaouming co» 1# and using a : 
aimilar method to that of Crocoo# tackled . the same, problem ' 
with various wall conditions. They found that as the Maoh 
number increased tho discrepancy between results calculated : 
with (r= 1 ando^ rr 0.70 increased.
' - '"In a recent paper Illingworth F 27] found a solution 
for flow past a flat plate against a lineaz' adverse pressure 
Undor differing conditions of temperature ^ and Maoh number 
by.'f&t.$ing)^ yàÿ%6us:iÿ^ ^
Brainerd and llmmons E28] and Oope and llartreo [7]
      ' —
numerically solved tho problems with the aid of computing 
machinery# in each case the changes being rung on the values 
of u) and <r* * Another numerical approach to the same problem 
is that of Gadd [29] using a stop-by-btep method, klugge 
Lotz 130] put forward the’first finite difference approach 
to the problem#and more recently>a further finite difference 
solution was given by Biekmann [31] in a doctoral thesis*
The above is a brief sketch:of some of the work carried/ 
out in this field, suffioieht to show the great 
concentration of effort devoted to the subject. Mo mention 
has yet been made of the Von W^ ioee transformation which, 
since it forms the basis of the work done, in this, thesis, 
is considered in more detail in the next part of the ' 
introduction* .
V j-
ÏHK ?0M ' MISE3' TaAîlBPOBMÂÏIOH. ■ ' • /
The differential equations governing boundary layer 
flow can be given in several different forms# depending 
on the variables used, each form of the equations having 
its own advantages and disadvantages. ?or several reasons 
wo have chosen to use the form of equations first - v-
discovered by Von Mises [32] in 1927. - - ;
The Prandtl boundary layer equations for two dimonsional, 
steady, inoempressible flow were shown in (1 A) to be
‘  A  A " - A ' ’■
Equation (1,19) tells us of the existence of a stream 
function If such that . '
u « , V g. ^ .|i #  ^ - - 4  i ,2 0 )
After the method of Von Mises we change tho independent 
variables from x ' and y to x and if, - such a change ' 
being governed by the following transformation formulae*
(8)^ - ® ) ,  HItjClljy - (H), Clfj^ •
0U\ ( d'^\ _ fdu'(II) 1^ )  . U
%
In
where represents the partial derl vativo of u v/ith
rospeot to x$ y being kept constant;.
Using the above formulae equation (1,17) booomeo
■ U II = Ui a A  + ^ ^ '
or, einoe u,. is a funotion of x only
2
OZ 1 0 1^^  ^ "
Writing z « u^ - u we arrive at the Von Mises 
equation for inoompreseible flow,
' S -  " K  - ' p  ■
Kquotion (1,19) moreover is identically satisfied so 
that the flow in an incompressible boundary layer is 
completely specified by (1,21). This equation is much more 
adaptable to a finite différence method of solution than 
(1,17) and (1,19). In the subsequent numerical work we 
shall use the Von Hises boundary layer equation.
Turning our attention now to the case of steady, 
two dimonsional, compressible boundary layer flow, we have 
shown in (1 A) that the equations of momentum# energy and 
continuity (1,16) are  ^ .
'01/
-dy 
81? :'dûî
0
0X dy
;Ctv;S2:). 
(1,83) 
( 1,84 )
0,85)
Equation- (1,25) jrieldo a atreLysi Itmotlon (' auoh
that
= #  5 K
As before. WG ohahge' the IWependont v^iriahles from 
X and y to % and ÿ^# in terme of which - 
( 1 ,2 2  ) arid ( 1 ,24  ) hoc ome,
8u 8
ai du., d
OU
11 1 f*
■OV'S®')-
A,2: / 0u\ . ( 1 , 2 7 )
If however, as waa explaiaod la (1 A),,wq acaume that 
our fluid is a perfect we have,
thuo
^  ^ - “P
E » Cpï (1 - f“)a i (1 - $), ,
C., - Oy' ,
and ao • P ^  _ J L  :PA ®  Ï ' n  " t~i Ï.,
and since from equation (1,23) p ie a function of x alono 
we can ouhetitute f o r i n  (1,26) and (1,27) and obtain
1%
L^1 d%
1 + Yprr*i <1^ &  (a ( 1 , 2 8 )  •
81 1
Si^ dx , X,
YT3
where q and the quantities in square brackete are
funotions. of .% alozie,
AA'Bquationa (i#28) and (1,29) will be the govoi^iing 
equations in all ouhsequeiit'Oalculationrj on compressible, 
boundary layers# , '
,Y/e shall now d ve smmrary of the history of the 
Von Mioes equations. In 1939 Irandtl [1G] ouggestod that 
the Von Mioeo equation wi^ht be uoed a@ the baoie of a 
step-by-step finite difference technique to solve the 
problem of i n c omii r e s e i b 1 e flow past a semi-inf ini te flat 
plate with a linear adverse preosure gradient # GQrtler [17] 
pointed out that since the velocity is zero on the plate 
it follows from (1,21) that / muet be infinite and for
I
this reaoon he abandoned the method aa a poouiblo moons of
solving the px^oblem. This singularity has discouraged most
authors from considering the Von Mises equation as a means
of solving either incompressible *or compressible boundary
layer equations.
Luckert [33] however, was able to use the Von hisea
equation for 'inoomproaaible flow to evaluate the velocity '
in the wake of a finite flot plate placed parallel to the
stream, since in this case the velocity is nowhere zero and
oonaoquently a^z remains finite in the field.
8*8 , .
Von Farma:^ ! and O.B. Milllkan [34]'used the Von'Mlaee 
equation'in their method of inner and outer solutions of 
the inoompreeeible flow past a flat plate wit]j a linear 
adverse pressure gradient. They found the gejmration point  ^
at » .1Ü2 whioh we may compare with the presently accepted 
result of % :r .1198 cnlculated by Leigh [ 21 ] in 1955.
Tho first application of the Von Mises equations for 
solving compressible flow nrobleias was an iterative method 
of solution of the flow past a flat plate with no pressure - ;
' ' ■■■'• 'S'-- : A ryf*
...gradientsOlid with the asaumptionu (T == 1 andyjL.a: aT . 
ThiB^rpiGoe- of work was carried out by Von iiarmon and Tsien 
[35] in 1930 and was extended later to ilow past various 
cylindrical profiles by Illingworth [f>6j in 1940.
: A/,In' this thesis we hoi;o to show that both in oompresoible
and#:incomj)ressible flow# the Von Mises form of the équations 
provides an excellent basis for an oasy and relatively speedy 
'numerical solution of problems in boundary layer flow, the 
. chief /^difficulty' being a relatively large amount of simple 
numerical computation* It shn;ld be pointed'out that the 
'method:which we shall describe, is primarily intended for 
- compressible flow calculations. From our solutions, it id 
hoped to check the accuracy of simpl,id§(ing assumptions which 
have been made by other authors in pi avions oalculationaA
Since the method'is much less elaborate when applied 
to incompressible flow problems it has been so employed in 
,/the first nlace in order to examine inherent difficulties „
»sSi
o f :
P IN IT k  DIFFFIHmOB SOLUTION OP PARABOLIO D IP P m a T IA L  
EQUATIONS*
- Aa Been in /the previous eeotlon, the boundary Ihyer 
equations in whioh we are interested are non linear parabolic 
differential equations, the highest derivative in the 
x-direction being of the first order and in the i direction 
of the second order* The method of solution used in this 
thesis is the method of finite differences and before 
attempting any specific solution it seems advisubte to 
sketoh the technique as applied to the simplest-of paratolic 
differential equations, viz* the equation of heat conduction,
M
dx
1?5 ,
.2 ■dy'
The equation is to be solved inside a ’^horseshoe** 
boundary on which the values of z are known, the field of 
computation is shown in figure (1,4).
The area inside the "horaeshoe" is covered by a 
rectsingular mesh with the nodal points labelled (j,k), the 
mesh length in the x direction being /xx and in the 
y^direction Ay* If the starting position in the x-direction
and in the y-*aireotion y « y^ then the point
labelled (j,k) corresponds to the point with co-ordinates 
X » + jAx, y ^ y^ 4- kAy,
i >
Xiik+i V f
3+1, k
if l?'i
AREA
OF
COMPUTATION
y = y.
. “><
EIGUHB (1,4)
We expreos.the function g(x +AX,y) in terms of 
g(x,y) emd the partial derivatives of z(x,y) with respect 
to X, using Taylor’s series in the form
J_z(X y) Jæ I^ i L  .
%(x +‘AX, y) = g(x,y) + AX Sx;’-../ / + gl ' g^g
If we neglect terms of greater order than the first 
in A X we can represent approximately tyf
'  M  • a(x t A X , y.l_x_@ixiyiJ. ■ , ■
ox AX
In a similar faohion we approximate by
ay
( Ay )
this formula being aeourate to (Ay) .
If iiow the point (%,y) oorreaponde to the node 
(j,k) and we represent z(x,y) by ' above
replaoements can be written as ,
j ,k * Ax “ \dy^/ j ,k ' (Ay '
(1*31)
Substituting these appx'oximations in (1,30)‘we obtain,
1 ,k *" ^j,k ^ ,kfi ** ,k ^ ^j,k-l )  ^- (1,32)
where 6 « Ax/(Ay)^ is the, mesh ratio-.
Equation (1,52) is the four point forward finite 
difference replacement of (1,50). There are other 
replacements which can be used but the one above is the 
simplest minimum order replacement.
We now suppose that we have reached a stage in the 
oalculation Ai/here > values of .. zrare., knovm at all the nodes 
on the j-line and we yloh to calculate the values of z on 
the (j+l) line, using the equation (1,52).
The value of z at (j+1,0) is known from the boundary 
conditions, the value at ( j + 1,1 ) is obtained, using (1,32) 
and the values at ( j ,0), ( j , 1 ) and ( j,2). Continuing in 
this way we evaluate z at all points on the (j+1 ) line, 
the final value at, (j+1 ,n) being given by the boundary 
conditions. The next step is to evaluate z on the (j+2) 
line and so on. Eventually we cover the area of computation* 
in a step-by-step fashion.
We must now try to estimate how near the solution we
 ^J
V 'Y -
I '
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have obtained is to the proper solution of (1,30). At - 
any node (j,k) there are three associated values,' 
the correct solution of the differential equation (1,30), 
z . - the correct solution of the difference equation (1,32)
j fK - ‘  ^ ' y , ' ^
and 2^ the numerical solution we have obtained, j 
being a number rounded off after a prescribed number of 
decimal places.
- In any calculation there are two different types of 
error involved, the difference between; z,. ■,. and . and' r ,  -  . t? J fü
the difference between and Zj ' The vanishing
or otherwise of the former error as the mesh size is 
reduced is the problem of convergence. This error will not 
be considered in the thesis. It will be assumed that this 
error is small for the mesh lengths used and it is also known 
that this error is of comparable magnitude over the entire 
field of calculation.
' bonsiueratlone of the error in'? j ^ (as compared with
J I " * ' W ,  '*^■1 ’
is the problem of stability. This problem is much more 
important in a step-by-step calculation as is demonstrated 
below.
,' Bounding off errors occur at every stage and it may 
happen that when those errors are transmitted to the next - - ; 
stage by (1,32), they increase. In this case the procedure - 
is Said to be unstable, whilst if the errors do not grow 
the procedure is said to be stable. Errors in any unstable 
difference solution can become so large that the calculated ;
-39-,  ^ y ^
values obtained bear no resemblance to the true solution. ' -' 
In the manner of O’Brien, Hyman and Kaplan [.37] we ' '
discuss the stability of (1,32). Suppose that for all
j and k j be expressed as j * ^i,k € j k $
where ei ^ is small# from (i,32) we obtain -m#
... w >'** - '
'Ÿ j+1 ,k *?j,k ■*■ ® ,k+l “ • VÎ
and if we assume that "Yj+i * ^j+l,k ■*■ '^ j+l,k we ohtain
^j+1,k ■*■ ^j+1,k “ ®j,k %,k ■*■ ^(^j,k+l~^^j,k ^j,k-1 )
'  *  ^ ^d,k + ^j,k-M* ■ ,
Binoe Z j^ is the true solution of (1,32) we can
simplify (1,33) and obtain the error equation, '
^ j+1,k • ^j,k +  ^(^j,k+l “ ^^,k + '^j,k-9' , C.54)
It is now assumed that 6  ^ can be expressed as a
.aeries.,.of..-.the., f orm. ., • - I
e j . k =  ^ A. ,- ,: :
where + ib^, ^  is real and i » - 1.
The above form for €j ^ chosen because as j ' - :
increases, that is as the calculation proceeds, the modulus 
of the error can increase or.decrease. The condition for
/A#
stability is that the modulus does not increase.
Binoe the error equation (1,34) is linear we need only 
consider one term in the expansion and in fact we may choose ,
6.! i_ P #kAy ^^ere u m a +. ib, p is real# '  ^,
%##
The moduluo of thlg mmher ia |A| . Au y  iïioreaaes
v/e require this modulus not to inoraase and so our condition 
for stability is
a Ax
A.l, . ' (1f35)
j,lr
Substituting ^IpkAy ^ in (1»34) and
simplifying we arrive at the result
. 1  + 6 (e^P^y - ^ +
Taking the modulus of both sides we obtain
l.“3«='|.i (1 . 40 ■ ■
and so our stability condition becomes
-16 1 - 4 0  sin^ A 1, (It36)
The upper condition is satisfied automatically since
b— 0 and the lower condition becomes,
.  - .  ^
For stability this must be satisfied for all p in the 
range 0 6 p ^ 8%. Thus the condition for stability is
6 ^ - 1 .  ' (1,37)
' :_'y^ :'We-have thus demonstrated that if (1 *37 ) is satisfied - 
our difference equation is stable and the results obtained 
in the calculation will be an accurate representation of 
the solution of (1,-30).
# 1 #
The technique deeorlbed above will be ueed in our 
solution of boundary layer problems*
' . v .  ' , > - . -
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Before going on to deaôribe the actual oulculations '
Carried out in this thesis^ it is adyiseable to assess the 
situation by ’giving some of the motives which prompted the 
research carried out in this thesis. ^
(a) The method developed can be applied equally to 
incompressible and compressible flow problems^ and so direct 
comparison can be made between the calculated flow fields*
(b) The Von Mises form is by far-the simplest of the ■ 
forms of the boundary layer equations, This can be more 
readily appreciated in the incompressible case where the
flow is governed by a single equation of a relatively simple ^
form* Because of the simplicity of the governing equations 
they are more readily adapted to numerical methods of '
solution,
(c) As in most numerical techniques the limitatipn on 
accuracy is governed by the minimum mesh size possible, which 
in turn is governed by the time available* Modem high 
speed? computing'machines eliminate this difficulty to a si?
large extent and it is hoped, at a later date, to make use
of such machines to exploit the method more fully*
(d) In the light Of numerical methods the problem
is interesting in that we are confronted with an equation 
which has an inherent instability over a section of the 
field* A method of overcoming this difficulty will be
**43—
demonstrated in the section on imoompresaihle flow* '
’ (e) Since the technique is numoricai it can he 
used when the boundary conditions are derived from 
experimental data*
(f) Perhaps the most significant discovery in this 
thesis concerns the use of the Von Mises transformation* 
Although the Von Mises equations have a simple’form,  ^
Prandtl [16] pointed out that they could not be used in 
numerical techniques beoause of the singularity of the 
equations at the plate as mentioned in (I B). In this 
thesis it is hoped to show that the difficulty of this 
singularity can be overcome in a numerical calculation, 
and so the major objection to the use of the Von Mises 
equations is eliminated* % .
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A
BquAtioHS w  BommEY ooimiTioNS
The problem which we are attempting 1b‘ the evaluation 
of the velocity at all pointa in the two-dimenaional, steady, 
inoompreaolble boundary layer on a semi-infinite flat plate 
I)laced.parallel to the stream# Two types of flow will be 
oonoidered, the firot, in oeotion (2 B), in'v/hich no 
extraneous pressure gradient is présent and the second, 
in seotion (20), in which, the fluid is subjected to a 
linear adverse pressure gradient* . ' %  ^
In terms of the variables % and $, we consider the
plate to be lying along the x-axis x — 0, and the fluid 
to be approaching the plate with a constant velocity Ü,
in the positive x-direotion* This is illustrated in '
figure (2,1)*
mmiN
U.-U
a
t  t
FREE iTRER/A 
U= U,(x)
BOUN&RRX LAYER 
LL-
PICfUBS (2,1)
- ' ' — 4 5— '
As was shown in (1 A) the outer edge of the bqun.dary
layer is defined to be the locus of points at which, to 
the degree of accuracy required, Jp % P* In the (x,ÿ) 
plane this curve which .divides the boundary layer from the 
free stream is given as the locus of points at which 
^  « 0’ or “Il * 0, to the required degree of accuracy*
The line of separation of the boundary layer from the 
free stream is not known until the calculation has been 
completed but for demonstration purposes it is drawn in 
llgure (2,1)*
In ( 1 ,B) we have shown that, for incompressible 
boundary layer flow the governing equation, in terms of 
X and f, ±s '
. , 4. ?  -i '•
1 3$*-
where z » (u^ - u^) and * ugx) is the free stream 
velocity*
Equation (2,1) is a non linear parabolic differential 
equation and as such, for a unique solution we must 
specify one boundary condition in the x-direotion and two 
boundary conditions in the  ^direction*
On the plate, that is on the line $ m 0, x~ 0, 
the velocity u vanishes, by the property of a viscous 
fluid of no slip on a wall* In the free stream, that is ' 
when « 0 we have u » u^(x)* If we now suppose that
% is specified as a function of  ^  ^ at some station x % x;
we havé the following set of ‘boundary conditions.
(i) z = u^ when $ 
1
0
z,:= 0 - when ‘ ^ ^ 0 / (2V2
(iii) z != z (Xq , ) whén X = x^. :
Knowing the values of v v^  on this ^!horaeéhpe " houndary 
our prohiem is to: evaluate ; s in itsilnteriof •;
The first problem to he tackled is that in which the 
pressure is a constant in the free stream, and as seen from 
(1,15) fhë free stream velocity is also a constant ;
u^(x) ^ XI.
In this case the equation (2,1 ) /can he expressed, 
more simply in the{form - ;
du
dx « * ? c)^ Ü'
(2.3):
subj ect.;to the following set' pf boundary conditions
(i);;u * 0 when * «c 0,.:
(ii) u . U when I f , Of (8.4)
■u;-« u (xS when X = x.
m"
Section (2 B) is concerned with a numerical solution 
of (2,3) subject to (2,4)* ,
..
?LOW AlOEG A ElAT 'BLATE V,1TH OONSTMT PEESSUEE, "
'  '  '  ^
This,-' the first problem, is intended as a prototype 
calculation in which the method is tested as a means Of 
solution and a plan of computation is laid down*
' In this problem.,,.in, which f^r.ee stre 
of constant magnitude and the plate is infinite in, extent 
there is no characteristic length, however, in order to 
conform with subsequent work we shall denote the 
oharaeteristic length by. L (although no characteristic 
length apart from exists in the problem) and non 
dimensionalise the equations in terms of a general 
Reynolds number H* V/e choose as the, characteristic , 
velocity U, the main or initial stream velocity.
Consider the non-dimension.il variables
X* = V l , = u/U» S'* » ,
where - 'jr, the characteristic stream function, has to be 
determined. Substituting for x,u and $ in (2,3) we 
obtain,
for convenience we choose
t - S  '
and with the above choice of the, resulting - equation is
3u* , a^u»2
dx‘ * " a*'8 ' - ,
The boundary condition u » Ü becomes u’ » 1,. 
whilst the other two boundary conditions remain the same 
in terms of the dashed variables.
/ We shall< now. dr on the dashes for convenience to 
produce the differential equation in its final form 
' au X a»u^
subject to the boundary conditions,
(i ) u e 0 when $ a 0,
(ii) u = 1 when || i 0, ' - (2,6)
(iii) u » u(% ,Ÿ) when x » :r.î
All the variables In (2,5) and (2,6) are non dimensional. 
V/e now form a finite difference replacement of (2,5) in the 
manner of (1 0). '
Einite difference,replacement of (2.5). ’ . '
As discussed in (1 0) the (x,^) field is divided by 
a square net with nodal points labelled ( j ,k), the value 
of velocity at such a node being denoted by u. The mesh 
length in the x-direction is a x and in the i;-direction iSv.%/.\6'( 
A $, and so if the calculationis started at x » x the 
node (j ,k) corresponds to the point (x^ + j A x, k A$) 
and u. ^ S u (%. + jAx, kA*).
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As in (1 0) we make the following approximations,
- y ; / 
by means of which (2,5) can be replaced by the difference 
equation
'"j+i.k = ^j,k + ^ 4
where 5 st Ax/(nÿ )^  is the mesh ratio.
The boundary conditions ore now given as
(1) Uj e 0 for all j,
(ii ) Uj 1 when Uj ^ for all j and k,
(iii ) known for all k.
Equation (2,7) is the four point forward difference , 
replacement of (2,5) do called because it makes use of the 
four points, (j,k+1), (j,k-l), (j,k) and (jf1,k) as
demonstrated below. ^
V
A Ÿ
Ax,
Prom equation (2,7 ) it is readily seen that if the 
velocity is known at all nodes on the line j then the 
velocity at each of the nodes (j+1,k) can be calculated 
in turn. Using (2,7) and the boundary conditions, we can 
thus cover the boundary layer in a step-by-step manner.
Before proceeding to describe the actual computation we 
must first discuss the stability of the difference equation*
stability of i the fini#;;:differenoe^ -ièüumtïoh^ ( 2*7 ) »/ '
• W e .  8 h 6 3 . 1 '  n o w  e x é m i l a e  t h e  a t a b ' i i l t y - . o f '  j y ' % e i # g  
the methocl outlined- in ( t G)« ‘ ABsoGlated with tliê 
differeaoe equatloh*
B I. "1
# ^j,k * 6/8 C.U%,#1 '*'i.%gk^1#%j/%7) 
the equation
u3+i»k + ®a',k
®)^d,k + ®i*k
W j' * Éj#
,';t
where at any node (-^ -fk).,.. e représenta the smali 
error , in the calculated value of u^ .this eri’or 
arising from rounding off after ed - many .:-'-deoi^ ly:plaO^  .
Rewriting the. -ahove : equation and negleoting po^ ifere 
of £|.if. higher than - the first we arrite at .the following*J f ■*' . ' ' ) ' :
linear error .Equation,.
®j+1,k ®d,k-'+' , k % a y k ^ i ).
(2,8)
As desorihed in (h 0) we assume that we oan exprsss 
in the form where '.»■«■■.*.■+ i-h and
0 is real. Suhatituting this, value of s in (2,8) we 
obtain
* \ /
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which aimplifioD to
According to ( 1 0) the condition that the difference 
equation ie stable, that is, that any errors introduced do 
not grow as the oalaulation proceeds, is that
Prom (2,9 ), wYihnj R = Aip 
jeO-axj ^ + Ô ,k-l P b)]
and so the condition for stability is obtained, viz,
■*■ "'j,k-i ) - 8 #  (^j,k+l + '“j,k-P^^
. 4.1.^ m i  - .1.^ :’ „,io)
If we now write
w « sin^ #  , 0 6 w6 1
:' o!'/"'-' :pfM . P€'ppV-&-W'PSWf y-x/-/: '/:yy%yy:y; . 3
" y-'-r;*' ' ■’’ /■■/./-;. v i 1, '"v ' - /'-kv' / K  ■■.'?■': ' y,y_ J;"'" : .' ; • . ' ; ‘.'Ï
 ^ * '^ d,k+l + '^ j,k-l »
the condition (2,10) is simplified to,
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oïi- s ky: -g.
- 8ü8 )" + 4 w(1 -w/ D
. A'neoessary .condition' àriaing from ,(g,'11) is .that P X Q, 
in other words
■■ ' . , y B A g wo, y ■ yy:y : ; :, ,■
or ' y-':' - ' y, ' '-y yyy., ■ ; '
'^ d.k+l - ,k + "j,k-1 % y  ('^ j,kt1 + y^j,k-l )'
' ■ The above/honclition muet, be 6atisfled ïor alï' vaiuee 6f 
0 in the range 0 & 2% and in particular for the worst
value of ,8 -:iii this ease p »  0,..whiph‘provides .uaywithyy y - ■
/^d,k+i -.^j,k..+ '^j,k-ty.^.y ' ' y; , (2,IS)
If (2,12)- la aatiefiedv then th# previous condition ië
certainly satisfied for all values of P*
.Returning now, to the condition ; 5,4 y Ely.: For "stability: 
this must be satisfied at all nodes in the field and for all 
values,of 8, To attempt such an Examination of stability 
would be : extremely and ih order to ovefborne this ,
we establish a lower bound for P..
To find ;a lower bound f of. E 6':^—  Ô- ;
—B 4w( 1-w) D
:\r9' + 2 Cco' .
we need only /find ' aii^ Upp er ■ bound' for:, the. dehomi natbr -
's. '0 ' ' . ' ’ ' Q '
- B + g w C  + 4w(l-w)p4 A - B + gwc + 8(1 -w) D% ,
-:yy . ' - a + g w c ,  . y. ,, _ ' - - y a y . , , w :
■■■«- - B + ' g w  g(i,.w)(o^-4t[j
: ; y - B  +y8Cw + X G ,  (iy-w).,
■ ' -y ' y-,: %';':' :/y-"Ç ' y- gy .'y 'y-y''/''/ yî y g; '-
= "S‘ik+1 * ^ , k  + ,k-1 ;
,y.. . Yy. y; :/ J ' ' %r^
';gYyV''y y'y -yû'f'Sj' ' [ ■ - & ,. ?0
Thus a lowor hound for P is -& and lA we choose I
ô &-&; ' (8,13)
and . ' %
^3,k+i - ^^J,k + ""j,k-1 ^  - (8.18)
tlie otabllity condition (2$ 10) is satisfied at all points ..%##
i .'J .. --vr'  : I .'}.''; ?.' T'/.-y-tT'.'' 'gvf:-"'..' .. '  ' ' 'y
in the field for all values „of 0* % ' • '
' The condition'(2,12) is inherent in the differential 
equation as will how be demonstrated# Ouppoee that by 
suitably adjusting the boundary condition at x ts we find % 
a solution of (2,6 ) in the form U f a  where u is the 
solution compatible with the original boundary condition# V/e' 
thus have
and if we choose c to be sufficiently small this will 
reduce to  ^ ' \>y: # ^  >
' " . '  ^ .r  ■»■ .'■ k -v- ' '  m I  '   ^ ^
We now assume that o #'A e ^  e ,, a form corresponding ^
to that of the function in the difference equation#
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Substituting for s we arrive at the result 
y \  - f t  « --up^+ Sip + iSi : '
: , . '• ' r
.and so a * HI» « ,
. ' • ' ' ’ P  6*^ .
J'y The_condition that ' a does not increase as x ■-
increases leads to. the result " ■
I ) i; I or £ 1 or a ^ 0*  ^ y;
Using the calculated value' of  ^a this condition can be
written as# ,  ^ -
" €> *> ' = . "
- -up 4 i 3  6 0. - - ' .
This condition is true for all values of 8 if
. ' ' - , - r — , Of ' _ (2|14)
' ” ■* ' '
It is readily seen that (2,12) is the finite 
difference replacement of (2,14)#
/  ^Although the analysis used to derive (2,14) is not y.i
strictly accurate it does show that the condition (2,12) is 
inherent in the differential equation and so in any difference 
replacement of the same - order as the differential equation.
It should also be pointed out at this stage that 
although the condition (2,13) can always be satisfied,by a 
suitable choice of mesh ratio the condition (2,12) is 
entirely out of our control* At any node (j,k) the, 
condition (2,12) is either satisfied or not satisfied and we 
can do nothing to alter this fact*  ^ '
To sum up we may say that' in order that our solution
'
of the difference equation (2,7) will adequately represent, T ' f ' , \ '
> ’
the required solution we must ensure that the following r#;#
' . ; i/ --70%
two conditions are satisfied* .
. '^ j.k+l “ ®b,k * ,k-1 -  °»
(ii) 6 6 i .
Bearing the above restrictions in mind we shall now
■ ■
proceed to the first numerical calculation. ,
M’omerioal calculation of the velocity in the boundary layer, - :
Wo have shown that the numerical calculation will be a
simple step-by-step teclinique in which the values of u at
nodes on the line x » + (j+1 ) Ax can be found from the
values of u at nodes on the line x » + j Ax# In order
to start the' calculation we must therefore specify the •
velocity at some station x % x , '.
' . In 1934 Hov/arth found expressions for the velocity in
the problem we are at present considering, the results can be
found in 11 ] ^ page 107 ; In his solution he expands the
velocity u and stream function  ^ in terms of the vail able
y m ^  * From the results of Howarth we tabulate u and. $
. > fx
in terms of ^  at the station x^ # *0025, and from this
tabulation v/e extract the values of u at .i nodes on this 
line.
In the present calculation we choose x » *001, t «= *05 
and thus 0 # .4, ensuring that the stability condition (2,13) 
is satisfied. The specific equation to be used in this
calculation is (2,7) with d « *4, namely
^j+1,k =* '^ j.k * " ^|,k ■*■ "f,k-P' (2.15)
As in later examples the actual numerical computation 
was carried out as efficiently as possible on a desk 
calculating machine, the routine of operations is given in 
Programme (1),
opeeatioh 3+1 fk “  ^ j . k  +73.k-1^
' (1 )k ^3.k (4)k * 2x(3)k
(2)k ( D | - (5)k (l)k+(4)k » 1*3+1,k
(3)k (2)k+1 - 2x(e)k+(8)k-1 Repeat for all k
The programme is quite trivial in the present - 
calculation but in later calculations programmes will be 
more significant .because the numerical operations are more 
involved» < -
Programme (1) represents part of the calculation of 
the velocity on the ( )  line from values on the j line* 
The suffix k" in the programme means that - we are 
calculating the velocity at (j+l,k) in terms of values
^3,k+l * ^j,k ' "j,k-l *' . .
The computation of velocity on the (j + 1 ) line from 
the j line thus consists of repeating the programme from 
k # 'l to k » n, the out,er edge of the boundaa^* layer* r .
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The value of lo Imown from the boundary oonditione
This may be made clearer,by examining a raproeentative stop 
in the oalculation aa shown in Table (2,1).
k (^)k ■ V<3)k ' (4)k
0 .00 iW=W&Q&':k^ .0000
1 # # # 6 .8704 .0541 .7002
:. ; ■ V :'- .9315 ■îv+ië76 . -.1948 .0390' .8925
-r:'. '■ .9856 .0792 . .0158 .9698
.9980 .9960 •,0809 ..0042 , i9938
.85 , .9998 .9997 . 0034 .0007, .9991
. .30 i . 0000 . 0003 .oooi .9999
7 /rn^+35;:/- 1.0000 , i . 00Ù0 ,0000 .0000, 1.0000
8 1.0000 1.0000
Calculation of velooitieo on x % .0035#
TABIB (2,1)
The velocity was calculated'from x « 0*0025 to
X 9 0*0125 and at the latter station a check was made'with
the results of Howarth* There u was found as a function of
t on_ X 9 0*0125 and a graph of this value of u plotted
against $ .is given in Figure (2,2). In figure (2,2) the
velocities on x * 0.0125 as calculated in this section, are
shown to be in good agreement with Howarth? a results.
As was previously stated no great stress is placed on
numerical accuracy in this calculation. ' The agreement
between the calculated results and the results of Howarth is
•' - 
sufficiently good to give us confidence in the method. This
calculation is also useful in that it provides us with a *
simple model round which to build the more elaborate
techniques to be used later.‘  ^ „
PKESeNT Cmi^WLAriON
/‘O
Velocity profile at x = .0125, 
 ^ PICURB (8.2).
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We can now turn our attentions to the more interesting 
problem of flow along a flat plate ,against a linear adverse
: "
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In section (2 B) the flow field in a boundary layer 
on a flat plate at zero incidence was examined, using the 
method of finite differences applied to the Yon Mises 
equation». It is now intended, having justified the method 
to a certain extent, to compute the flow along a semi- 
infinite flat plate against - a linear■adverse pressure ' 
gradienté Particular reference will be paid to conditions 
in the immediate vicinity of the plate, and in. particular 
to the separation point.
v "  ■■■■■: H ; ; : . V 'A_ 'J. ;2 /.«  t  A ; ; '  A a 'A Y  ; ,YA A* : A A  A  Y 'A ; . /  Ï  A  A  ' A  A  AY |Y
Governing equation in non-dimensional form.
As was shown in section (2 A) the Yon Mises equation 
of motion in a ty/o dimensional steady inconipressible
boundary layer is.
-If . 9/u^ - 2  ' ' (2,16)
where z » (u^ - u*^ ), the variables being in dimensional 
form.
The boundary conditions for the flow are 
The condition on the plate, z » when $ # 0#
. Y' Ü : ' AY,  j ;  A" Y.. A  Y 'A  À A Y Y : A A - ; % A Y ,  ,,  ^ A / A ; . : . ; / ;  . . T l i  /> % ^ Y . /* ’A / .A A > .:  A ; A v ; ' / y Y j  ^
The condition in the free stream, % « 0 when -ff i 0*
oV •
The initial velocity profile, % =? z(x.,*) when x % x^,,
- '
X m x^ being the starting line of the calculation.
The free stream velocity u.(x) is chosen to be
/ uX%) . U (i - , :“ I ' n > . '
where U Is the constant value of the main stream velocity, 
that is the velocity of the fluid ao it approaches the plate, 
and L is a standard length. The above free stream r  ^
velocity can ho shown to oorrespond to that for flow against
L
a linear adverse pressure gradient, Substituting the above 
value of velocity in the equation of motion in the-free 
stream namely (1,13) we obtain ' ' . a
where A and B are constants, thus indicating a, linear
adverse pressure gradient.
As is seen from the form of.the free stream velocity.
there is a stagnation line at the station % «r L. This is '
* '
far. removed from any physical flow which we might consider,
but, as will be seen later, the approximate range of the
calculation is 0 6 . 1.1 and so we are well upstream
of this stagnation line.-
The next step‘.is. to non-dimensionalise the
differential equation (2,16). The non-dimensionalising
quantities are better defined in this ease than in the case
of constant pressure flow sinoe we can choose ,1 to be the'
characteristic length in the problem. ' As before, we choose
U as the charaotoristic velocity and ^ # %  as the 
y \  ^ ^ JR' '
characteristic stream function where R «  IJL /v ) is the
Reynolds number of the flow.
: ,. . /l
We construct the non dimensibnal variables %/2^,
3 ’ ^  , .'ih:AtermB;::'bf'-"which:: (2,46jf'beoomës-' '
ôz' i \U ô^z’
The boundary conditions are also changed to a non dimensional
form in which , uj * /l
If vve nQw di'dp the dashes f or c onvenieno e r the non 
dimensional equatipn of miotion becomes, g
' '/F ' ' 'àz' -
ôx
u
’ ■•O’-'.
ÜIÉ-o
' Y'Y.
a*
é';.
J; when If 4 0^
X = x_,
subject to the bpuhdàrÿ bqnditions,/
: (i) Z ;=» (1 - x)^ / when f «r 0,
,?/• 0 ;;A :■ ■ .
Y'Y" ' "Y ' " ' ■■ ■
(iii) z as 3 (Xqi'i') when  ---^
ail {the variable s being nowA in. aÿhoh diméhsi onal f ormb r ■ A .4:;'#
; We proceed to establish a difference replacement of
; / A  / : ; /  ■■■•:/ '
Finite difference replacement of (2#17)*
A; The (x,$ ) pl^e is again divided by a reotangular grid 
with nodal points (j,k). The mesh length in the x-direotion 
is AX, and in the -direction is At, the mesh ratio being
nghih 0 » Vnk/(nt)4 . . . . .
'./We .approximate to the derivatives of z at. the point 
(j ÿ:#)'. in the UsualgmannerAby •
Y %
. f .
'.YYY-
'Y1Y%
4 # %
- 6 o
where z. , le the value of z , àt ,the point corresponding a a
: ::/r:Y; ’-A'vY:#Y; :/;Aa Y’-' ■ ; A A yA- :■
tp (j,k), namely (Xq + j/Ax, k Atr).
Substituting the above expressions in (2,16).we 
derive the o orresgonding difI'ereiioe equati on r'
"\Y ; , ■ ;
where:':th0 boundary cohditions are nPw -expresp'ÿd : in' the:fr y .
foim" AT .^; :
(i) Zj^Y.:ii - (Xg + j Ax) ,
^ i , k : ' : # , k + i  -’?Y%ék; , AYA " (gW): A
(iii) z. ^ is known f or. all k: •O ,  A.
The difference equation (2,19) ia only slightly v
more.'cbmplicatèd4^'^ ibe' 'equation{:(0^ .7 ), anC{-the/ebsential' ' '-À^: 
step-by-step nature of its solutioh is retained.
We proceed to examine the stability of (2,19).
Stability:.'of difÉerence eâÜàtibh ( 2^  %9 ), ; ' ' "Â;'
Using the method outlined in (B B) v/e f o m  a linear 
error equation corresponding to (2,19) by neglecting the 
aeoond and higher powers of the error; ftwctiohb si 'i.' ini/ 
the original error equation, which is,
G 3'
^j+1,k ®j+1 ,k * ®J,k "'j,k * " [(^1 )j “ '^ j.k ' ®j,kj
'4
j,k+1
''j,k the small error in the numerically calculated
value of Zj .
#  expanding C ~ ®j,k^ using the
binomial theorem and neglecting all but the first power in
         .     ...   _......    
®j,k I" (^1 )j "" arrive at the linear equation
in the form,
^ , k  ® ^j,k  ^7(^ -1 )j - ,k j,k+1 ^j,k ^
-
M , ) r
(^j,k+1 “ ^*J,k ■*■ ^j,k-1 )' (a.21) .
ii.k
V/e choose a solution of (2,21) in the form
, where ‘ u » a + ib and g is real.
-a
Substituting this value for. el ^ in (2,21) and simplifying,' 
1 + 6 . 2 >
5.;
» 1 - 4 Ü [ sin^ a 8[(u^)j -
(^j,k+1 ~ ^^j,k "•* j^,k#"l )
The condition for stability is that 
and since from above, is real this becomes
J£-------------=_
I, '  ,  I f :
G 4’-’ .
1 j J
' ' ' ■ ' ' , , ; # 2 2 )
. 'Theyright: hahë 'ooiidltlmi': of:, ( 2/2^) ' 'cah'- '
to give ' , “■■'.■ ' ■
. :,ir^  M È  , ==j,k+1 ' .;
' V/e aee that this Gondition is satisfied for all p if
' , , .i.;' :, ' 'j% :  # '
Condition (2,B5) can be/shown to correspond exactly 
to the stability condition (2,1’2) of équation '(2,7).
The left-hand; :d onditiqn- of (2,23%dan -be' ^ gi^ 
yield \ - ' "'V'
Li
8Ô
6é i [u.j j^ (sin'^  2 ■ + ■ ■ « 8 ' -" U  fO ,. W 1_
8 ^,k+i -#j,k+.a;k_i
now find al lower bound; for they.fight 'hand.; side, pfy
this iheduaiility* The right hand aide la
'  • :  : . - .  ■ :  .
■    , .„■.....
. —65— . " ; ■ - .y .  ' . .
linoe ain. A ^  ^ now, since u. v— '^-i # 4  * wc have
^ûitk ' - a"-#.
Î,k "
It is now easily seen that if (2,S3) is satisfiedî and
9u? U? , ' y 9U.. 1.2 »
Ô - then, the stability condition (2,22)/will, be satiefied y 
for all valueà \0f '■ 'pf/'" ’■ -<-//■ v‘ \'\'y
Corresponding to the stability conditions in (2 #) we 
have thus; established that the equation (2,19) is stable 
provided that y ,
' ' '  "  + 4:k_i '4y-o.'yr;'.-
 ^ ::y.8
(8,24)
The condition (2,24) can be shoy/n to be inherent in the 
differential e q u a t i o n  a n d  soy w i l l  exist/in' everyy.^  dif f erbno e"'. 
replacement o±‘ (2,16)y
By a similar teohiiique, to . thut used i n  ( 2 ; B )/, we %aye : y^ 
corresponding to the differential equation, the. result
where e is a s m a l l  error in the' true solution y z;
ÿ- This equation is simplified to an equation linear in e : 
of the form
4 . Coi-reaponding t o  :#e erf o r  'f ù ^ o  tl oh  ,.'i 8 j \ # e '  .as s u m e  ■
%  A - : * :  : A # :  W::.::/'' -
■that e ,.can be . e x p r e s s e d / /  8 u h ^  M
this in the linear- error equation- and Birai>lifying. we
obtain,; ;\/;-\-;y.. /■■ ..-/\ . '■
& ' / /  ■'.■■I
As in (2 B) the condition that é shall hot increase 
wi#in # e a s i % .  x%:i^':that :C y'' -
' / / ' HI g.Mo, .::.: / -
or in Tihis oasit^sxnce is real, ^
: . ■ # ^ ■ + 1 . / - ^ / - # '  /. ' -'i' ' o#.. \
o.ertalnly tri;o,.f;py, p. if . .y\. ■'' ;/ ■ //*
" -  '-'a&lo ■ ' '■  '
-■ /y ‘ ■ ;S
'.'fi.V!-%.
#
I
The above condition is, of: course, the differential 
form, of the condition (2,23). ‘ '
The worth/of the above examination of a differential/ 
equation will become more apparant in thè'examinatioh of 
oômprèssible flow prbblëËs where the diffërâhtial and thus 
difference equations are more complicated. In case ^
it is found much more cohvenient to consider à differential 
"error equation", the /reeultsypf. which point the way to ■ 
the more accurate examination of the difference equation 
for the error. / -■ '",/r'-" ' . y;;-^ ' '
' Apart firoiii this conaiâerâtion -the extraction of 
stahility criteria from a / differential eq^tioh for the 
error .yields tiiose'- stahility., .opnditions/ 'whi^^^ ■>];. //;/?/|
" '6. : ■ // ..y-" -//'/ #/' ' /'A:W
applicable *bo ail difference replacements of the same 
order as '/'the; differential. equatiph, ' ■ ///:.■ / .--yy, ',
Before, going on to discuss the cpmp.utation pf .the 
veI,ooi ty f 1 el d, y the true ' n'ighif iPano e , of the y a tabiil ty / • 
conditions (2,24) should be> examined. By the very method 
of derivation of: these criteria, hamélÿralways considering 
the worst possible case, it is likely that we have been 
over/stringent in the cdndftions to be applied* ■’-.'d'- -"y.’
In an actual caloulatiph^the stability-of the; 
difference equation at any point should in fact be determinedyn'
#
by applying the condition (2,82) at that point. This of 
G ourse; would prove to be extremely laboxrious and for this 
reason the simple form (2,24) is used for all points in 
the field# If (2,24) is satisfied at a point then the 
diff ereiioe equation ;'(;g,..19'):y;ls oeÿtainlÿistable. a,t $hat - p^int 
although a higher mesh ratio could be sufficient to 
ensure stability at #ost nodes# . / A- ' /yi
lumèrical calculation of the velocity field# (primary 
caBiulatjJ^) ':7 - /.// '
: In the evaluation of z and hence u .inside, the ..
boundary layer the finite difference equation (2,19) is ; 
used, with AX * .0025, ». .1 and so 0 « .25..y This
• . . . . ' ■  ■'■'■■, A . . ■ . ’ ' ■ / '  ■■
satisfies the condition ù L — #
. ' r : • ■ '■ . ':;:® ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ \ ' ■ ■;/■
: ; The. ::balculati ony was started//at. %-.« 0^  0g, thiK
particular station being chosen to promote ah easy comparison 
' with the -'^re suits ; of .-/Witting [2Ù] who als o :. star t e f ::bi s.;/
-f.
-68-
finite difference solution of the Prandtl boundary 
layer equations at this station.
hikpVWitting chopsb/Vpur^ initiél;velocityyprofile,
at X » * 05 f rom Howarth [ 1 ilj, In Howarth* s paper the 
velocity u and the stream femotion^ ^  are expressed, as 
•power se^ pies in the v a r i a b l e : ^  , //The first-six t e r m s , ' /;:,;/! 
of each series are given in tabular form as fuhctions of"y . 
a and '$ ; being expressed at x = .05 as,
- ,01024 f/(7) + .004096 ^
4 = .2236:j fg('Y) - ;V4 >t- .16 f^(%) - .064 +.0256f;^ (y):
- ,01024 fg(-?) +>004096 fg(7) j , . i
/respectively. / ' .//N/-- ■ ' /' /
Using Howarth^s tables for f^ (^)/and f ^ / (i = 0 ... 6),
we can thus find uv.as a function of, $ at; x/a >05, and v 
so we nom.:have thë/vàlues ' pfvv's;-- at all/'the nodes 6n x -^toè^'-
The initial values of z are given in Table (2,4), 
Using/(8,19) in the particular form '
-j+1,k ^ % , k  + .^5 V(u;/)j > # , k  (=:j;k+l - ^^j ,k/+^j,k-i )' ; :
the velocity is evaluated at all nodes downstream; of the 
station /;x/as' O.pSy / /the step^by-step,ndtwç of/s^Ution being:-/% 
similar to that described in (2 B)\
" 6 9 —
.//The . oaloulation:vwa8 Parried: out/eS: far do#BtreW as 
the station X » 0#13, in all a total of 36 steps. The 
most;/eoon6mioal':'p - the 'oaioulatibn : 1 s. "givèn
below in Programme (2)#
- 2z _4)
;(s)k: : (:4)k X • #
(6 )jj (h )jg X ( 3 )j^
i3)f;
: f or :alllk;
As bef ore the caloulation ; pf z at hodes/;on the ; ;
(j + 1) line consists of a repeated nmbe.r of applications
of the programme at the nodes oh the/1-line. As-'ah example
the particular section of the calculation in which the
values of z on the line x » .0785 are dbtaihed from
values on a x . « .07 .is/, giy en ih;T.able> ( 2.2 ) .\ - A--:. 'Aa "
The values of the velocity; arising from the above
caloulàtioh are listed at delected stations of ; - x in' ; 
Table (8.4) and demonstrated in Eigure (2.3). The velocity
at the nodes on x « a>05, 07.-AÏ1 - > 'are- -displayed-in- - the
table, the corresponding velooity profiles being drawn in ; 
the figure.. The growth of the boundary layer is also
o u # A eo&s
OF '
AouwomRy Lmyom
> ' ■
o«
0 6
0 4
Velocity {profi
; m W R E  T 2.3 )
70-
k (3)lc . . ( 4 ) j£ . (Nk:
0 ' « 86'40 " '. . 8603 ■ ■
1 #1 .5801 .1848 .4299 .0051 .0013 .0005 . 6806
2.  ^a-/ -/ ; 5004' ■:'364S i6038 .0275 .0069 .0041' ■ '.: ■ '. 5046 ■
3 #3 ,..3478 .5171 .7104 .0331 .0083 .0059 . 3537
4 ■#4^ ■■-•■.'2283' /'■ .6366 .7980- .0331 .0083 .0066 ■-■ .2349 ■.
5 .5 .1418 .7230 .8503 .0274 .0068 . 0068 .1477
6 .6; .0820' .7820 .8843 Î0218 *0054 . 0047 ' .0876 '
7 .7 ' .-/.0454:. , . : .8196 .0053 • 0153 .0038 .0035 . .0489_:
8 .8 : • .0232' " .8417 Ï9175 .0100- .0026 .0023': ' .0256
9 .9 .0110 ,8539 .9244 . 0058 .0015 .0014 , . . 0124
10 .0047 ' ;8602 .9274 .0034 iOOOB ,.#08:: ' ' ; #55'
11 1.1 .0018 .8681 .9286 .0017 .0004 .0004' .0022
i2 1.2 .0006: .8643 .8297 .0008 .0002 .OOO2': .0008
13 1.3 . .0002 .8647 .9299 .0002 . 0000 .0000 ;,.0002
14 1.4 .0000 .8640 .9300 ;oooo .0000: .0000' '".0000
; ■ , ' Calculati on- of at : % '# 0# 07B5 : - -
%' : TABIB (a; 2) . ' '
At this sta^e .in the . caloulation wè now igxow-the value . 
of the x-coBrponent of velooity at all the nodes In the .homida^ 
lajrer. he , y:-oomponent of, the velooity is small,and is not 
estimated, ' \ ./
The highest disadvantage ,of the^  ^ method is . that , ,
the number of protilems we restricted to those ,4 ^
for which some .velocity -profilia lo. known#' /.This, 4s comparable , 4  
to^  the''stato/of ■ ■ ■ a f f a t r s - 4 n o f  Vfitting-, [ and  ^
heigh [Bl] # ■ V-
. In ( i A) we dieousaed-.the. conditions round the.;noae of 
the plate # : In the classical o onoeptl on of a- - boundary, layér - /' 
the velocity profile at the leading edge Is--.' ii » o when .
y =' 0 and u/;» 1 -whoii^ A'o.:^ "-The ■ existehoè;'Of \auch^ ''a^ --■
'distribution’'has been the cause- o'l. muchi.^ontrbvefsy_ÿ'- -$t/is,'-Y
.... ., ' . ' ■ '■ . ' .. ' ■ ' ' - I;
! . . ;  ' y-" - ' y '.' - ' . \ y- - \
now agreed that the boundary-layer starts slightly upstream 
of the .'.nose; of the,plate and thus .has ,a; small ■ thicMess at • g-ÿy?: 
X ^ O'* It is further agreed that o'ônditiohé in the 
XMiiediate vicinity of the hose are not adequately represented y 
by:^the boimdary la^r:oquatfbn^ ' '' " # :
; : If we choose dur starting station to, be = o and the 
starting ,2;.distribution there to be z ,= 1 when 4 ;c 6 \and z .&vOyy 
when = t * *i# *.'"t’we-ârê'ih fact assuming a oîassicàl ^
boundary layer. It could also be said that in such
a distribution we are assuming tiat the boundary,layer thlokness'#
#  '; '-g" ;■ ' ' .g /: W
at the nose of the plate is less than our nearest node.
Starting with the above distribution of jz at x. «yo 
the-values of zAcalqulated in the normal fashion ■ downstream • '■'yyy 
as far as the station x ^ 0,0675. The values at x « #05 
and X R #0575 are o ompared: with the oorrespending values -
% v;.y . . #
found in the first caloulation, this corjiparison is given in / ;
Table (2# 3). It is . clearly seen that the agreement/is
good arid wh&t is mor# - aignifioant the./ngreement -is improving yyy
as the calculation proceeds.
In another calculation the starting distribut!oh \vas
ohoseh to be/'S > 1 when ■ &=.- o, 1  « ÿ .when i" and/ë/g o 5M
when * m .2y #3 . The values of gA calculated from this
starting distribution merged rapidly with the;;results;:: /Jy
obtained from the caioulatidn started with thé classical ;i>v
distribution. This^demonstrates that the initial velocity
P r ^ l e  ia/ng .aa,;^<Mag.
' . _:.iv
ry o
X SÇ .050 :v "I. X ' ss».' . 0575 •
■- -y c  ) (2)
0 ;,9023 .9025 i8883 .8883
. 1 .6677 .. ,6704;,. .. .6743 , ■ . .6770
--.4538 '.4597/:\ : U#'46- .4808
-.3'  ■ .2843 . . 2926: .3121 .3182
. 4 .1661 . 1730 .1918 .1972
..5 . 0890 .0950 .1099 • #1146
# 6 ..■ .0434 . .0463 .0585 ;  4Ç6#
--.7' , Q20l ' ? .0221- ■' .0289 :' : : #051ay
.8 .0074 .0098 .0128 V #0146
.9 .0027 . 0033 . 0051 .0060
1.0 .0005 : .0009 .0017 . 0028
1.1 .0000 .■0002::".;..■.:■ / , 0005. A .0007:
1.2 ; .0000 ; .0001 .0008
1.3 . 0000 .0000
■ il ). Values of â,found from the - primary oalculation
(2 ) Values of z found from the calculation started
pqmparlsphyof distributional % .
TABLKië^a).. y  - ' _
s tream yéipqi tÿ or 'the Astâgnatlçp.; lihë alohg ; the"-plate.;.- 
Vfe have thus given some justification for the use of the 
classicalj'yOlocity dis tri hut i on :as a/startingfppint. -for., 
calculation.
X = 0.
8ub-division of the strih add acént to the plateV";
(Secondary oalculation)♦
One of the quantities we -a%. trying;,to find in this 
pfdhlem is the skin friction at various stations along; the 
plate. The akin friction or shëaring stress on the plate is 
y 'mijüL-. ■ '  where the euhscriptlf:' o - denotes cqnditions on 
the plate. ...
As a relative/measure, of the akin friction we need, 
only oalculate (’|^)q - A particular feature df this 
evaluation will be the :estimation/of'- the separaiibn pOiht 
Xg the point at which 0 . ’ • / .
It:was found,: on trying to estimate the velocity 
gradient on the plate, ; that/the néàrest;; line which 
values of the velooity were known hamely y, Is . 1, vfas not 
dufficiehtly olosé: to^  ^t^ plàte to enable ah accurate 
assessment of (4^)^ to be made. ?or this reason some means
. yy yyy: yyr':" - (/
of finding tiiè velocity at nodes in the strip 0 6 $ 6 .1" must 
be found. .
The first method which was considered was that of 
divided différences, -a'-^differ&iobyteohhique^ihyWhich the mesh 
size in. the ,$ direction dooreases as we near the plate. Since 
this method entails a complete change in the structure of the 
differehp.e equation mi '^Iternative AapprCaoh^ \yas isçhghtjf/
The method used is the technique of repeated sub--divi si on 
of the stripy - 0 6 , 1 ; / ' .The strip was bisected 'byAthe ■'■line :
$ 1» .05 and- values of z: calculated on this line Using the 
difference equation (2^19). The oalculationis particularly 
straightforward in that, the :yalueyof :z :at •, (x/+ n x^-yOSl-ls 
obtained from the /three values at' (x, 0 ), (xi.05) and (x, . 1 ). 
The calculation started at x ; 05 and fini she d ■ at^x * % 13. ■ ^ 
To/maintain the condition 0 6 .25 it is necessary tO 
adjust 6 X. // With'A$ at; > 05 we choose A x to be .0025 x . 25, 
V^ e>have:;/thu8.ysub“diyided:,each/:original interval '•■in/ithe:;/>■
■-.'•I
-74-, , / . g
% direction by three points $ the values of z at the new 
f ' intermediate nodes on $ « .1 being fouxid by graphical y y
■*;:.■ . -' \ ~  .4 t ‘'f'''k  ^ /".V ' : %:/::% _-.. Ç J  ..." '.., . '7; ' ' .' . ■-*'<,'
y:/ ' interpolation. T^e number of steps required to reach . 13.
■hh. is now 144. ' . .;A
AC; . After this calculation the strip 0 6 $ 6 ,05 was 1
   .................. ..  ........... y .
further halved and values of z were found at nodes on _ #
$ K .025, here again'the mesh length in the x-direotlon Isy
reduced by a factor of four. , ' / '. }
A; A final sub-division was carried out to find the "
velocity,at nodes on the line $ % .0126, this being yhA;
considered sufficiently near the plate. . „ . . y A:
The values of velocity found by the above technique  ^]
are presented at selected stations of % in Table (2.4) f
: and used to complete the velocity profiles in figure (2,3); %  ....
The next calculation is concerned with estimating
■ velocity gradient accurately on the plate. In actual - A
. ' fact this proved extremely troublesome and much time was 
spoilt before the problem was finally resolved. "
For the sake of-completeness it seems advisable to
. ./.pg
v_,ive an account of some of the methods of extrapolation . '•
. ' — to' "/ ' ' / ' ;#
which were tried rather than merely \ reproduce the ■' '' ' ‘AS
finally developed form of the m^ohod. ^
V It must be borne in mind that the calculations in
the incompressible boundary layers arc not only important %
for their own sake, they also provide a relatively simple
' / ' ' ,  ^  ^  ^Y; "I
3Î//I.:' 'A field in which to explore the possibilities and shortoomings
_________ ir'1 j ____ '___ 1____' h  :___ r: /___n".. < .A. 'A.,'
p.05 . 6.07, , 0.09 , 0 ,>11 '0.12: :
.0.125/7 '7:Al6547 '
.'025; .2379:: .2068 : .1801 ,1554 ■’.■■.■1432.
.06 ■ ,•'341,5;-. ■ ,8990 ' :. 2640 .2320 !: •. 2172 ;
.'1' .. ■ ;.iv-j:4845-r---■ ■. ' ;;:.4289 , ...3849- .43453-. 3270.":'.
.'2 • &6701\ .6038 r ,. 5497 5028 ■'■’'. 4913'.''
.3 ■ .7862 .7181 ..8635 .6146 .5919
.4 /.:..:858lf .- .7980 .7447 .6968 674*: :
..5: : 49020: ... > 8503 "■.r..:- ., 8023 ->7575/ ::';K7'361:.:"’.
.6 ■ ■ .9269 ,8843 ' .8422 .8014 '.7817
.7 .0395: .9053 . .8690 .8327 .8146:
, 8 ■ : /, . .,,.,946.14: .9175 " .8863 .8542 .::>:8378f.
.8 : #-/ ,Æ9488:4; .:.49241' ' .8971 - ■v.,:B685- ■'■••.8538'g-.'
.10 - . 9497 : .9273 .9034 .8776 .8642/
.11 .9500 .9285 .9067 48831 .8709
.I2'':r: ... ,9.297 ; ,9085 •#64 87501: ;
.13 ,9289. ■ .9093 48884 ’:-:-’:v8774:.'/ ■
.14 .9300. . 9096 .8891 , 8787
. 15 ■ .9099 .8897 .8794.
, 15 .,7-:. 9160.: . .8899 8788
.17 ,8900 .8799
.18 .8800
>10'./:.
Values of velocity inside 
,. ’. boundary: layer#
of tte;/generalAmethod,'Awith/a;yie#-to'' the-‘ use-'Of :th#Von 
Mises transformation in;solving the compressible boundary 
TaÿW;e(iua#ona:^^^ /'A '-://-: '
fe shall now:examine some of the possible? 
extrapolation techniques for 'càloulating thé vèiooitÿ 
gradient on the plate#
Extrapolation formulae# ;
■ If brn'the’’insults A of A:the/priïp,ry •'dalculàti bh #e AknowA 
at any/station .Ax in the range P - x/-# 13 the values of
z and u: at nodes A $ *s . 1, .^ , *3 # # #, The secondary/
oalouiatloh fuinishes us with more detailed inf ormation . 
near the Aplaite>A, '.WelhavWin Afaotyoalodlatedevalues of 
at the nodes $; « #05, $ s= #0k)6 and $ sr ♦;0125A for any 
station;%/V A'./ ' A- A;'-i:A\.
Ffom the nbove iset of values at any station ' xA. we:'A 
would ;iike. to derive the: value of thej akin friotionAat this
" ' ./-A-,: ' -'A '. ' ‘ . - A ’. ' •  ‘ js , . .  " ‘ '
station. The skin friction is given by (ay)^ ^r in terms
of oùÿ variables ; since ' ' A ' - " f'-. ' -/A: - ; /% '  ^A ‘
' 1  A":'/' 'rA^'yA:;
define a function f;A-'(A$iA'x)^  %s 'A: ■ /.
where: f (a$ , - x) tends to (If )x : as a$ 00
It should be pointed out that, unless otherwise 
stated in bonneb11on with thfe extrapbiatibn.techniques, 
all calculations are carried,;out ;,o^i a line normal to the
plateg' Z:
. ' For thé-purposes of reference thé extrapolation 
techniques: wii% be : labelled.: A_ ::\A A-rA/.
Method A#
Although in the problem:of interpolation a graphical 
method: may: be quite:accurate;* the -same; is/not./true-Abf ■ :■///•' 
extrapolation
: At each, s|atio4 of ■ x a graph of f CAt^x) can be; ■
drawn .through the ;ioiown:y at & * -'w ,0125, • 025, ,05,
.1, ... , and the value qf /.f(.6 ,%)' .ican.'b.% fpund from the , 
.graph,;.. Since the \grad.,lent; of;,,this, •cur,ye ,:is,:.not toowp a$ the 
. origin the ; technique? ie? to*, lhacpurat.e, to, be: iof ,,.uoe..i;;, ■
Method :B. - '4#/ '
' if the fuhc-Wioh fbrm;
f (Oi,x) % a + b a $ + o (of )^  + d (# ) , x * const,
c.-: knowing the values of/ at the four nodes .// ^
•/A$ •arliOiSîS'i;' #0.6 and # f at. any--station % we ban ■-/
form four simultahepus equ^ to he solved for
n, ' ^ d l d /  : ./A: '"ÂA vA . /- _'/A ' '/ - A
A / - A; .g' : X  %  ' .A . , A . .
Using the method, was oaleulatcd at various
\ : -A. ./ .A.;A"-^ y\o A. , A :
stations of X, the results being given in Table (1^ ,5). Â A
graph of ("%;) y calculated by this method, against distance 
along;the plate is shown in figure (B,4)* On comparison -
with the values of skin friction found by Hov/artii [ 12], the 
method; is a/pppr one and an alternative procedure is 
.:;required.- , . . /•• , . - ,:4
,.# thOd_0. ',..4; ' -v .•%.-/•. .
At any- station , X ’ : we Icnow/the values : of f (A 7» x) for 
various pointa; hi, , ih partioular ;if f/(n7, x): is known 
at' points of the/;f orm 2b $/ 8iid 4 n $ /.then a Well-known;
formula for fihding / f (0 ,x ) is A:' ' ■ ,/ ' '"A ■ a: ■>
thé above ,f ofmula was also .arrived at Independently . 
bi^ iah intuitive prOôeés as shown below.
in the prohlem of inoompressiile, fl^  ^ method is
being tested and as suoho ompari s pn wi th known results is 
desirable. Iiuring the two previous qalqulations: (A ) âhd : (B) 
it whs f ound that the oaloulatëd values: of / ('g^ ) A were ' :
extremely high when/compared withAHoWafth*a values.A This 
tends to suggest that the ourve of f (A$,x) agaihst^A$* - 
has a large gradient at the origiii, such a gradient resultih 
from ; f (:A $, x) expressed in the fomi 
AA A
where Â and B are constants and 0/. n A 4 (the above 
expression will have more significance later). Knowing the 
values of f ( n $, xj at 4 $ = .0125, ,026 a^d .05, we oem 
set up three simultané ous equati ons to be solved for 
A, B and n. If we eliminate B, and An / from these# 
equations we find.'.that# . .# ■ H-'A'-;’A: A: '
which is a particular form of (2,2=5).
Using the above equation the yaluos; pf^  f (0,: x) and AA
hence (^) were calculated along the plate/in the-range;
- A-'-'A ay OA %A:"--''A Ay A# A-/'-; # A? # .
0.05 é X 6 .\0 .13. /. The rêsuiting Acuité/ of (*|^ ) ■ -piottedA'
agaihst ' X A was found to be :èxtremëly;::;osciliatbrÿvhear_A 
X ♦05,A'the: osbillatibhs 'diminishing sbmewkat as x * .13
"  -'  '"; ' ' " ' - A - .:# / A/' -.'X'
was approached and the oury# didi broas /the abcis ofA\'%,Ain- - ' AAA
the vicinity of 'x , 125. The curve was however insufficiently 
smopth toAailow/Jahy adôuratë eotiMate'-'Sf/'thi# zero';A(the - , %AA 
separation point) being made.# - ' ' -f
: It was dediiced that the reason; forv; the fluctuation'in 
the caloulated values, is the fact-that the formula is very "A
sensitive to small errors in the values of f ( A , % ) # > ■
Because of this, the values of f.( A$, x) were smoothed../
, AriVt'eaoh station of A $, f ( A $, x) ■ eohsidered hdw. as \ 'a" ' 
fuhotion pf '; x,p^s. smoothed over therange./>0 # 05 kx/i-#■ là ■ / ;|1
by the method of least squares. The smPothed values are now 
used' as axbasisAf or \the oâloulatipn. ■//#; A#
; Using the smoothed values the calculation was repeated . 
in the shme range 0.Q5"- .6"'xAl; Oità; in bteps. of A x;&- 0VÔ0E5.
The resulting values of , although still producing an
undulating.' curve are found to /bpvin' gOPd" general a^eemaht V/'.:t -A
with the values; of Howarth.
' - Both Asets: of values., of at ' statioha/âlcmgÀ the:/plate:':'?
A'’ " ' ' ' / / . 'j . t * ,
are/given in Table (2,5), the corresponding;graphs of (&:)^ #
plotted against x - being shoiyn in figure (2,4).
/ With ref erence, to Table (2, 5) it qhould be noted that : A?
those values of - (4^). which are negative have n o ’ Bieaning 
/  o - : : : V ' y
in a physical samse,. huoh /negative.:;gradien_t//PO#i,bly
implying back flow, in the region of which the boundary layer ;;V
equations are not 'neobssarily - applicable,. The 'negative values f
are useful however, in a mathematical sense, to enable us to
. y - / ' A /  #
.. ’ A ' ,V , ■ t
<A
I
O
80"
X METHOD B METHOD 0 METHOD 0^ HOWARTH X B 0 0 * H
.05 1.07 1.03 1/05 1.0 0 ^ . 10 .407 .29 0:321 0.320
.06 , .898 .58, .792 0:835 .11 .319 .17 0.233 0.190
.07 ! .758 .56 .580 0.681 .12 .230 .05 0.045 0.000
.08 ' .618 .48 .455 0.555 .125 .182—♦ 01 -0.076
.09 ' .510 .37 .383 • 0.435^ .15 .147 -.21 -Ô.175
MiilirHOX) 0’ refers to the method Q ueihg the smoothed values 
, . . . of f ( x)
Velooity gradient on the plate.
ÈABIE
estimate the position , at which » 0* In a similar
BÙmanner although the values of (-1^) which lie below the 
:-Xr^ axidJ;ÿto|fî;^  in determining the separation '
point they must be discarded downstream of this separation ^
point, once it has been estimated.
The calculated value of the separation point is
X q .128 which comparés favourably with the results of -
' ' , ' ' ' ' u ' . "
Howarth ' .120, Leigh .1198, Gortler .1198, w d  Witting . 124.
Although the method (0) yields relatively good results the ''vsm
. ' .
reason for this was not fully understood at this stage, and
^
00 an alternative technique for exploring the region near the , .
, /'"-j
plate will now be given.
Method I).  ^ '
' It may be suggested that the mesh size A$ * .1 of the 
primary calculation is too large and because of this the 
truncation,errors in thé calculated values of the velocity
. I -V'yCi'S'i! ’ - .f 4,. : r„- K- ^ : A:-'- VA /f. * . (Trvx"tkZ V;.-••••.V.i'r .v:- ;
may be relatively large* Whilst, as will be seen later, 
;-;|;)î:eBe}t:^ rh?%rs;'?ar^
■.j V  '  ■ ' •. ■’ ? =*•' Î '■ "" V- ',J' Ct- - t  '■'♦■ • ‘ -»•• -V ■-« - :'i T •. ..:.?••••.•,'• ■’•/;=■:.■ r <'• . a" .:; -.- , / . f i - ' . - ' t - . ‘ ■••■ ' ,  >■ ‘ .i- •„ ' xr- • - %■ ■. •
.oon.3lderad::r>pver''.:.theu.iaaih part of the field, they may be 
sufficient to markedly affect any efforts to calculate the 
Velooity gradient on the plate.
k further point to bo considered is -the method of sub- 
division used in the secondary calculation* Since/in the 
first instanoo/the interval 0 6 $ É *1 is halved it can 
be expected that any error in the value of z at $ % * 1 
will, to a large extent, be carried over to the value of 
z at * *05* This transfer of errors will be carried over
all the sub-di vi si ons, the error becoming more significant 
as the plate is approached. '
If instead of reaching the station * * *025 by two sub- ’ 
divisions of the interval we could reach it in one step, 
that is by dividing the range 0 6 $ 6  * i into four, it is safe 
to assume that the error in z at $ e * 1 will influence 
less seriously the values of z at the nodes v '» .076, .08 
and ..026* ' " .
To carry out a process, similar to that used in the 
secondary calculation, with the strip 0 6 $ ^0.1 now divided 
by three lines of internal nodes would take considerable time  ^
and because of thin an alternative procedure was sought. >
Tho differential equation which we are trying to solve is,
9a cir- r a^s ' _ . ,■   2
This equation can he roduoed to an ordinary differential *
equation if we keep x constant and assume that (*|^ ) is 
known, as a function of
* Ar* , , ' X. "
If we consider any station % then ie known atox .  "L i.. ,
: the nodes  ^z: 0 , 0*1, 0.2 . , . and- we can thus -
interpolate to find the values of (»|p) at all points in >
the range 0 A $ ^  . i, the technique of interpolation '
. ' being\assumed:more accurate than that of extrapolation*
On a line x z, const, the range 0 6  6:. 1 is divided
by. the five ..points labelled 0 , 1, 2, 3, 4 as shown " '
' * •’.. belowKTT"nsing/.'aL'diff erenco interpolation the value of (4§)
is calculated at the three internal p o i n t s * a t  the 
node 1 being labelled ' ("^) , , ^
‘ V f  t=-'- , ,
• :  3. ,r
.;; ,C.5. : ^ yr-os. , %
\ a I t=9- - •
. The ordinary differential equation for z, in terms of
il can now be solved by the method of relaxation at the nodes'  ^
1, 2, @ or by the method outlined below.
The ordinary differential equation is.replaced at the 
node r by the difference equation,
. ' : ï:zi - '. % ' V
" ' r  1 1
If this equation is rewritten in terms of at the
, nodes r  =  1 ,  2 ,  3 ^ we obtain the following three ’ ' ^
simultaneous equations
-,
-
'\:S-
.'A A.
ÂA.r -•% - . ' -.' . (Ai' )^'
!
Ug [SUg 0 # 4],
rim-] (n4)^ 'ip [suH -0 # u§].
' . • . ’
#  -
r dzi 
' B% ,|
(A\jl)2 s [su^ - U^].
#E: 2ince u^ io loiown we have thus three
■ A'
‘f
bo oolved for the three uaicnowas' u, Ug and Ug . The above 
cq.uatlous can be reorrane,9d into u form more uni table for . 
aolution, àiamely, .   '........ ,
.W ' o ?  ♦ S  - « * • -
V.;    /  -,    , _ - ' ; ' ; (g.ae);
1
'X.
n . # T ; : - ,..... ,. A g -----     , .
(8,SB)'4 - C « -
In any opeoifie problem a trial solution for u. io’ uae#
i '.. ' ' '  i . . 4
to find Ug/u., and Ug/u^ using (8,27),and (2,88). . The
values.,:,of*,,Ug/u, -and -are.-ithen'*,.substitH.ted'“’in ■ «
(5,86.), the ..reeldue- determine -a- revised value f o r - T h e -  '
c,onyergenoe of / tne %)rooesa is quite speedy.-- Onoe an :&cou%*ato - 
value for u^ is found, u^ and u^ ' are calculated from ' - 
(2y27) -and (2,28). ; ' 4
A calculation of this type was carried out at the
otation^ .^  x ,•12* The range •.• 0 6 % 6  .1'. was divided by the ...
% 3?ee internal
A..,
g::
the velooity obtained at these- pointa* The fange • 0 6,* A *085/ 
waafthen diyld^ into four équal payta-:by th%ipo^ ^^ ^
* - t 01875* :* 0125 eind: *00685* . TWo other aublüivisionË v/ere , 
carried but until the velocity v/aa lmown down to the. /
. " - : ' - ' - '"b.- - - : / A  \ ' j m
atation t =; .000390625. , \ : ;■?»?/
The values of velocity and « jt f { n %) found from 
the above caloulation are presented in Table :(2^6)# ',
. l-l’rom'Howarth wé Imow that, at ' x'&•. 12, (^) ■ t 0* It . A 
- - " ' . ir ' ' . o \
was, in tended in the present calculation to find how many
sub?diyisibii8 bût/bèfore t a « ijf&r
("1^ )- * As pah be seen from Table (2,6) the .smallest value ; ■
f (.000510625, *12) z* #21 and, we are forced to the conclusion
that the mëthod does='not yield* accurate result's* ' '
'/f : . ' b r - . -A ; \
. This breakdown/may be due’ to-two. .reasons, the method
may/be inodff ept, or Jthe method' may bplppfreotÿi^d^ t
error in the^value of , s '.at' /^f *., 1 pmay be creating largo
errors in the intermediate values* ' / /-/ : ..•/-- ';/,/
- • . . ' ' ■ . ,■ " ■; ' . ' '« /.A ', ;
•■.//ln.;order’.‘to'■teé't;"WhiGh/pf'.these;.'is: coffeot' a second 
set of calculations is carried out in which the value of 
u at; 4 '55. *1 is taken from the results of leigh \[ 21 ] #/: :
' : In Leigh»'a papefÿhe is mpinly.'interestedyin a small
region upstream of the separation point* Eor this region u 
is tabulatedxas: à flmbtion of : y ut^  vàrîousfstationa^ ^^ ^^  %#
In order to find: u as à function ,of f " at x ^ * 120 
we use a form of numerical intégration.;to find( - in terms
i/f
' ,3-
m
;î;
- .4  A - -
—85—
d'4^;
we'have ’ / i|r =: / qi,.dy, %  - oôâét# - ' y ’ . '
■• . Gape, .is': heeded :/in the-'ntperioal A integration-sihce .'■
Leigh» à XIon-dimensional variables differ;.from the ones-used 
in the present paper,/a scale factor of ; being used'to 
convert: a value of % from Leigh» s results into a value, of 
$ -as used ih the. present calculation.
for/the: purposes of thia^uhebk:‘/bàloulation■ Lèigh* s vàlûee ) 
of if are found by graphical, integration, a graphs of u 
:.againstfr:lÿ being plotted from: which/ u 'atynpdes'::;^ h % -e /..-I'B::#!! 
are found. ; , . ;
• The value/: of u calculated by.-iLeigh at/' $ ; on , .
X z: .iè is /u-/.%: # 320jr hs compared with the value 6ÿ u r: • 3870 ■ 
of the present primary .calculation. ' -
.'Sfhoe this^'poiht/ '(.12,:' It'')'' is''\the- node'Jin the :pf imary ” - l': 
calculation at, which we oan .expoct the greatest erx'or, the 
.above/ppmparisbn speays w 'thé/ âccufa^^ -. . " .-1 %
primary. calculation, considering the relatively large initial 
.mesh lengths.used. z ' . ' -V: À
Using this value , u s= . 320 at b = # 1 Va oalculati on 
was carried but: using: Methoda(2)) to find. the values of the 
veloci ty ' at nodes as close tot the platb as : : 4» % .025,': - 'V'. "/
on the line .x.:= .12* Another calculation which starts v/ith , 
Leigh» s :value-:#or''. u-//at■ ' ■^ vv0,25,Vnamely. .fu.-.l '. 1'320: is; ' /.#/
carried/out to ;find the velocity at,nodes., as .close to the .
' '  i; . .  : :: » '
■^;. " ,;■ _;-, J.J\^’-.,.^ ,V's-'‘',';'*'■■ J , 1' ' ' ’’/  '  . --C; ï’/^ ■' \  ■ .^..■- 'T ' f  '  *■ ^ ' ■- - ./= i '^ '^ ï- '=■ - ; /  }-' 'if - 4' ^ ..'' ' J ^ ' -r' "' 'i'‘-V .'^ '  ■? » / ' '  , /y - j  ’  '  .1 -
jsHfilbG CIO  ^%: *()()()I5S)()Gd2i5,
.(Mie %?68u]L'ba3 ()jT -tlKSEse' ()Gi]Lc;%]L&i3jL()iis3 tii?e ztlzsc) jlii
Table (#,(3) and on comparison with the praviouo oat of 
3:'e8ii]L-b8 3.1; <3&n t)() cicaciiiczocl "bliarb "blie (jjrdLfsdLneijL <33/jC()]f jLii IbliG 
T/e]L(]<;:L"bar at if =- » 1 leads bo larger erroro on the volooity 
&"b iiocieEi ncsasfei? 'Ulna i^ la/bcs* 3.2; ctlLoc) ;33.d3njLdL:L()an1: 3.as Ibliz&l;
i . j L  w e  c&]L]L I b l i c j  c i l ) ( ) T r ( j  a re s g n J L iJ E i w i L ' b l i  "bïio T rE i]L ii( )S 3  " b a le e n  :.
(lj.3?(5o1;]LTf 3jC)jLt;ti 3."b jLu i3<)en "bliai; "blie cli;\r(3]ra;Gnc)e jLn(3]r(3a8ea)
CW3 ive 'a%)l)3?()ac)%i "b%ie i)]Lct"b<j, j.ncljLcn'biLnff "bli&l; "bïie lAo-blK)# ^ t)]?ealc8 
down in jome fashion as the plate is approachod#
DSAlOTI^G VALUE rfÿàHÎIUÜ- value'BTAfiïiHG,Value LiSXuH‘3 '.
4 ■ U.* != U* vj as ■’^.025 »= .-1320 ExiiSOLSD
-■]} fû^jl --i -frW
.1 .3270 .535 ' » CSidOC) .512
- '
. «200 ,.518
,05.. .2180 .475 . SSOWfS .438 .2075 ,431'
, ()%)5 ' .1413 .309 , 1 E>($4 .372 .1320 *348 .1320 ,348
,0126 .0025 . 342, -.0832 .277 •.0030 .276
. ()C%3ga6 '.0612', i300 ,, 1 ' .0545 .238 .0548 .240
,003125 .0407 .265 ' .0350 .106 .0345 .190
# .0274 .240> ,0228 - .166 .0210 . 141
# .0186 .221 ,• .0150 - . 144 .0125 .100
• .0128 . 210 , * f " -.0100 .,128 ■ .0070 '.063
' Calculation of the velocity near the plate 
'  ^ .. ' ' ' ' ' :
Before o^in«^  on to dioousa how thiS' difficulty waa 
(>\r(23r^%()i&e \vo sslialLDL csozifgdLdez? .ntajc-b iblie s33Sal)ÎL]Lj.l33r wdLlsli
respeot to the présent calculation*
m m
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(Olïe iizis'bf&loJLe 3?Gf4]L()n. , . , , - .
][ii ."ülica ))j/jLtaa3?a/ c)Ei]L()U]Lci'bjLo}i jL"b Ykgie; Iblieil; lüïie
s'baJodLljL Ibif (2(}n/5:L"kiL()n
%." ' * - 2za 1. f %4 j ^ 0 j - )j ,]k>» 1 "* ,k ^ /
vrns sriLO^ L&lbed fit zi()def% on ip := , 1 ]f()3? 2: fOlie Tfaluess
"bile ]LjL&e i& == . '% ttjre dLn 9?eit)]L<a. (S3,Tf )
i v
«■'•'■■, :.:
: - 
a-v ■'■■■•-;
X ■,05‘
.0207
..0585 
.0185
” .0550- 
,0163
. ,0870 
.014»
• OS 
.0124
.0025
.0104
.0650
.0084
.0675 
''.0066
K -07
.0051-
.0725 
. 0036
.0780
.0011
.0775
.0004
.08
-0009
.0825
.0023
. 0850 
-0037
. 0875 
- 0048
- X. .09 ' .0985 .0950 . .0978 .10 .1025 . 1050 .1075
:r::l ^J.1 -0060 -.0071 '-.0083 -.0093 -.0103 -,.0114 -0124 -Q133
X .1,1 , ■. 1125 .1150 .1175 .12 .1225 .1250 .1275 -
I:'-’
i ? - - " " ' ' i v ‘
-.0142 -.0151, -0160 -0166 ..-0176,.. — 0.185 -0.'19.3 . '-0201
Variation of h.
u
V aloag lÿ » .1
' - 32)1131,% ( 53,7 )L ' .i" ' —  ^ .
ISecsaiifse ()dT tïie ()3T "blie ()&jl(>u]L&'be(ï TrujLiwss
of z it was assumed that the zastability was mild in effect*, 
Another reason for continuin^ the calculation even 
cilLIütiou^ïli iGliG '(j'balol.jLjL'bTf c3()n(3jL1;jL()n dLs; \rj.()]L&-bed jLo -bliorb izlijlg; 
condition mi^ h^t be over stringent, Vè. must now examine
however more closely the instability in the present' problem*
' i /  -' ' - ' y^ - ' '  :y' :^ ' r ' -  yC "  :  ^ , :  - .:' /' c- -- - - ' .'! : ^ . v:
, ■' <' ■ ... . V ,
■ ï ■
. , "^88;.: 'ty"
inhèreiit \8tab ;dond.i#on l8< violàted not .
oxily aloiigithe line ,^:= .1 but in a region near the 
plaite* 3^ hie can /beat {^ e . dëmWetrated .bytoona^Aerih^^ : % ^
diff efential, équation, :-
. A p  ;-.. .
, : from t^ dtfferential ëi^uàtiôh it is aeë# thaty;'^ P ': ' ^
; '  ' . ' ' '  ^alür, . '  ' ' . ' ' -:. '
haa the same sign as — ^ and since it is the ,sign of
y  y:'/ ' y;::; . -a.;x .1 -)' : K- .# ^2 '■ y --'■' • '•: -. . \ \ ' ■ ^. ' ' •;. '■- ., :- ■ ■ .y
which governs the instability we shall examine .*
y ■ .;; / , :.- - ■ .y... , , ,. ,'&•',,, ■
In the free stream •“  0 and on 'the plate
■ , - y '■ " , y y  ■ ' "•.-- ' ■■’ ■':/ - y l - '  ' ^ y ^
Along any station x it is found that as we mbye in 
';y ::y/ . '. , - :y - ' y&r:-'. ':\"y '/ '3%.. ' /
from the free stream ~  increases fromnàero to a maximum
,. :.T.y , ;y ■' ■ . ,■ ' ■.■' ../y .' : ■.:
positive value, and subsequently dooreasea through zéro
to the'negative value at assumes' oh the plate* We thus have,;;
at . any station %, a small interval 0 4 a y in v/hioh ^
, . . , / y y . , ^  y ' y y -  / . -y  -■'•'-y. ,;:.y-' -  ■■yy--..yPXiyy.^y?
and. hence ‘is'negative, .with the result that at all - .
■ ■ y :  ' 87' ^  .. „, ■■ .vy ■ . : A ■- . : yy.: ,y, y -  . y  ....
/ .pointa in .ihis:.iàl.terva;fc the-ystaUllity. cpntlitibn ,('2>23) isy -r'Ay
Tioiated. y  -. ., ■ y . y  . ., ; . ..y;
TBy thë abovè argument W  hayé- dii?%'dèd th.a^  y ^
layer into two parts @ ithe main body of the layer at all -, . y y
\ 'y:.; \ . .' ' .. ./p.''
points of which 'the stability criteria lire satisfied '
and a thin-;region next to the plate at which the inherent;. . , '
y:yy ; %  " y;y/.y. -ay:... y::a.y.cy' :
y stability condition (2,23); is violated* This y the. Mstable • ,.
■:£...y y 'ax'y. : y a ; - . ; . y % y  , . .y . f iyy ; . A Agyy \ .. 'zy.#y: -- ; :ayw... y.; y -y#y : . ; y # # a
A-:,?
*89*
region, is bounded by the Ipotie = 0 and gradually
.:. ^ ' - y- : '
thickens as we move doWatrOam. imtil;at . % .«r .*1g3 . it
. , '.. : : "y '  ^ y y ; y ^ \r. - / - ;;
extends to somewhere between hh - # 1 mid 4' =: *2%'
The above' division of the . boundary layer ia similar ".I,:
' . 7: ' : ' : yyt; " . : .  ' rJtr:) - -. :7: : . -. / y'/:. ; ; - : : ytÜÜG;
to the division- employed in the mothbd of inner add outer ; -
solutions of the same -problems by Voh Karman and
« m . . # ] .  y /  " '''*
,:, It. should,be pointed out/that the existence of. a . 7^/7.
',L^:/' - ' ' A . . ' -y . '  " ' -
A-
#
/I I
région of instability is purely, a fimctionbof the free 
stream flow* In the preeent problem u, == 1 * x,-v/hich;
represents a uaecelerated flow, in Which there exists à
 ^ :. ' , '  ^ . (hi,
region ofinstability* In an .accelerated flow . 0
and 80 6h the plàte (~) ; 0, and hence there is"no region
b ' ' . ^ 0 ■':' ■• \ ; b  ■ '"'• ;
of instability*. /
■ ' y . '  ' ': /  ,. / . '  . _X - ,  " A  - ' . ; y /  '
■ :; The-foot of thé instabllity oh , the "calculation is '. 
a f uiiotion. of the mesh si^e. . If, in the present problem, 
we-had chosen' . É: then; the çdhdîtiohb ( ) would
havé been satisfied at all the, nodes in the field (the :.r:
o dhdi ti oh fmàÿ of c oùràe be ^ violatedz/downa theam of x & ; * i 3 )
; ; .  ' ' . ' ; '. - ^ ' : \  - ' . , ' - -
To use such a technique to overcome the difficulty would
be ihadvi sâbl e ' ■.tieoaus e'^''any " i horeas af'^ ih. me ah size 'impair a,. the 
accuracy of the difference replacement and/ also we are 'v:;.
achieving :ho uaefuO. puhposG aihoe the region we mainly■ -7;' • .'A,. * 7',:; ' . . ■: 7'A': • a'' ■ . • ' ' . : y.-/:""
interested in is near the plate* The smaller the mesh . .
8i%b talceh however thêWore aocurately Istthe region oft-.'. ■•. ‘--'B
'y:\- ' .'"(7::::: ' 'U3: 1 . V / 7.
instability defined# /-7'':
- : 77^';.' ' ' . ' . - . ' ' .  .77 ' ' A..'" 7'. ^ - ' / y: 4' / \ 7 - '
ït should be pointed out that the effects, of instability 
may not' he confined to the inis table regi onthey/'mhyiin 
spread but into’the hoimdary layer. This can he seen if we 
examine the node x' = .09(26, ^
'.Wefassume that tho 'calcialatedA valuë-:?of' - z '%t : the ' ■ 
above node is in error due to a breakdown of condition 
(2,B3) at ii on .08. In the oaloulatioh of .-.z; ' at,%%-
nodes oh x = . 0650 ■ the ;éta'bilîty; oonditloh is hatiafied; / /■
at \jf =5 .B but since to calculate the value of z at this
node we use the), value oflr z.' ; at: ; ; ( .'0815, .17), ::this;-7baloulated. '-'v;# 
value may also be in error, regardless of the fact that it
is in the stable region, r By the above process errors may/ba :
introdücëd at htâtiohSv'right. ^ outÆtoward Atherfreé'^htreâm aav ■ ■ ■' 
the calculation proceeds.
Since the'stability;hondition violated is inherent in 
the differentialA equation it is7applicable to all' finite 
difference replacements of the same order, as the differential : 
ibjjuatiôhi.If ■ wepare seaf'bhihg;f 6^r- new :%fferenoe 
stable over all; the boundary layer it must be, if in fact it 
exists, of a higher order and it is thus much more o(mplext. 
.Bather than nhangè the dif f of èno e ; e'qua ti oh-an alternative' 7' 7^ 
technique for calculating the velocities in the unstable 
region is discussed. i^:', . I.;?/ ' Iac'V;:
Galculatioh of velocities in the unstable region. \
One/method which may7be used;to calculate theV^elocity.: . 
.at;;nodès;:|àn';the W s  t abl b ;%egi bh, 7"- ih ; which/the difïbf ehce77,rll;
' . A ;
.equation 'CEin. only be used: with reserve, is deserihed ‘below'».
The X^ riiuary^  caloulation-is ,interu.ptecbat the station 
X r= .OBj.'.at, which .station condition (2,133) is violated at / 
c: "i ^ d  we seek/^n .alternative .procedure for., finding. -
s (»0B25, il)» . . 7^ ; :
The, values of7 z _at the'nodes 12, * 3, ., 4 -/. * # - are • ,7
calculated on . x == *0825, Pfbm thé vkïües of g7 at the' , - . ' - - ' . . 7' - : :jv; % .,7. . - .
=z . 2 node on x •0775, .08 and .0825 an approximate
value of.(^) ie . obtained in' the form, \'K7
' ■ . , ■ .0025..:/ . '..A A ' V . : À\À : . '
^®^^.0825 “ ^^.0775." "^ . 08 + 08257'
:KiThe .above - procees is repeated to estimate at; A . : #  ::
$ 6: .5, .4, .5 ..» oh X c= *0825, the value of(4S) being
' , O
known from the bomidary conditions,
A divided différence interTJOlatiohiis. now used to find
à value for (-^ g) at 4* :- » f ' on % * 10825. Prom this
value of (“ ) and the formula (2,29) we can find a value 
1 ... - = . ' ' 1 .:' \ 
for z at:, 1 = . i on -x = ,0825, .
v-7i::y:.;77 _7.- -/.i.:/ - . ,7;fA'' . . - / . 7/7.11- - i:../
Having., how, obtained a value for 091 at all the nodes
on X =; .0825, we next proceed to calculate s on the
line X îs: #0800. ' The value of . 3 at: (.0850, .2)7 must be ; ‘i;v.
recalculated using: thé revised: value of 7/7 %^^ ,i)*
' • ■•'A'
yy#
The technique just described is then used to find g at 
(. 0850, » t ) all the; other values remaining the ' '^.^e, . /
- ' . Bearing: in mind :that. as- the oalculation proceeds ■more.:;777-V'V 
and more points in the stable region may- have to be re- ' - -
. -7: A .. :
•examined, the. values at-'-no do a - near, the plate are.
reoalpulated to' ■' ÿr/ 7-■ "/ ■ 7 u. - ' ' ’ '■' ' '' "7'./ -■,'■■ .' -■ ■ ■ ' , . T -A . ■-7 A "
are Compared with the values of ; . z resulting f rom the 
primary ealoulation inUable .(2,8 ):, . ;/ • , '/, ■ 7
' '7-k ,R..'08, f.a y f09 :::ya'w'
.„ n, ....
.%"• t= a a/,* -x',= :.:i
-..-
2,„
4' «0 ■ z z z" -7- 7 .^ 0 'z
.1 
.2 ■ 
.3 
.4 
#5
.68,12 
.',5151 
.3699 
. 2529 
.1643
.6812
,.515f:
.3699
.2529
.1643
. 6803 
.5258 
. 3878' 
.2736 
.1845
..8800 
,a:.525,8 
.3879 
; 2736 
.1845
.67:#
. 5338 
.4026 
.2913
. 2025
.6770: 
. 5,337,=
. 4025- 
.2913 
.2025
0 6 7 m , 
# 5398 
.4144 
.3065. 
y 2183,
,5393
.4144
3065
.2135
. 67 GO 
.5440 
.4243 
.3195 
.2325
Ï6675.
.5430
.4241
.3195
a;2325
I
v > :
z^:' are values corrected;fof stability# - . 
z are values f roar, primary cal culati on #
Oof recti on for Stability. 7 = ,
' ,f :-'x- /;' y , ' A y
from the table of/results it is,,seen that the numeribal 
difference between the values of z is 7 small arid .'the .> • ,
differences arf/in faotylargely ^ oonoentfated iii/the lihe^r 
4' =:i # 1 * little change7being prociuoed in-the values of ^
z at f . K . 2, #3 . # . This tends to oonfirni/the7'/a.ssmii)tibn
that the instability is; mild. " ; 7'' ;''"
The change in the velocity at x sr *12, k is
smally./' u ^ ; 3230 as oomparedfwi th : u 6  ..3270.4:' This ohahge
• "r-y .P 77711 • :7fi •:"bll7 ': 7-7': 7 - .."77'77. /lyy .-*;. 
however, does affect the values 7of a calculated using tÈë
method : (70). If we use 7the method 03 to calculate u at
7 I f  1 1 7l7i ' - . 'Tljy / . .. Iv^ l - - .'fl7.\ _ . ' l : i l f /
t »■ .0#7' 7ohiyxo':^ .7. t20:f7atartingy%ith •;ulW /•325P%tV'4^ :'i7_ii:7
If
i
a
m
.a.a
it is -found that u sr # 138 as comimred with u . 1413 
from the original oàlculatim. and - u - ,c: . lofe from Leigh. .
The/ahové methofe which, has heeh put forward as'fe 
of calculating the velocity' in the unstable,. regi on may be 
Iho brp orated, in. the ;primafÿ;.o al o ulati on,. e sg ec i ally yif _ thi s t 
caleula ti bn i a perf ormed on an elec tr onio pbmputing:.machine
At any stage/in the oalculation the sign of hA, from
, , , • : . , ' . A y , :■ :
is/tested,i'if the sign is positive 7.(â.s. will
case in the major part of the field) the,finite difference
. calculati.bntis used, if the, "sign .is negative'a . teohhibue
similar to that just described will be employed*. 7:îv
The next section was prompted by a suggestion of
. . - A. If  ^ , y''::;.:' ' /;7.
Prof essor :Bartler7:%hat the/singularity of the Von .Mises
equation at the plate might be the/reason for■the region of 
instability, as produced by a finite difference calculation* : 
This confirming, ih: his view, thatyt^ Von Misés bqtia 
unsuitable as a basis for numerical oalculation.
The ; singular i tv o:^ ' thb . V bh : Mi ses equa ti on ; : -  
If the Vpn Mises equa.tlon
A
. . ; , : sx .'-I, ~ .s,,2 V ,
is examined at $ u 0 it is found that -e, co sine
is finite and (z)q ;« u^ * %
singularity it isr.suppoaed/ that tlib:.Von Mibe's equation can ' 7/7 
not be used in a numerical .technique f or solving boundary 
/layGr problems,, 7À; :disous#i of .this, is giyon by .%
* 9 4 —
I» '
a n d  ( l a r t l e r  [  1 7 Q  .
It was also pointed out that the singularity may he 
the reason for the region of instability. 'That this is 
not.80 can he readily seen by examining two different 
flows.
In a decelerated flow there is a singularity on the
plate and a region of instability ./ r In an accelerated flow
there is still a singularity on the plate although in this
case the equation is stable at all points in the boundary
layer. The singularity on the plate must in some way be
a nd l , .
incorporated in the solutionj)^  this can best be done by
considering the compatibility conditions on the plate.
/ Compatibility:/cqndMi'ons/îon'-%the77pîate ;-g- /Â r . i / À 7, a •- -v 
In non dimensional form the Prandtl boundary layer 
equations are, ' '
• • ' s A E j i r t .
'  '  S  + G  - ,  ' •
' ' " a -V ”
where u « y » A sr 0 when y « 0.
-
If we are interested in conditions near the plate 
r we.can find from (2,28) certain relations connecting the 
: derivations on the plate. In the manner described by 
Prandtl [16] we write (2,29) for y s= 0 to obtain
"  ',/'7 7 v 7 / - ;
- If we now repeatedly differentiate (2,29) we find
certain other conditions on the plate,.the first of which
is that (^ S*~) a 0. If the equation (2,29) is to he satisfied.
7 71:#;% fe . 8y'^  0 / , . ; # ,  ^ .
near the plate then the particular expression for ' u must - ^
satisfy the above oompatability conditions on .the plate. In /'
.'.'À ' '. 7. ' À-'7' v7 % ;77 '"A V" ' 77 «'.r (- ÿ:./' :V.Ag.rÀ; " A-A/fV/Vjii.j/fe;. j/';/ y/f A/v/ÿ;;
particular if we express u in the form ' \/
2 3 .  ' ^
u (y ) as y 4* oiig ‘oT t + • « * . ,  -■ (2,30}
then all the constants u (oonstants at any station x = const)
are not free. We can in fact show that < t
du du. 2 ;
■'-'y* '7 :/ 7 # 7 i i x 7 / f a : t - 7
with the remaining constants o»^ , o*^ , ♦,,, free#
' - In the numerical a oluti on cOf . Witting [ 20]c he evaluates - 7
the velocity at nodes in the (x,y ) plane and to find the V'
velocity near to the plate he expresses u in the form (2,30)
including the relations (2,31 )♦ Using such a technique it ia
possible to calculate the free constants at any-station x
from the known values of velocity. This enables an accurate
representation of the velocity in the neighbourhood of the
plate to be achieved^along with a oomrespondingly accurate
value of (-l^ ) , Leigh [ 21 ] uses a similar technique to find r ^
o
(-1*) and hence the separation point. .
% ' - ' ' ' /  . '
At first eight it would ^eem that since (-g^)^ is
infinite we are unable to find an equivalent set of
oompatability conditions for z. We do know, however, that*■; -, ; .,.7 7 Vv r-7%777y 7.777 Z -’fetoVv. 7 7.fe:;\ 7/7 j T-J ; .^7: '  IfeT) 3.-7
7-. /' ./ ; - -y 1 ÿi .,7.7';;Vfe’fe7 7.7^viÿ^ V;l;;':feÿ'’77q Z . . / ! : ' 7b 7 7J;AT^L77y-"v7kwf7:'7/7'-^
on the plate .  ^ ’
- ; . ,
/ v' À? /
"2
.“-Æi'' * df#;
■■ Av;; 
. A; y:y.7. '. Ï  r
■:a ,. a - '■ -Â •'
—96—
g.'lp is finite an%'^-§ .ls.in^ ^
If we oenslder:. an expansion of the form
■ . A:77#:.’#0:;^/^fetA-Bfev7, .7//-:., ;/7v.: (2»ag/
to satisfy the aboyé conditions we require 1 z,n 1 2.
: /At this-pointait is interestihg to opmpare (2,32) with 
the tçc^ miqhë^ ^^  ^used to establish the formula - - '•
which was used in Method (G).
The above fpi%Uia resulted frbpi oonst'deringfeÀ ■.
f ( *,%) 
or '.
z
Z (x, A* ) A Z (x, o) + A #  -4 B(At )^’^** •
A*
This . f oimulay 1 s exaot^y ' equlyaleiit' 'C2,32)'and# the
accuracy of the Method (C) might well be explained by this 
:^ aot#77 ' Bfe..:#.
Gofresponding tO;(2,32) we could equally well;ooneidér
an expansion: for u of the form, /
»( /o .7 //-: ■ ^/o ' ' : ' ' 'À.:/,.:
u e,,_^ x^\(a':t:;b)l!y'-t-: -o\|r:yl dV # . ) whefo; - 0 An#t#
If we substitute this value for u in the Von Mises equation 
in the form : -..#-7' ' - =^-7' .-7#;#
(8,33)
and if/;we, chpoae ; ,p: ' .'we/find'- that/' : n and /furtherAthat' 'M
7Ê7:::7#7::
.97*^
ô
We caii thus write u in the form
/  ;|(s,3p ■ f
If now we differentlate (fe33) we 7ôbtalfe ;'7;- ■ ■#
:ï.7 t  # " “# V a ? S 7  $  . j
and/substltutihg (2,34) for u in the above expression 
and ohoosing 0 we obtain a further o ompatability
oonditioh
: a a  : /■ ;
Y/e can thus further refine (2,34) to give,
u - 7 ^  % ) ] .  - 7(2,35) ■ '
7; In à ;àimiiar fashion we cah;find dorrespohding expansions 
for z and -jj for small values of $ namely
z 36 2  ^- a^4f * 2abif 4 (b^ 4 2ao)$^ * 2 (bo 4 ad)%
and
ÿ ' b ^ c Z à i a b d ) / ^- (10%;^ + ^  b c + 81ahd)i  (87bo^ + 14b^d + 29aod)4f?
In (2,36) and (2,57) a, b and o carry thë. same :
significance as in (2,35)* - It is,obvious that to obtain
" - O -
the s^e accuracy as (2,35) terminated at we need terms 
in in both (2>36) and (2,37) and so the expression for 
the velocity will be used in the extrapolation which is to 
follow*
, Equation (2,37) may explain why Method (B) broke down.
In Method (B) the singularity in -g* at t » 0 was completely 
ignored in the interpolation. If instead of.interpolating ,
we found intermediate values using (2,37 ) then the
method might be considerably improved* This will be
_ . . . _   L. _ . . _.:A . ' .. .... .................... . . ' ..... ...... r .     /
mentioned later* '
It is interesting at this stage to compare the
" , , ' ' - 
expression (2,35) with the formula which Leigh uses to
express u in terms of y in the vicinity of the plate -
at X » *1108* The formula used is
u *'ly 4 *065 y^ 4 By^, - . ' . (2,38)
and from this equation we find that,
$ » i Ay^ f y^ f 4  By^*
; ' ' , A  V a  ,Vs „ ■
from the above expression we compute  ^ , * and $
in terms of y which we substitute in
. . ... 7:, i/o ., 2 " ^/2
On comparison with the value of u in (2,38) we find that 
 ^ a » 2A, b a , - C m -  Jt91|§§ /• ,
38*
If we now take into account the fact that ». 8 Hr- , 
where : is the variable used in Leigh’s paper and *p 
is the variable ' used: in the present odlcuIatiW/we find:-that : '
:7: - " . / 7 7 7 '  /  .
which is in fact the particular form qf ’(2^ 35)/;|tt x » • 12^ :
Wb7are now in a position to use (2#34) or (0,35) as an* 
expression for u near the: plate.
Bxpanaibn of the veiooity in the vicinity. ol 'the'7plate.
At any station , x, we have shoW;how we can form a - 
series expansion for the velocity in the vicinity of the-plate* 
Three expansions which include the cojpopatâbilitÿî conditions , 
on the plate, are considered for comparison purposes as 
follows.
■u » al». A#-; (sa,
In each of the above expansions it; can easily be proved 
that - :ÀA:
^  • ■ #  ;
EExpansion (8.34). (Method Ë).A
At any station x , X  ±3 kxiovniiand if wbvtnow the
values - of "Ati=- ' f or three values of $ wë, oah= 8e'f% - three
- . ■ Ai'k -■ ■ ' v'À'rl- a; A. . A
-^ 100'
simultaneous equations tov/be solved for the thrbe im%owns 
a, c and d, If o and d are eliminated we can establish 
an équation for/ a,
;■ If the three: nodes are at and where
04^  ^ and if the values ; of the veiooity::at
thegë nodes' are u- , u^ 7/,and; u^ :^reSpectiyei;^ .f then ^the-'-/ ' 
resulting equation to be solved for a is
'a ' ' . • . : ;. (8,40)
#
- ' ':.A
#
, 7- The %)artioular f orm/nf':thie^equatioh- w hehA/-*=■ *0125 
(we are in fact using:the three nodes .08, .025 and .0105)
i= A  V: , ' "■
A'
27#01g Ug 7 16 O3 *: 2.-461B H', . a-,0336b:^)„
vkA.:.
77 / : - ;A ,;7 , ' ■ .;;:/'7:r;/7 , ' ://%..:////
; All alternative equation for a la that formed from the 
values of u at * As 0.1, 0.2, 6,3> This equation is
09i37*04 - tab.28 %  + 147.76 13.2193a - i.!
7.'#
2
(2 4^ 2 ) .' #
7; Both of the equations (2,41 ) and (2^42) are cubic - , 
equations with one negative and two %)ositiVG roots, if all 
the roots are real. The root which we require'is the 
smallest positive root, since u qaust be less than unity 
and7pqsitive7f or-'alÎA.'^ alueë of ; $.;7 .. 7 7:7.:7' '• ‘■7# 7..
./'A
/77:'
■ -Vf;.;,
: ,.A’-A. ■
■ A.:-.'-
. 77777 7. - ; 7fe7/;. 77:
- .' /A
*101* ,
. '  ' . ' ;  ' ' 
Using (2v42) with the particular values of (-^} ,
we. calculate _ a  and hence ) . at the stations..
X » .06, #06 . . * It was found however that at the
stations x « .11 and % & .12, no positive root for a ■#’!
existed. The value of a at % » .10 is positive and
therefore a must have a zero at in the. range . 7
»'10f x^ /L .11. This zero is the estimated position of the ##
separation point. In order to define the separation point
more accurately a is calculated at x = .105, .1075 and 7
cl. 7 :
it is discovered that .10751 x^l.11.. The values of a " a 
and /0uy calculated using (2,42) are given in Table (2,9), ^
a graph of a plotted against 'x is shown in figure (2,5) 
and a graph of (-^)^ against x is shown in figure (2,6). ' : 
In table (2,9) these results are listed under (42).
It must be stressed attain that no physical significance '
should be attached to the negative values of a, they
'
only in fact serve to yield upper bounds for the sei>aration 
point '
The above calculation of a and (-1^ ) was repeated 
from X e: *08 using the values of velocity at * = . 1,
*2 and *3 corrected for instability* The results of 
this calculation (labelled 4fe) are shown in Table (2,9) 
and figures (2,5) and (2,6). In this case it is found  ^  ^ ,
that . 1025 L X;, U  . 105. In pther words the correction for 
stability has moved forward the separation point estimate*
M A
5 ft.' '.
A/t ■
100"
Turning our attention now to equation (2,41 ),which^ 
makes use of the values of vdlooity caloulate'd ih the^ .
' ' " ', ' ' . ~ ' ' ' : I' '
secondary calculât ion at H* » **0125, # 026 and *06#' ,we can 
'evaluqite' a and hence ' stations of % along the
o
plate using the equation (2,41)* The calculated values of 
a and (-#) are listed as (41) in Table (a,sà) and a
/ft/ft /Aftft: ; 'k / k../ k- xx^
.06 4 07 *08 .09 .10 .12 .13,
' 8:
42
Howarih
1.44
%4'#A
1;435
1;42
f.32
1;307 
1 ; 29
1. 21 
1*21 
14 202
14 17
1*13
1i092
1.05
*987
#.73#:
*889
*933
'* 876 
\800
# # 6 v
*755
*616
-.361
#*359
* 580
*000
-«*
W..255
K.
42
41°
Ucwarth
1i03
1;03
1.03
1.0
;87
*87
485 
4 83
.73
.73
.72
.68
*60 
.60 
*60 
155
4 49
.48
.49
.435
*37
*35 
* 38 
.32
— -
*28
.19
—
*17
.00
a and (^) at stations along the plate*
In this calculation ' x is found, to be in the range, 
#10 Z, Xg A *13 and on a closer examination the range la 
reduced to .121253 A x^ZL.121875.
The values of a calculated to produce this refinement
are given in Table (2,10) and illustrated in Kigure (2,7).
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' X .11 .1180 .1175 .120 .120626
a .755. .680 .833 #56 .665
(ÔB) . 
'uy'o
.28 ,'\231 . .200 .168 #159 .
X .12125 ■ .121876 .1226 * 126 .13
a .45 — • 245 2465 -4 250, -.255 ,
(#)o .101
---
a and using (2,41 ) in .11/.XZ, .13. ; (
A ".y. IT"4.' " ' .  ^.<h. j it'/ - .6" '% - - „ ' -' - ; j'/' .//YYt'r ' ' ' -‘i" '
' y:
. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' -  ' ' r : : '
It aeema aafo to aestxme that if the values of u ^
at the nodes ‘  ^& $01:25, ;025 and $05 were corrected for ; 
stability a shift forward of the separation point would " } 
result# ' As it is, the^above Value of x agrees :
favourably with the now^  {generally accepted value of 
%gy» #1198, obtained by lei^h# ' .
It should be noted that in fibres (33#6) and (2,8) andV^
(2,7) the singular nature of the separation.,point is ably %  ^
demonstrated# . ' - ' >-y
We shall now discuss tho expansions (2,55) and (2,38).
Ix^amlbng 1(21.35 ) m w  1M..36 (Bethod^£4*
'/ ' -  ^ ' ' ' " ^. ;; 
In expansion (2,35), we require to know the values
of u at two stations of $ (on any line x «i const) in 
order to find an equation for a$ If we let the values of 
u at and ' be Ug and respectively and if
« 2^ -^ the equation to be solved for a is
.  ^  ^ , 3/g
4Ü3 . 'tlgLi 2.586 Jig\ a ^
.,;;j.',' . , ':y: . ' ' ■ V/ : . JJ ., .V (2,43)
a''sextioJ\egiiatiottivj'’^ - - 1-,}': ; . :-V>' - '
In a similar mamier df U;j, u^ w d  are the values 
of veiooity at and;V^l where , V.| / then
we can: Üâe - these Values of the yeloolty to ' eliminate ■■ dv^ rjahd ,Ve': 
from three equations of thevform (2,3ô;} and so produce a 
more' accurate sex tic equation for a of the f orm
,684 Ug - :10^96# '
- 4,B74T: (||)^ || - .l/' ^6 ' <»•“ )
Using the particuia r forms of (2,43)■and (2# 44) 
oorrespohding to x s • 11 the values of a and (J^) were 
calculated for varying values of. The values cdT - -
velocity at the nodes . * # V'B, . 1, , 06, -, 025, ;\iÔi 25 ’ are 
taken from the primary and secondary calculations, The 
calcula ted values are giv.en; in Table.; (2,11),. the nomenclatuf e 
being Vhe same as ■■■in .• Table ' . ( 2-, 9 ) , The value s , of vel oci ty 
corrected for stability at x. « .11, jÿ .2 and .1 are 
also used to produce a value of a and (4^) as shown 
;ih:Tabl#2,11).\"%^ ' i'
-105“
*3 4 3 44 43c 44d 42. 4 2 c 41 HpV/ARTH
,Iù5
#0B6
,0125
.377
.375
.377
.380
.373
;371
.378
.381
.372 .306 .306 .351
.380
.320
Galculation of (^)„ on 11ôjr'o
- TA]3m' (2.11 )
from ijhe olose similarity betwoen the vâlusa of '(•|S)q 
oalculuted from (8,43) and (2,44): it was decided that ■ a and 
(|H) should be calculated at' x * .12 using (2,43) for
0y 0, . '
convenionco*' ' --
At the station x .12 the.valuea of a and (|^)
oaloulated "in a- similar manner • using (S,43) •with»,--. ., .. .
#  a - 1.76. The result ■ of' thi's oalculation ia given
are-
in 'fable-(2,1.2).
»3 .
43 ■ ■ 43c ‘41, 42c ' , howahth
a "(au/ey)^ a (0u/By)g ' a O u /9y )g (eu/ôy)ç5
.1
.05
.025’
.0125
.725
.649
.638
.627
.263 
.211 
.203 > 
.174
.721 . 260 .580
,.859
.17
0.0.
(■fy ) 'Ut X = . 120 ' ,
- TABLE (2.18). ■'
from table (2^12) it is seen that.the method (f)
produo63 différent regûltà from'the method . 
latter producing good reeults. while the formel^ ., although a ' 
more accurate foa?mula. idoes hot#
Vn order to disdtVer why-this should ha so wèlshaXl 
apply both methods to height s results* , ■
MITHQP (B ) and' (F ) applied to Xeigh^ a results * ;
; Prom heigh l,2l]^ at-- -'X. ^#.1198 ' u is:<kuowh ‘BB'M function-
of y* Prom this we numerically integrate, using Sutherland*s 
law,'-: to find * ' in terms of -uÿ'-' and from this, find ,
■Ul at ' ÿ /hddeS'bn \
H* :. - , , .2,, ' 1 - ,05 >025 .0125
-Ul-A- ..4T8Q,:;: 320.0 ' 2075 [,1325 .Ç >•2(830
1'.; .0Q625j:i ',003125' : . 00156:25 .00C78126
u^ . , . .05.48.’- ; .0345 . .0210 . .0125
Vaines/-of vAut- from liéi%h* s /results at‘'':X;j«/.v120.
- ■ '-table ( ^ 3 ) . '-A :■ ■■■'
; A table of values of u^ - -against t A is given in 
Table, '(2|,i5)> The firWt'thing^ i^t'o Abe viotioed ;frofcVable; (2^  
is that Leigh’s primary calculation, whioh stops at 
y .1 : (a# opposed to $ =. ,#t ' bf\the /present paper) is muoh;-j;:.,A 
hearer the -Iglate* - 'This, is an obvious disadvantage / Of the 
present method since a muoh smaller mesh size in the 
 ^- direction is required to find the oonditions on the
m-107"* ^
-  ^Two calculations are carried out to find a and (-~)
- ' '. ' -  ^ ' _ . . ^ o
from Leigh*s results» ' '
Using (2,40) with the particular value of (^) we
calculate a and (4ç) •
Q
o
The/:/results, ''given, as funoti6ns 
of are shown in Table (2,14) and tho values of a are
illustrated in Figure (2,8), . ' ;//
' 1,. ' ' ' 
r Using (2,43) a and are calculated for -
decreasing values of again the results being given in
Table ,(2,14) and illustrated in,Figure (2,8)
(40) , (43) ■
■  'I's a (Ou/gyJ^ a (Ôu/sy)^’
.1 -.«23 #713 .254
*08 -:880 \ »611 .187
.'025 ■ -.710 .575 .164
sÿ0î'28'-î- -i710 .502 .186
.00625 -.570 .118
..003,125 -.480 ' .420 .088
.0013625 -.480 .360 .065
.C007P125 -.405 .300 .045
a and (’f^)f calculated from Leigh’s result#
From the table and figure it is seen that as tends'
' ' ' 
to zero, )f[: tends t.O:. zero, indicating, tlmt .» #120 ..
■ '-I- *.. -i .1 ; . 1 . X-, • , i  , y . - I ' /. -, y-j,i ÿ ' j '  I •A' -Î • '  '  G ... I." -, • ?. .v’ . t  1  ^  ^ •» ■/.- ' f .  ., .. i     ' J . . - r ' - f. ■gi! T  -- - ' * •' ' t , : c: . a .'■
from Leigh’s results# ' To illustrate the fact that (-xç) does0
markedly decrease vfith .we need only compare Table (2,14)
with Table (2,11),
From/
..'Ï
0 6
LSlCrH^S FORMULA
OS*02S
io
calculated at x = • 120 from s valuoa
I l W m  (2.8) ^
f' ' -10B-
. ^rom -Table (2,11) wc aee that at, x » #11, the value
* *51* ‘  ^ I
of remains nearly constant as we decrease ♦
0 .
Another feature of figure (2,8) la that* whereas the 
value of a using (2,43) approaches o from above, the
value using (2,40) approaohes o from below*
If we consider the picture of (4^) along the plate
, u
it is obvious that the calculâted value of separation from. 
(2,43) will'approach the true Value from the right as
^  0 and using (2,40) the calculated value will approach - ' 
the true value from the left*' This latter shift is confirmed ^ 
in figure (2,6)* . %  '  ^ , ri
■ ' . As a final check on the methods of ext rap olati on (^) , ^
is calculated at'stations y using heights.formula 
(2,38)* The values are given in Table (2,1,5) and shown in ' 
figure (2,8)*, For reference in Table (2,15) the corresponding 
value of , to the lower value of . y la listed.
■ y '
Ü005
,0130
-.1012
• 1, » 2 -
*4,
1 * 2,1*0 
2*4,2*8.
' .017
, 040 
.126 
, 239
4’¥
du
*^ÏÏy^.o calculated using Leigh’s method
î?’rom/
I
a
>
ri:
Î
I
Prom figure (2,8) it is obviotm. that at any equivalent 
atation of the calculation of in terms of
$ is Just/as açpwate as \the.fCorreapohding.' ôalpUlàtioU' 
terms of / y and pp the singularity on the plate does not _ 
prevent lis from accurately assessing conditions m  and
/hear' the, plate '■‘■A .4"-n i :
j.'
:
:4-
: ;
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B.D.
\ : In section/(2). the applioation of affinité' 'difference- .
technique for solvlng., inOompressiblë/houndax^. iàyer 
equations haà,been examined. From the work carried out v/e
deduce ' that./there, are ; two parts/to the problem,, (a) the , - / Ji
calculation./oiP the ■velpeity ' in the boundary layer and (b ) ' ,/ /
the, determination of the conditions near the.plate from the i ; 
results of (a). - It would appear /that in the present ^ 
oaldulatioiis # : the meshlslgje / ’ a #=;W'• 1 is dn the large 
side. The; use of a smaller mesh siae would probably require / . 
the use of ..an;.'electronic,-computer. • //%
/-:/ '. The velqoity  i.s/haloulated/& t  the maj'^ity^ hf-fiodes- i n - t / / /  
the boundary layer using the finite difference equation but / 
an alternative procedure Biay be used to find the velocity at .
nodes in ; the/^s tabldj/$^ ^^  . / 8 ^  methods of finding
conditions near the plate have been discuaeed. The method (0) 
furnishes a simple and relatively-.accurate means, of / finding 
th<%;:V01 ooity/gr^diont/,on, the. plâîië and henoe;locating;.the ■ ''?g; 
separation point# ’
An alternative approach for finding the velocity near /; 
th#plate ' (at/allpoints:/ in ■ the/tinstablè- /régi on ) 'i s//to ' ' /,% '
use method (D) in v/hioh -r is expressed in the form of (2# 37} 
which inporporatea the singuleirity on the plate, ,;:ÿ
'■ #/: re]*ap8::#e moht:'#hüratë::#Armlna$/^, of ''4' -//. - . ;/#
.  ^ J —111— ' / / /’
(4^) stems from the methods (D) aad (F)$ Using, either 
oy-; 0 , . - ' , - . . , . , ^
of these^ methods we find ^  expression for ;U in the ^
vicinity ' of the plate and from this expansion Is
determined# With a smaller initial moah else the two. 
calculated yalues for  ^although still on either side of ;
the true value # will be almost coincident* Thus the 
separation point can ho accurately determined*
The velocity is obtained in terms of y by evaluating 
numerically y » /t 4^ at each station • x* The integrand 
is infinité at the lower limit so it lo neoeasar/’,’*'P ' '
evaluate y in the form
y « /■_ '.' ' u .'dû ,+ /,t» '■^ •- ■ ' ' t
where u’ is the velocity corresponding to an > ^
' ' / I y" ’ y , Pin't ~ ' ' 4 0 '
arbitrary small value of ^  ^ and u -g? takes the value ^  
on the plate*
In conclusion^we may say that the method-produces 
satisfactory results, which will be improved by a reduction 
in mesh sise. The value of the separation point found is 
X/3 » .122, compared with the true value of 1198.
The method used by Leigh produces a more accurate value  ^' 
for the .separation point in the incompressible case,- but the ' '- '■ V'- "'f.V''*Æ' /1 ./y AT 'L',:-x: ■"■ 2*#/( / >■.’ ' "-r Â-' Ç ; 'V ' 1' I Ç;/ % $.
present method which does not necessarily require the velocity 
to be given at a starting station x, is also applicable to' 1'/ 
compressible flow problems for which it is primarily . -
intended* '  ^ - ' - ' ' , .
■” v
IBLB - BOüMDAliY ■LAY-ËR
, „ i  - ..
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G aB RA i METHÔD OP GOIVIBG 2HB',: BOmDART' -lAYBR' 'EQUATIONS/;,:;
  ' ' - ' . -  - ' '
a
, :8eot:%om:; (-2 ) they^ozi. Ml a èà f $ orm ■ of 'tKe, boim&ary < :
lay or oquati ozis was tested as a means of évalua ting the 
velocity field in an incompresaible Idoundary layer adjacent 
to ; ay:f la ' We haye\y.\Dhown;',t^  a2thod#h/:/there,;
certain diffloizlties to be overcome, the numerical technique 
based ,on the ¥on, Mises equation is;particularly 
straightforward to apply , . . ; y . '1/
.y.Thë' results of section (2) are;-in good agreement ;with 
known results, derived by more ooraplex methods, and the 
accuracy can hÿ\improvedg^ ^^  ^ref inihg the m e s ^ h ; . s i z e s ^
' ;'ilaying,' justified mmorical methods based on the; Jon *
Mises.’transformât!on "in incompressible flow problems 'we shall 
nov/ pr00eed tp the problem for whlgh it is prlmarily intendedj
'■1that ; of 0 omprëdsible boundary layer'flow. ;V;^ J
We are now, concerned with the steady^two dimensional 
flow of a compressible fluid past -a semi infinite flat plate ; :iy
placed: 1 engthwihb; to the'^stream '('as;far as possible, conditions - 
used in section (2) will be maintained for the sake, of. 
compàrison)* In the particular oomputatione 1 carried out in , 
this{sbction. tlie fluid we ' hrè considering ^ is'tair,.- and lit is ' 
assumed that air is a perfect gas-* ■ J
. Although süpérspnic regions exist in parts of the 
field^%ÿthé interaction of shook wajes. and boundary ^ laydi; will':..;/% 
be ignored# -
Governing Eguàtiona » j
In the (x, ) plane we aseuBxe that the plate is lying
along the ;pp8itive 'part^ ; d^ .andgthat is /f .
approaohing 'the plate with a constant velocity /in;the, 
positive x^dircotion# -, .% -
■ It :i8 -adviséahle/1o make;/#.-'/#llght:-ohange -ih-vhptation'./.'.r l 
We shall déhotê the mainsti*eam\velooi ty i>y and! all other
variables shall bear the, subscript. ,M when applied to 
oonditions In the main:;stream#,.^ :>.; - ■ ' -'iv:/' iV'g
y;.; The: subscript 1 ' shall denote conditions in; the free '
stream, in whioh all .variables are functions of % only.
The'; relation ;between:/the . subecripted ,variables-■can/ybe '-: -> /'-U;
i 1ÎÛS t f a te d by the result " at %: Ô# The
subscript ;b . refera to conditions on the, plate.
„ In section ( 1 A) the existence of .thermal and;-velocity /. :/ 
bbuhdary layers tdf’■■cbfeparable\thicknesB/;tf cT the Pr^dtl , 
number is of the order of unity; has been proved and we are 
' now. set thd; problem :of- finding/ the velocity and temperature _/.,. 
inside the ;boundary layer. ' For ; discussion' pua^osêêy it is : 
Gohvenient to imagine a single boundary layer, wtfTis. is not 
grievously in error since the outer edgb/pf both layers is : . 
aimost 0oii^cident. [ Will be seen in ,the-Vcsuits’-tolfoilow*.,; ;-";'/ 
In order to evaluate the velocity aiid temperature (in 
actual fact; it is more/convenient : to evaluate-veldoity, and .
. eJithalpy) ;ihëide -the/-ûpuhdaryy^lëyor' we. -tWO:'a-finito;' diffefehc'e' f -
technique to solve the compressible boundary layer
, , ; .V ' . r ' '' ' , ' '/ '  ^ " ' .
equations in Von Mises form# . .
. The governing equations, in the usual notation# whioh 
were established in (1 B) are
Il = [&. ^ ] i  + C y - ^ J  (/#" i#), ■ ' (3*1)
1 ' • ;
I - ”' / , /  . ' ' : .
S - ' - t î Î T  # )
B
" " t o ,
In the above oquatioiis q # u'^ # i « is bias
% enthalpy and CT*/~PXis the fraudtl nui&ber. ' The viscosity 
ya. ia a function of the enthalpy and from (3,2) we see ;
' that the pressure is.a funotion of x only. -
Since p,K:p)%) and all the variables in the free- 
'stream are functions of x only all the quantities in 
square brackets depend solely on x. , /.%#%
Before going on to discuss the boundary conditions 
we will establish two relations,connecting the velocity and ' 
the enthalpy#
Belations between the velocity end the enthalpy in the  ^ .
main stream, / -
. In the main stream the velocity and enthalpy are constant#:
' Iff in the main stream# 'the velocity of sound is 0#^  then ' ^
'■•: : - ]j "‘ \ - , 'r . ■■,•;■'■'*■.'. /; ' ' .
Ifc a is the Mach numher at all, points' there, M,, is
f  ^ ' ; - ; '  ^ , . ■' 'i ' '
called the initial.mach mimber# ’
We a je. assuming that the fluid, is/a perfect gas'and
. also that in the main .and ::free . streanis . (regions .in which
the. effects of visoosity -#ré^  h ailf ohangeàr-a^ ^
■adiabatic#
, It. mlist be noted that no calculation is required
jh'the main streahi; Because; of the;:hdiabatic 'property , 
of the main stream we know that ■
and since the fluid is a .perfect gas we also have
P  , V
*• " We can thus-deduce that, ■ . .
. : ' 2 , V:,^  /; ■ \ ■ . :■
j  . /: . Uyff. _ •- ■ ■ . '-.r ’ •
... .14 , , .. f . •
It is found ooravenieht to define a constant r to
be
a
In terms of ir the relation between - L. and gi,fr
■V” : , ,, 1,, -. I  %v- . ,.v' :,(=.»)
- 116-
Rele^ tion between the^velooity and tM enthalpy^  
free stream# ,
: For oonditiona in the freu stream equation (3,3)
/becomes
- . _L. ' i • ■
-ar = Bi; "ST
or di^ . dq,.
+ 75 TsTT" . » 0» 'dx a . dx 
• which Integrates to give,
i.j{x) + ^ q., (x) = const.
By clxoosing x = o \/e find that the eonatant ia •
^ 2 %  stream enthalpy can be expressed
jas, " / ; ; ; _ % ' / . ^ _ '
' ' ' ' " ’ ' i i
i^(x) = %  + ^ %I - -g 1i(:^ ) ,
^ C x )  6 = 4  [ q j i d + r ' )  -  C i ^ ( x )  ] , -  • ( 3 , 6 ) .i
.'.Simâasï-qsaâiîlffis* ■
■y'.y; • • . - • .
Y/c next consider the boundary cbnditionB whioh must 
be apeoified for a unique solution# ' . .
' Conditions on the plato#.,.„     —
On the plate the velocity is ;soro, The condition on 
the enthalpy however^ depends on the nature of the problem.
In the thermometer problem the fluid.io flowing- over^a plate 
on whioh the temperature distribution is kuovm .whereas in
the problem of no boat tranafer there is no flow of heat
y-, ; \ ; . w -  ■; , ; y / y ' / : y ,,
between -the .platejahd- the fluid, "an&ibq the enthalpy\;-;y''V' ■'
- gradient,normal to the plate is zero on the plate.
We ahall in,fact be examining thofmome t er_-pr obi erne ' : 
and so on the plate - we must; specify the temperature 'or Z" 
enthalpy;'distribution. We shall further assume a constant 
.enthalpy distribution on the plate,. the particular-valuey 
of MiiohZiwili be.;disçussed^ %  - . 't '  ^ V
On the plate then# we have the'following,two 
\ oonditipna: ' „ - Zy \\'y \
" Conditions in the free stréain. ■'
As disouased:: in previous.;sections .the thickness /of'"the'
velocltjAboimdary/layer at .ahyZatatlqn % is .defined as the 
smallest value of % t at whidh ^  = . P ;'to the degree of 
accuracy required.'" In a similar ;fashion ;the outer ed^ e' of. - 
\ the .température 'bo% layer, is the ylddus o f a t  / " \
which '0^  ^ 0. . The. fact that the two boundary layers are
not entirely coincident does hot. trouble us at all in the
/^oaloulatiMi -: ' ' f  .  ^ '
. To be consistent with the v/ork clone in section (2 0) we 
choose ; the .free stream .velocity to be - .'y; -
'//' f  # /  :
From y( 3,6 ) we can see that the corresponding free
at,.» i, X:,
:: 'y»y;i, w j / ÿ ;  V.»-
'  ' /  ;
Initial' oonditlon.: .
Prom the evidence gathered in section (a.0) we are , 
justified , in ■starting- our^yoaloulatidn,; at the .leading ‘.edge: 
of the plate with the classical velocity and enthalpy . 
di 8 trihnti one.
The honndary': oonditiona, at x *=; 0 are thus ,
yY q. = t y 0* / q « O when v|i . 0,
: i m ig when t ) 0,/ i * i^ when t » 0,
■ ■' ;W'etmust reme#der th^ -■ and';/ljjj:, are reïatëâ'^ hÿ'--'"-
(3,5). ' ’ ' A  -  ^ ; ‘ ■■';"' :
A picture of the houndary conditions is given in 
f i g u r e / # , ^
FREE 5T«eaM
MAIN
STREAM.
“ '
c =1m
Um
66uNi>ARyi LoytK
PIGÜHÏÏ (3,1).
'■'p.
,i-
Heiatioh between br638ure and enthalbv*
We toow from equation; (3,2) that along any line 
normal to the plate the pressure is oonstant# in other words# 
' # ;  ht)ail poiintslin the boundary layer# ' f/: /.
'.L ,-i
; In the free stream we have ian adiabatic perfect gas
flow and so
. V" / r
from which we get
Y/e also know that
y ■' .y-i' ■
A/:'': / % %
or
and ao
: 1/y
£l . h  / Ii \ ,
p: " %  I pM / '
P = P-j (x) * Pjî
1
i-M
J y-1
• .
t :
We have thus established a f oimula which enables^ Z^h^  
to specify the (g^essure at ahy poiirt;; iu the ; iioiiadary i^er 
in W  form ' ■ f  /-/r /
p:-.% (3t7)
Relations between viscosity and enthalpy» ;
As discussed in section (1 À) it is generally accepted
that; the most accurate repfesentatim of théfvariatiohfof 
viscosity with temperature is' Sutherland* s - law-.
A; :
" Y  T  + . 0 .
(3,8)
.where%A':' and';>:0//are;;oohWfa^ aridÇ/fT' ia.Jhe .absoiu-bdy, /■/? 
temperature measured in degrees Eelyin.
I ' ■,■■•.
'  y :-:;y -
Many attempt^: have been made to express yjL in the
form
yUr: 3 (3,9)
where B and constants ohosen to iit^ ke (3*9)yfit ; '
(3,8) as closely as possible over the required range of 
temperature# For air it is found that over a large range 
of :temp@r§thre /co Al'-'i, in other words an altematiye 
approximation for the variation of^a with T is
' . . /kC * ’ ' (3,1P)
of the aims of this section is to test the 
validity of (3,10),
Hon Pimerisibnalising the eduationOt  ^Z r^Z /v"-- v: /%'
The values of velocity, enthalpy, density, viscosity 
and pressure in the main strefisa are; chosen as the J ' 
qhafacteriOtic values of these quantities for the purposes . 
of hon dimensionallaing the equations# The charaoteriatic 
length;!: ! ;ahd!the characterihtia' )strea#;;functibh;' Î --will'
be determined later.
We construct the non dimensional variables, Z
:/\ Y aaa \i" . */$ ..
. .  Thecharacterjstiq.•V'ariabiesY;satisfy -cbitaih 
nsdaely ' "'Z' ^
{^'im %  , aad T  '■ .. Y%: ■ (3*ty
, %-;
là térme of the mon onal Variableà^^  1 )
becomea ''
ç)(iV
dx^
’ t ' ' lWiIJ.
i :■ - dx’
t» ♦ p» (q.» [ Al-
Æ;-:. . - - 'g :> ôt« V i
&
Y.ftt
W W W .
We choose y >r.- ■ T
■ 1 l 4
u^u
‘n T
and uatîâg (3,11 ) iihis reduces to
i,
j q £ mî: ar 1$
or , where thé Heynol de number E »
V/e how rewrite eq[Uatiori (3,à) in terms of the non dimensional 
variables,, 'as ‘ ' y: ' . \
lii
ax* i dx* 2 %  :
.L,
a$:\
(q* )*vU.( 81* 1
iV ,
|S'i
M (qi)t Vs^iy . 4(Y-f) i| |g
Using (3,11) and the yàlue found for -ÿ this reduces to
di*
8x* 1 dx*
P*
OH-
£ l
L'srj
:±_.
8**
/ # U !
\ i*
di’
8**)
y'dq*A ^  %
' ' i*. V-
0?uming our attention now to the boundary cOnditionsyit
' : ' ' : - V; % : ' '-T. ' X -V' ' ' ' {
it easily verified that in terms of the non dimensional
variables the free . stream valhes arb#\'A;:-.'. ■ -
/ ' -122- ■ • '
i’ vffïlSI
q’ « (l-x’.)^, ilj . i + 1  (2x* -(x* )^ ) ,
' ,
and the Initial conditions are
q.^ m 1, i* * 1 y when x « o#
'
whilst the conditions on the plate are
q* m Oy . i^ . i^;,when * # 0,  ^ . '
.The relation {3,7) connecting the pressure and the 
free stream enthalpy now heoomea. .,-.
- P* « (i*) . [i + I {Sx* - x’2) ]//'*'"' .,
The variation between viscosity and enthalpy can/be
written as >
i*+0* ’
where 0* » %  • ^he approximate forms (3,9) and (3,10)
jjJ m (i* f  ana y  « i» .
6üh&-%d%vëni-ëÈt^ '<t6-:.Vd^  wç,_,
yaryiy;a/#t%th^;%ëq -
.y • , /^/j,< ;■ /?/-/ v://" -
boundary layer equations for compressible flow are,
Î41 i+ C p M *  , I j  ( ^  I j )  , _ (5,1S) ,:
and
dxj « v - x . a , '
Æ I
.W'l-
/:;yY IT:
li JL
1
# 4
. J iih ttiilip  j n r  '-
dx # )
where p
Y/y-1
[fel #  ( U )
1
1.5and yx.« i
The houndary oonditiona are,
(i) ; q ■ 0, i li when  ^= o,
q » (1-x)^ when ê o.
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3,16)
0,
-U'#'
If we pubatitute foryiL according to (3,15) in the equations 
(3,18) and (3,13) we arriye at the full, equations of motion in 
a oompressible, boundary layer, namely,
[ dx f t l i ( 114 +
_________  . Ô1 e
i(114+i%)
(3,17)
m
ÔX £il' i + £ 1dx 20
+ 2
# 2  +
(114 + %114 + i % . (qi ) 114..^ . i %  /aiY\ Wi(1l4+ ITM
(3,18)»
In the above equations 114/% is the particular value 
for i^ rf. ’whereW/%^ ■ ig^ ltha - te^.^^ratureY|in -dimehsiqnal, f^o™) 
of the main :s%eam*
In any partioular : problem we imist apecify Mjj and hence f,
' ■'1f/< :nn<l substitute ythe.. apprcpipiateyy ih.):/ '/. '
(3,17) and (3,j8).
Auur cximate form of the equations»
Because of the complexity 6f equations (3,17) and (3,18) 
analytical solutions can only be found if approximati ons are 
made to the e q u a t i m s P  air the Prandtl nimber cr# - 0172 - 7 
and if we write ja. m i , w m 1 # Thus two appr oxiimti ons which 
can be used are ctk 1 and co m it The reason for choosing v
: If we. turn to equations (3ji2) and: (3,13), multiply
i / A y #  M l / : '  ‘ "a  +
ÔX
r h' » Pq‘ , —
ÔX 0* ' #
■+ 'p: O'.
1_
8i
■01^ m
li
0$,
01
t - h 0*
or
3 (q+ri)
R .'0$. [ (T 1):
The two. equations npw to be solved are (3,12) and (3,19) 
'1... equation ( 3,49)';:.reduoehrto
fi
(q+rU w ^  (%;frl)J , ;
whioh has a aplutlon ,; -
 ^"J'y '■•"/■/q + ri. % o d n a t , ' 
Choosihgcr^ 1 h^s thus reduced the numher of: 
differential equations to be solved from two to one.
' /y -'- ' .y\, .'"K " . ...nyy:' :'%:y ''\ :/yy%y v/
.^ cy:..'If''dnr:a)dditiW;;w# nhob'pe t/'ythat IsyiW 1, we
can simplify the equation (S, 12) to be
y- y..; , : 0
where q +--riy-#' const ::«y 1+r., - y-y
Substituting for i in terms of q in the above 
equation we obtain y -
y:i
g  ? (3,20)
: Once q . has been found from (3,20) we can obtain i
. t - :  V - : »
■i.«"|..[l*r-q.],, ■:,■ (3,21)
: ' ' ' ^  ^ v:-
y We hâve thus Bhowh that by/ohoosingCO*O'* 1 we can
'-y'"-/-;/':'/
i" educe the ti ons 7;#,17 ) 'andyfa, IS) tb'ythe equa#ôny (3,'2'"'^ '^ 
together with the relation (3,21).
y In each of the particular %)roblems tackled, that is, 
f or/each set‘-txt'- parameters' " we shall perfom two
o omputati ons » The first computation will/be carried out 
using the full equations (3,17) and (3,18), the second 
.U8i%:- ( 3 , )yand: (3,2Wyy'\In 'theydhovb:.fashibnwe:;% '-to'. ' .//#:
test the validity of the simplifying assumptions for two
''yyy.'/'. /yyyy.;/ » - \ y y y y y - - y
i i
values' ; of th% ^parame'tora. midyy .
It should be noted that by using the approximate form 
of the équations we haye made the yelooity; and thenml 
boundary layers obinoident# Slnbé q t ri W const there can 
be no heat transfer across the plate. This can be seen by 
differentiatihg (3^21) with respect to y, to qbte^h
and on the plate u W o and hence » 0.
Not only doec 'the-c#blutibh/qf npp#ximate - èquations,^  
yield the conditions of no heat transfer, it also specifies 
the enthalpy {distribution on the plate. If we use equation 
( 3, thoi^ p^lat e. : we 7 h^e' - _ : \
:  ^ ' ' \"y (3,22)'
The above; value of the dnthàjlÿy oh the plate, if the
apprbximations w * <rV fv are validÿ cbrresponda to conditibhs
of no heat transf br. ' For the purposes of comparison the 
didtribution (3,22) is used as a b oundary q ondi ti on è vem 
'whence are vaoltihg ■.thbj^ull; equations^r/"'f/- ‘
We shall how set up the finite, difference replacements 
of (3,17), (3,18), (3,20) and (3,#).. ,
Einiié': dlfferehOe rèblacoments. '7/-"
is described in section (1,0) the (%,$) field is 
divided by a square net w d  the'points labelled ( j ,k). The 
meèh/iehgth' ih^ /ihe x-direbtioh Is/gA'x and/ih - the - ^ -direction 
is'7 &$.$. the mesh ratio 0 being defined as before to be
a : -:.f  ^ ' 3 -  ' '
Since calculation ia àtarted at the leading edge, 
the ppint ( j #k) correspdnds to the point ( j À x* k A f )V 
v^ tip;v,of, \q;;';,at"'the‘ point (j ,k=)^'';ia,; donoted^hy 
value of i there by # If â variable is independent
of %# for .example : 1., its value; at" the statipnvk; - ■„
fo];':0:k,
The customary approximations for the derivativee y/ill 
be hped^ namely . ’3 3;cJ./' :
m
'  i2 ’
j,k A*
a y  . *
2 .. (3,25),
# / j,k S
-# s  :bef ore'":thesapproximations^' (and ■a^ -'iimilar ' aét^  
for the enthalpy derivatives) will yield a:four poiht
forward equation involvihg the four nodes given
ÂX
. , Using the approximations (3>22) and similar
' ■ ,y, jg . . '
ana O^isy by thé following two finite differenee 
equationa. ,;À '
pi14:fij v%/ j,k
;. 114;;- ij,v%;;
(1j,k+1 -^j,k-i) ("Ij.ktl • f f (3f84)
- ij.k - [ ^ j,k|
* ® ^^j.k+i ^3lk-1 " ^ j,k) 3"qi4 3  i^j,k+l " %,k-l )
2?t "m ’ ■ \
*^1'*îrx.4-' *“ r
j,k
/.:3::b3; 3,:^% 3 < 3 3 3 -  % 3 3 . # 3
In the above eq^uati6ns the quaiitities in sqUare 
brackets : are independent of k, and all the termsv on thê^ 3 
right hand sides of (3,^4) and (#,^5) are known on the
•'■"‘“ ’S- V'.;:V S >
'In^a■ simiI'hr..manner^"we cah'^replaoe'jthe approximate''::■ ; 
equations (3,20) and (3,21) by,
,k, ‘ll
:aaa-;3 :• :'3 ' ' ' :-
The: slmplifipatioiia produced by the aseumption^ *:03A 1 
are eveh'^ tibre';: apparent in the- - diff erenoe . équations »
The boundary oonditiona (3,15) and (3,22) for both 
sets ofXequatione %are now given in the fprm,
9-j,o - 6. i for'all -d;.'':"-"','
^dfk+1 Cl - jAx] *^ when ^  « [ 1 - j A x] ^
^Jfk+1 -(jAx)3)3 wheh'% -jg >
C1 + |:(2JA:« -  (Ja x )®) ]. v
3®»k ':;-'3oyov“;^ 3;: for a0.;:k. '. ■
^6,k *='i,', ^ 0 ,  0 *  ^ ■(■ ^  for all k. ■ r
Before going bn to disouss how the above sets of 
equations are beatprngrainmbd-foroalouiation-;-wê;\muét-- iftake' 
some mention of the stability conditions.
In section (2) we have demonstrated that for each of 
the non linear finite difference equations considered there 
are two'stability conditiohs. The first condition imposes 
a festriction on the si^e o# the mesh^ratio.whilet the 3
\  ^ /: . 3:'' y:/ ./
second isba oondl#<m which ia lnhèren^ ^^  ^ thf/='M|lerentiàl ■
equation. In section ( 1 »c) it is seen that for a linear
differential equation there is only one condition, that which
'oxertsythe'- restriction on theymesh-'siiè'v ‘ . : ' 3'%- 3
No knowledge is at present available concerning the
accurate establishment of the stability conditions for a
non linear.': difference : 'equation, 'Because ) of thihBthe/meth#'' '
used here to establish the error equation is approximate
in that, as in section (2 ), we construct a linear error
'eq^tiong:.y3-:y. '^'3 /  -'y
In this section we propose to establish thé stability
conditions only for the approximate forms of the differential
and differenoe' equntions# and ($,26 ). ^/Thih - doneh-'y
because the analysis involved in the estimation of error
also
growth in the fuli equations is too lengthy 3 i t  ist 
that the:.restrictions obtaihed-;from oonBidering#^^ : ;y;L,
approximate f o m  of the equations will prove adequate for the 
full equations,
.We;.sh^ ll fir^t-construct;?the oi'ror^ /cquatio^ ^^  ^
to the differential equation :(3,20), Wei rewrite equation 
(3,20) in the form,
. (  1+r ) y*
■ ,;'"y'
• -r '■ ,J
q t P q' &
■ v4- ;
'■‘:|':f|n.;a aiMlar.' fash3;|fe\t,9 -^ thai?';:.ae8oril3edr,iii’ aeotidn,- (8) 
we construct a linear error e4uation corresponding to the 
above eq.uation* !£he linear errors equation .can easilv/be
- 5 - ; v
88:
Sx “ "[l+r-q.j _ 8*2 : 2q» 8*^ .
As à solution of (Î5,27) we choose s * where
a ^ and ;.,g.. .is re'ai% ,Sub3ti%ting ; tWË':vBlu#'voÆ'ï in ÿ
(@#ywe. oht^.' / ' ■ ■
: yWe thus see that 0 is real : and sino e the oondi tion
that 8 shall not increase as x increases is Rla A 0#
we Obtain ;V|;'■ "  ^ / ' /i.'-r.., , ' 'yf: , ..’■
.
.The above condition must be satisfied tor all 6 - and in 
particular if ;/we h choose: #he wdrst%#ssible\'oase \:,.0 
obtain the partioular condition#
- the ab'ÿye'\oonditiW eatihfied then C3*'’28)."-ia;.. ■
aatiafiedfor all valuesof p.
" ' pan rewÿiie, .thig;:^pndition&u8ing
or
'0X'-^  -i +r^^j: d% ■— ' dx ' ' 1 
that is  ^ "_r "
lâ 4  1*^ta . (3,28)
■ax 1+r-.qt_^  .
She oondition (3,28) forms a useful guide in the •
I s '
determination of the stability conditions for (^#26)#. We 
shall now examine the stability of théddlfference équation 
(3^26). ,  ,
' The error equation associated with (3#26) là#
*lj+1,k * ®3+l,k - Q-j.k * ®;3,k +[l+r-%^ d x , k ^  
+CôPj3(«lj,]j:+Sj,ic) (%j,k+l - 9^-j,k +- Q'j,kr1 ®j,k+1 *
^j,k + ^j,k-l)' ; -
where e i s  the small error in for all j and k.
'We now simplify the error equation for neglecting all
but the first powsr. of tg* This produces a linear error
equation of the form#
.  t
®4,k+i - ®j,k " | r % ;  '• ®j,k + ,k+i
“®®^ d,k+ 1j,k-1 <®J,k+l -' 28j,k + ®3,k-1^‘
1' ".A i .V f ^ ' .%.. .■ ■.. ...... v.- ■, .■4-v - .■■ i , ■-■■ ;.■ ' /;■,.. .y r« ■ ' ,..■•-■=?- 1 '=-/ ■ , i-r ' >.■■’ .l... .. .■■'k
Aa a solution-of (3,30) we chose s.. i_ in the customary
' ■ ■ ■ « »* . ' ; f
form, ®j k ■ Ae*^*?- gipkc*  ^ Suhstiuting this value for
' ' . ' ' ' . " ,
1 : : 'hi%-# //y-y 
8i ^ in (5fS0) we obtain# _ :
A : '  ^ -■ '
,' •  ^■'“[i+r-q.^  dx j^ ^ ~ 2q,j^ k. ,; .
+ 9lj,k-1 ) " j V . . (3<31) /.
- 4lôp]j sla® O  > ^ )  ^1 , . (3,32)
which ..
must be satisfied for all values of 8 at all nodes in the 
field. , ,
In order to obtain the stability conditions in a more 
practical form, we shall examine the upper and lower conditions ^ 
of (3f32) separately. The upper condition is .
- [ l ^  • 2 ^ )i- (»j,k+i - 8qj,k + 1j,k-i)
, - 4  [6p]j kj,k)^' siix^  ^ 0. . ' ■ ' ■:
Choosing ,th#( worst possible, yalue of p it ^ can r^s^dlly 
be shown that the above oondition is satisfied for all p if#
K #
%
iy y -
y
y?::
A4
■M/;
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- 2 AX1+r-
dqu
■ H«.n.É. iA
dx j
*14,k+ ("Ij ,k+l"*^j ,k+1j ,k-l
’Using (3,28), this ban he rearranged to 
4^.4 V - 1j,k - [î4r!t7 %]j(1+'+^j,k)'
'a
4+1 ,k
which is of course the difference form of the condition 
(3,29). ,
We shall’ now examine the lower condition of (3,32). 
This-can he rearranged as, " . , '
(3,33)
;4x
1+r-4^
fit
dx
i
j- 2(q);^ ("^ 4#k+1 "
+ '4i:8p] j (%)^k =1^^ ^  ' '
which will he ,satisfied for all g if#
• ^ 1  (^0 <14,k - I4,k+1 - ^j,k,1 )^ 2
%U,k
'•i ■ -
that is if
X
1+r-q,^  dx
0 A !,k( ^
^4,k ~ *l4,k+1 “ *l4,k-l).
(3,34) ''
We have thus established the two stability conditions
(3 ,3 3) and (3#34). We shall make the condition (3,34) more
stringent by finding a lower bound for the right hand side 
-  ^
and choosing d less than this lower bound#
41■f-
4'-.
<’>3.k i? - î f î S S S S I S s i I B i
Pj Q^ j.k - j^',k+l - ^j,k^i)
(1 + ) ,'I'+r-q.
—^ . ,.y, -. ; ' 1 'i# XI
4 ‘’■4,k
M#„wm'f'fmn^^ w*»' 'f^y nii j,
0 P i q.
@ 0 # # #
"t* ) * '< . /j
L^fe-'44-Vi'9:'-''-'A V  4 4 : - " 4  4 "  ■ ■ .'■ ',; ' ' '■: -■ ■4 :: '■-.., 4 4 ^ 4 - ^ 4 4 ;-: ■ ■• {.^ssm
9 V H - r - g ^ /  *
/ Y/r-1
A- i f ^ )  /
0 \ r-2x+x '
a
# # #
m
and so it is obvious that as the Mach' number 
^bbubi-/â'ébrlStBéK#iàifrSny/'îiïy€Ïi
above lower bound. In fact if we choose
5 A. 9 *....... ; ' ', ' ' , .
it seems certain that we shall satisfy the condition (3#54)*. ,
In the actual computation# 5 * 4 ♦4 '
- 4/ ,)44:'4 4 ’4'yy;: 4  '■ ^ '4)44"4 : 4 4 4 4 ’-4:
■ yit:'$s"bf. interest to ex^ine the 46onditl 011a ( 3,29 ) and
v:;y''. /.y . '""'kr '■ boundary - /'-y^
(3#33). ; In the case of lno6mpre8alble)^layer flow# two
glmilar 0ondftione4were obtained. These conditions wereyhOt
'satl8fi#yin:';ay'r^ ^^  ^ in J^t'is:- .
safe to expect that in compressible boundary layer flow a
similar region will exist in which thbycondition (3,29)
f or equally the bbhditibn \ (#:33)]'' will hot be satisfied.4
If we examine condition; <3 ,29)f
dq.
4 1 +r-g.
d(first at the plate# where q. « « 0 we see that since
dq.
~ 0 Jthe condition is not: satisfied; Howavèr#: if we also v 
examine the oondition in the:free stream where q «: q^  ■ we 
find that it,reduces
■which.-agaih>'is"hot.::satisfied*^ , ;
If we now examine the difference dondition (3#35) we 
find $ from: the results of thek oaloulati on t o f olldw tha$/#as in 4. 
the ino omp re s s ibie b a$ e ^ the Sondi t i on % a not satisfied ' at ' ^ V;'
nodes on\ $ ^ .1 after some value of x; and aiso that at 
every station x there are some nodes near the :frea stream 
where the :cbnditi on: is not satisfied. This shall be 
demonstrated in the section dealihg with the actual computation.
■ The violation Of: the pondition (3#33) in the 
calculatibn will bé:^^^ i^^ fOr two reasons. First of all
-137-
from the reaùlts of the incompressible flow calculation
it was seen that the instability in the region next to the
plate was very mild indeed. Secondly# the condition is
violated in and near thé free stream and in this region
the numerical changes involved in the step-by-step
calculation are so small that it is impossible to conceive
any growth of error.
As was mentioned earlier little is loiown at present
on non linear error equations. It is believed that there
are certain regions in à field in which the violation of
an inherent stability oondition may result in large growth 
> '
of erarors but there are also regions in which this is not 
necessarily so. - The above argument provides a very 
interesting topic for future research.
As was stated previously no estimation of error growth 
of the full equations will be presented. The considerations 
arrived at above will be assumed to be relevant to thé full 
equations and so v/e shall choose 6 = .25 in both sets of 
calculations. We shall now programme the calculation for a 
desk calculating machine.
Programme for the computation.
With the increase in the number of numerical operations 
involved [as can be seen from the complexity of (3,24) and 
(3,25)] it is now essential to find the most efficient 
methéd of carrying out these operations. For example, as the
- 1 3 8 -
equations stand there are several divisions involved* On 
a desk calculating machine the operation of division takes 
the longest time and so it is worthwhile to rearrange the 
terms in the difference equations in order to have a minimum 
number of divisions*
The calculations before us are the evaluations of the 
velocity and enthalpy at nodes in the compressible boundary 
layer adjacent to a flat plate. The velocity and enthalpy 
fields are calculated in the first case using the full finite 
difference equations and in the second case using the 
approximate form of these equations. The step-by-step nature 
of solution of each set of equations is comparable with that 
found in Section (E) although the number of individual 
operations is increased.
We can write the equations (3,24) and (3,25) in the form
1 . .■ :.4..
= <13,k + h j  h , k  * ^33 Ai)|:y 114
®^‘1^^3»k (%3,k+l ' 9^-3,k + ^3,k-l ) + 9-3,k / l H —
,  \114 * %  Ij^k
(^3,k+1 ^3,k-l\X'93,k+1 - 9j,k-l)) / (3,36)
and
"j+i.k • (1 - * « V i i ) | , k j T « 4 T 5 5 5
i '> 7 ’ :
s
' - . ■ . ' .- ■ ' -,|
(3.37) J
?
j .kti “' 3fkw.^ v ‘^ |»k
i» the ahové èquationa the quantitiea f, 
are fuftcljiôna of'.'-x- alôhe. Shey are in faot
' ■ -• g-Ax [j T J a 'x I' ,
#  urur n.'i.'- I"
j
W  *  1 . S i 3 , 4 )
f W m
i
i : £^'.
3j
J L ^ Æ i . s
. t
1
■:i
:
I
I
M
8
“El + (BjA-x - Wax]^)j^ ' ?
f
* T
£3j
2
quantities f j along with (1 - jhx) and
(i^  )j # [ 1 + ^ (8j A.x —. E^ûx)^) ar#' tahulated- fo;r yàluea
# ,
ÿ from J a 0 (that ia at atàtlotts of x along the 
plate) hefore the aôtuai' oomputatien oommehees. The ' 
programme of operations hy, means of whioh ;s«id
are fohnd from the values of q and i at the/nodes 
(d.k-1), (j,k) and (â.k+l.) is given helow inplogràmme (3).
I
1I
/■i
'I
i
k.:-r
i 40—
OPERATION equations (3,36) AND (3,37)
(i)k ‘ijfk (19)k (17)î
(2)k ^j,k (20)jj.
(17)%% (18)%
(3)k f  (B)k (21 )jj.
(18)2
k
(4)k f^j(2)k (22)k (1 )j,k+1 - ^ ("( )j,k^i(^%,k-1
(5)k (1 - ^2jX^)k (23)jj. (^^J,k+1“^ (^)j,k + (^)j,k-1
(6)jj. (l)kX (8)k ( S4 ).j. (7)% X (22)%
(7)k 8 X(6)k (25)k
(7)% X (23)%
(Q)k V(3)k (^ ®.^ k
(3)% X (18)%
(8)k (27)15. (2)% X (20)%
(m)k 114 + (e)k (28 )k (13)% X (20)%
(11 )jj 114 - (9)^ (2»)k (13)% X (21)%
(iS)i, (11 )j{;’^ (lO)k ^ (30)15. (24)% + (28)%
(13)k (12)j,X(l)j, (31 )k (25)%+(26)%+(27)%+(29)%
M4)k (8)j,x(l0)j, (32)k
(lS)jj ^33/(1 ^ )k * (33)k
(16)k ^43/(1 ^ )k * ' ( 34 )jj. - ^j + 1 $k
(17)k (1 ,k+i(1)j,k-1 (35)k
(18 )k (^)j,k+1(^)j,k-1 (36)k Hepeat
PROQHAMM) (5)
(141)
y/e oan now turn our attention to the approximate 
equation (3,26). Thla equation can h© written aa
+ fgjd + r - q^ i^r) +J^,k
f (q)•ff8j (^j,k+i - 8<ij*k + ^j,k-i);
and we have,
(3,38)
^j,k " r
where hae the value prevloualj given and
« dPj m 0(i.| ) = 6[1 + 1 (2ÔAX - CjAx]^) ,
, '  '
As bef ore / ^5, j a n d  (i.| )j are tabulated
from X #» o in steps of A x#
The programmé of oaloulations using (3|58) and (5# 50)
is given below in programme (4)# The divisions in the
programmes are marked with asterisks*
OPERATION EQUATIONS (3,38) and (3,39)
<1 >k ^j,k (8)k (4)k X (3)%
t2)k 1 t r - (1 )% (7)k ^ (®)k
(3)k ;^(2)% » 1-j,k (8)k ^2j ^(^)k
( i)k V( 1 )k (»)k ( 1 )k'*' (',« ^k"*" (® ^k * 9^ j+i ,k
(5)k <rWi -2^d|c*(H-i (10)% kepeat.
A oomparlao# of programmes(5) B,txé. (4) Illustrâtee
the great almplifioatlon hroUght about :hy:tthé; assimptlon' , '  " ' '
(o it cTe 1 • ■ Before a oB loulatton oommenoOs^using; # th e r
of the above programmesmùet Bpeoify certain oonstants*
The me ah ai^ea A x, A * and henoe ù must be %ivenM The
Prandtl number cr and the ratio of the spécifié hèats Y
must be specified; for air cf » 0*72 and T # 4 #4# The
temperature of the main, btre^^f s taken to be and '
^  Mach
80 m 288 g  ^ The initiai^number must be specified and
onoe %  is^ ;knowni r; and hahoe and. i^ are know.
We shall ohOose.two particular values of initial MaOh
number; %  ;# f/' and .% #
1
We are now ready to start the numerical oaiculation 
of the velocity and enthalpy} profiles In the bxhuidafy 
layer# Particular attention will be paid to the comparison 
of values f oùnd using, the -e%uations:^ _ i]%d: '('5^ #;) ^ with
those obtained using (3,38) and (3#39).
. . . .  .. ' ■ -  . i #  :
. .'■' ■■ ." '-143-' ;:v . ' .y."? ' ;
HÜMBRIOÀI CALCUL ATI WS,
Using the method outlined in section (3 A)',we shall
now prphhed to the; hümèricail .qalculatf ; thêj Y el oci ty and
the enthalpy at nodes in the boiwdary layer* i
As can be seen from Prograime ( 3 ) ;the time taken to
complete the calqulation for à compre#sible bouhdary lay#r\
is much greater than that reciuired for a similar dalculation
of an incompressible boundary layer. Because Of this it
is only possible^ at thi stage;to 'evaluate the#elocityy::ÿ^:
;and enthalpy at the primary nodes* If 6 de tailed càlouia ti ons
near the plate are carried out, and so it is not possible
to msüce an accurat© of the separation; point in: : ; / |
a compressible boundary layer* it ia ^  possible to
make an estimate of the position of separation by a
compariscm'With, the; re suit aÿqf'-sect ion (2)
ïfeaf the plateythe fidw/is slow ana so it dan be
regarded as incompressible for quite large values of the
initial Ma©h number#; As a r#suli$ Gonditions nbar the ,
plate will be similar to th#e in an inco^
boundary layer.
In particular in the incompressible boundary layer we - 
.I ^ .;:..:.v#xr'y::/: 
know that'ybeparatioh' 'ocTcurs - at /',% :# i 2# - at which station
q takes the value *1069 at t » •1*
It seems reasqnable to assume that the station in 
Alie c ( n # § g 8 i b l e w w i % ' .  / q & . 106^ at
:/
’"*•141:4'“
$ m .1 wiir be ■ Oil' approximate value of the reparation point. 
This is tbs aasumption made in estimating separation in a 
compressible boundary layer. '
In all the calculation's'tO',foll'ow" the mesh size is 
AX m *0025, nf * ,'i and so 6 » .28 For air^the fluid we 
are oonsi.dering / > ’• the Prandtl number is tr # 0.72 and the .
ratio of the specific iîeats is Y « 1.4. We choose the main
' - ', ' ■ o
stream temperature to be Tj^  » 288'^ K.
-Two sets of' calculations are cafried out,.the 'first '
■with an initial Mach number of unity and the sooond with
Mm w VW.
Mach number %  # 1 /
.......................... ■ , I........ - .... -  ‘ -■■■■'------------
2 ^  '' ■ ,. '
yith - Mm * 1 ' we know ithat r ■# ‘(y-i)Mm ■ ® and'so. 
i:| (x) # 1 + 4x ~ .2x®,
and' ig.. 1.2, . ' ■ z/S;l
. It muBb be remembered that, the value iq * 1*2 l8 ~ ■ ^
chosen because It is the value of enthalpy on the plate which 
corresponds to no heat transfer if the assumptions w # Œ' # 1 
are made# ' .
It is Interesting from physical considerations, to
' \ , - Tft Irt
determine the temperature on the plated ^  ^  1*2 where
- . . , - Am
the vao’iables are now dimehsiOnatl. from the, aboVe we
’-■vSs*S!53Eiis3/^ -, ij
deduce that ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■ •
. To - 1.8 X 288 « 335.6°K . 62.6*0.
This means that if a missile is travelling with a Bach ’
number of unity through air at 1S 0, then when the state of
no heat transfer is reached the skin temperature of the
: ' ' ' : . ' ' -''oïv- / : - ■' ..
missile will he. of .the order of 62 0,
'ki'rst ' caloiilati o n /
Using the equations (3;36) and (3,37) together with 
programmé;^ ) \’and”the.,: suitable ' hoqnanry ;conditions /the-.'r : 
velocity and enthalpy were Calculated at nodes qf the form 
( j Zx *0026, k X . 1 ) from x 0, tq_.yx: %='
CalouiSted vines'- of .velocity,and enthalpy ht - selected 
nodes in the field are given in Tables (3,1 ) and (3^2) 
respectively*-- The y el oci ty : and qnthajlpy ; prdf lies hence,
the shape of the boundary layer] are given ih figures (3,2) 
aiid (3,3) .respectively*
; .03 . ' .05 . '.'.go7''\ .:'%9 ' ■. '"f*Wi .
.0 .0000 .0000 .0000 iOOOO' .0000 .0000
>1 .7160 .5604 ■-...4793 .4818 , .3736 ; .3317
.0037 .7533 : ".(6681 V ,5939 ':.'6377 '....((4888-.
- ■:»'$> ■ ■ ^9713: .8616 /:"£7770-,/ ..:%70e8'' (6516 v(6008
",4 ' .9880 .9808 .8505 .7886 .7336 .6834
.5 .9900 .9504 .8968 .8487 •7985 .7454
.6 .9900 .9633 .9889 .8785 (8348 .7911
- ' . 7 ': .9681 . '.'.'9374. .(, ;.9oio.:....,:.8688 .:/:(8848
.. ; i8.r''. .9697 ■ /#447:;= . - (8147 . -' '(m818'=. ■''X'(8475:'
 ^......9700 - . .9479 . . ="..9884 . •8939 .8635
1.0 .9700 .9493 .9865 .9013 .8741
1.1 . ■ .9498 .9885 .9056 .8808
1(8 .9499 .9895 .9080 .8849
■.1(3- .9500 ..■'(9898 .9098 .8875
1(4= i9500 (9300 .9098 : .■8887
1.5 .9300 .9100 .8894
1.6 .9100 .8898
ti? ■4 '7-Q 1
■: .;.869.9 ■
i QCÀA
. I'*:#;- .8900
Velocity calculated using (3#;^j and (3,37), Mg i  1
The value of q foünd from thie oalculation at ,
010 (0% : .03 .05 • .07 . 09. .11
.0 # % # # % 1.8000 # # o B # 1(2000 1.2000 1.2000
• 1 . 1.1488 1.1571 rî1f;i660r #W #2#: 1.1783.2 %%@489$ 1.0973 1.1202 # & 1 # 2 ( #(1464% 1,1556
1.0188 1.0633 1.0899 'M:(l083r 1.1826 1.1344
1.0087 1.0663 #(0860% 1.1019 1.1153
■.1.0040. 1.0862 1.0489 a # 6 # ; f i io a i i ; 1.0988
*1('O#0% 1.0183 14(0670/ 1.0544 1.0704 1.0734
.7 1.0144 ■1.0891, 1.Q445 1.0598 1.0642
.8, 1.0187 1.0244 1,0376 1.0511 1.0571
.9 1.0181 1.0217 1.0331 1.0450 1.0520
1.0119 1.0203 1.0302 1.0409 1.0483
# 4 # % ' 1.0118 1.0198 1.0285 1.0381 1.0457
1.2 1.0118 1.0195 ,1. 0m 1.0364 1.0440
1.3 1.0195 1.0272 1.0354 1.0430
1 « 4 i 1.0270 1.0348 1.0423
1.5 - 1.0270 1.0345 1.0419
1.6 ' 1(0344 1.0417
1,7 • ' ' 1i0344 1.0416
1.8 f * > 1.0416
Êathalpy calculated using (3,36) and (3^37) .% # 1
/' % TABLÉ Ca.g) :
krdm the tables and the graphs it ia seen that the 
velocity and thermal boundary layers are almost coincident 
and that on comparison with the incompressible, boundary 
layer (for flow with a similar adverse pressure gradient) the 
compressible boimdary layer is thicker and separation oécurs 
earlier* This is shown in Figure (3,13)*
m<r
CSi
Becond calculât ion»  ^ .
r'
We shall now oaloulate the velocity and enthalpy', at 
the same nodes using equations (3,38) and (3,39) modified 
to include our choice of initial Mach number. Ihe boundary 
oonditiona are the- same as those In the first calculation* 
$ha aotuàl values of c and i- are not tabulated 
but table (3,3) contains the differences between the results
,  '* f ; , j ,  '
of the first and sehond calculations*
X # *02 s % SZ .04 .:...'  ^ X  # ,06 •
V / . , ■ d^®/o- ' ' dg'^^o
.1 i i 430 .531 ' 1.881 .278 ; 2.188 .103
*8 .811 1.020 ■ 1.272 ■ .730 1.531 . 187
.3 .348 1.015 .780 .983 ' 1.054 .782
*4 .109 .703 ■ .434 ■' .977 .686 .919
*e *010 .119 ■ .101 ■ .564 .259 .748
• 8 .000 .000 . " .022 ,.,133 ' .081 .369
1*0 .000 .' .020 .O il . .107
1*2' " . o o o ; - .. *000 ; ' *P11 . O l o  ■
1*4 ' ' .000 , .000
X « * 08 X '«'. * 1 -^n-v'... ' X « .11 '
* ^ 1 % . .  V , : ‘ \  °
,  ûÿ di /o -  ' " 0 / ”  .^0
*1 2.8@i .017 2.500 -*025 3.000 —^ 034
«2 1,788 .324 2.057 .226, 2.182 .190
.3 1.321 .827 1.560 , . .505 1.666 .958
• 4 .917 , .813 1.137 .721 1.263 .672
*3 .382 .819 .560 .844 .658 .838
*8 , 1 8 1 .536 .254 - .614 .306 .695
1-0 .080 .251 .076 .392 .117 .437
1.2 ■ .038 .077 .028 .163 .078 .258
1*4 .012 , .000 .037 , .048 .013 .086
1.6 .000 , .000 .025 .000 . 025 . .019
1.8 .000 .000 - .013 .000 '
2*0
■ .'■ ..r" ' 1 ; . V .,i-- ■. -
.000 , .000
Percentage differences ( %  * 1 ) 
TABLE /J 3.3)
’-14B—
denote the value of q in the first oalculation 
by ( < l j t h e  value of the enthalpy 
the second calculation the values are (q * and (i .J ÿ A. A J ' A
respectively. The percentage differences between the 
values are d^  and dg where
^ ^ j  ■ % I , X 1 0 0 %  * h  '  1 0 0 % *
,k4 (^j,k)l
The values of d.j and dg are calculated from 
x * o  to xsp.1125 and the values of d^  and d^ at 
selected nodes are given in Table (3,?). A graph of d^  and d^
against * at various stations of x is given in figures 
(3,4) and (3,5) respectively.
Prom Table (3,3) it is seen that the largest percentage 
differences are d^  A 8.5^/o and d^ , & i.iVo. This 
indicates that the assumption oo « o“ - 1 is reasonable
when # 1.
In this calculation it was found that the value of 
q at X « *1100 was q . 1087 and so we oan say that the 
separation point in in the vicinity of %: .1100 indicating 
that the calculation based on cO cr « 1 predicts 
separation to occur earlier than the estimate found using 
the full equations.
It is interesting to see from Figure (3,5) hov/ the 
maximum error in i api)ears to move towards the centre of 
the boundary layer as the calculation proceeds. Eventually
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the error near the plate hecomeG negative* With q the 
largeat error ia alwaya at the node neareat the plate&
At this stage the etahllity condition (3,33) was 
examined at the station x » #10# At this position the 
condition is
a - q. i  6 - . 00086? X (6 +, q.. -)• 
j+1,k J'*
On examination it is found that the ahcve condition is 
violated at f *= . 1 and at nodes from $ & *9 to # #.7 
(the free stream)# In fact there are two regions in ; which 
the condition is violated as shown in figure (3,6)# It is 
felt that' this violation is unimportant at nodes near the 
free stream and It is posaihle in view of the condition being 
over stringent, : that the same might be true for the region 
near the plate#
FIGURE (3,6)
■ ' 3
«*'■150— ■;
Màçh number Mg ,* Tïi*
îEhe velocity and enthalpy will now be oaloulated in ?
the boundary layer on- a flat plate when the initial Maoh
number of the flow is Mg » Vio *
In the equations (8#36), (3^37) and (3##)* (3^39)
are substituted the appropriate values of- the ^numerical' .1
cone tante, oonsietent with" # VlQ$ She howdary j
conditions are also reoaiculated with Mg » r « *6#
and so ' ' - «
(x) ,* 1 + 4x ^  -n
i # 3# *0
first caloulation* .
Using the revised forms of (3$36) and (3,37) together 
with Programme (3), the^  Velocity and enthalpy, are-calculated^; 
in the boundary layer from x # o to x # #0895# The 
caloulated/vafucs-cf--velocity;^and enthalpy .at 'aelected node# 
are given below in tables (3,4) and (3;, 5)# She t^looity --
and temperature profiles are drawn at various stations % 
in figure,s (3#7 ) and (3;,B)#
In this case the skin temperature is -«s , !
indicating the phenomenal rise in ; the temperature of a 
missile as the Maoh number is increased# .
In thi# calculation it was found that the value of q -
at the station x ». #0895 at- ■ $ '» #t is q # ^ 1088 and so
we estimate that the» separation point is in the neighbourhood
'. bf - t»;.. ' '
ooo
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nr>
00
%.Q!
: ' # 4  , ' ym  ' ,05 , 09 , .06
' 0 .^ . o # 6  ' • ' 4-.'Ô'ô©§ ,0000 .lOOoO'
•1 *:938@'^  . ',35##: ■ .'45#' . .3736 ''1 3 3 # '■ .8 - . .'-8439''" - ',4999/; .'3 .9958. ,'8581:: ■ ::'9528" ■ .:1S9'04^
.4 . , -ism. mm- 18290 : 1:3943''' iB. m m mw-: ' ■ i ‘ a9 Q3 ' . - 18049/".; ■" .,9490 '
- .9900 ■ -;'96i3* . ï'909'3,-' ■■ 1184901. .'''#033
yf. mM:, ' ,8 7 # V ' : ; .'l'e4ï5
■ . ,9.#.3. .k9390': :1#9631 ' ''#393',9 .9698 '19449" . 9099 ... 18854
'.■:94981„ ' ■19483/:;. ■' :,8993''
1-1 . '9 9 # , "■ i‘9l9g: - ' .9235'::':: :;""f9059t-v2- ,9900 .9499 .9 8 #  1;1.S ■Ï94#- - ,9883//u:4.
1.5
19500
.9500 1:9898.'"''',9897 :
1.9 .9899 '..9193
1.9
1;8
\
; S  ' m
2,0. .k#00:-.,.:980O'
Velocity oalouXated-uâing (
(3,39) Mjj . M *
lABLE (3.4)
From thé tablés «m# thé graph It is seeh that the 
boundary layer is muoh thicker than the cofrespondlng 
layer when the initial Ifaoh number is unity. It is also 
noted that separation occurs muoh earlier*
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$ \ x *01 . . , 08 ,05 ,07 .08
0 ' is. ()()()() ,3.0000 310000 3.0000 3.0000
.1 %a* S3C)14 /2.4671 S. 6294 2.7361 2.7755
.2 1 t!)7<i() V8.G228 8.2852 , 8.4668 ' 2.:5847
11* issa;#) 1,6809 Si 99 54 ■ S.SSOûs 213188
'• '4t 1.0649 : 1,4591 117627 210061 2.1081
.5 1*0598 M.3068 1; 8855 216838 1.9870
.6 1.0598 >1.2135 1.4530 1.5697 1,7908
.7 .111614 112537 Il 4809 -11.6747:
#8 ■1.1353 1129# . #41.57 . lkM-7.8
.9 • 1.liS40 itSBSi: 113604 1.5069
4,0 i;ii98 ' ii 8261 ■11#1;.7:/ ..;1i4475'
1,1 1,1186 1.2110 1.3090 1.4024
1*2 1.11B8 112024 112940 1.3731
1*3 1.1182 111982 1.2834 1.3507
1 >4 111963 1.2780 113338
1.5 111952 118735 1,3254
1*6 111951 1.2719 1.3193
1*7 . 1.1950 1.2710 1.3i51
1*8 1.1950 1.0705 1.3125
1.9 - 1.2703 1.3101
1,2702 113.088
2* 1 1,2702 ' 413079
2.2 ■■1'10375
2* 3 • 1.3075
' 2.4 1.307s
Enthalpy caloxilated from (8,36 ) and (3,37 ),
%  « /1Û
lABLE (3.S)
Oeoond oalculation*
Using the j)artioular forms of the approximate 
equations and (5,59) the velooity and enthalpy were
recalculated from x # o to x * *0725*
Æ
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111 this case It can be seen that the approxiaatf 
equations yield values which are 'fat removed fÿom the values 
calculated using the full equations# It is fpuud' that 
at X # .0785 and $ #i the value of q is q # * 1078 
and so we estimate that separation occurs in the vicinity 
of % «0725f as compared with »? #0888 in the
first calculation#
^he percentage differences d^  and dg are given in 
fable (5r6) and it is seen ffom the table that the differences "
cannot be neglected# 3?he,; large a t value of d^ ' & and
.  - 1 # ‘ .,
of dg y li^/o# $hls indicates that the siMplifyiidâ 
assumptions are much less Accurate for/ this 'floWf^ ' ''
(Dhe graphs of d. l^d dg, plotted agài^ét $ at various 
stations of x along the plate are, given in figures {3f 9) and /' 
$he increase in error with Each numbe*^ ia reàdily 
sêe# from these graphs# Again in this calculation regions in 
which the condition (5#55) is violated are found* '
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0ommarison :.with/ Imoompr^Bêible bouiidary -"làMër# ■.
To determine the effect of 'ah, inorea:#^ _ in Maph'-humher
we shall compare oertalh{parameters#
It has already been stated that the houndary layer
and
thiokneas tnoreaees .ao the- Bîaoh number'imoreasee'^^thls is  ^
demonstrated in. %gnr#/ ( 3 # '  In figure' (3y11)- the 
outer edge of thé Varldne bou%^&ry layers le ehown and it 
ban be seen that the outer 'edgéé of the veldoity and 
thermal boundary layers, for the fld^ in-whioh # JiO
are not in faot ooihoident# ■ igure thè. ihoompréasibl#
f3*ow is labelled ly * 0# -
■ M ‘ ,
In Figure (@#18) the valuee of o plotted iÿgàinst *
at the stati on -% 'p . 08 are given f or 'thé tW.ee 'boimdary
layers examinedineompreeeible# Mg # 1 and " Mg #
It can readily be aoen that at a given station x  ^the '
velOdlty profile becomes more linear as the Màch -ndmber 
is increased*
finally in figure (3# 1,3) the values of q - 'plotted 
against % at the station $ » .1 are shqi# for the three 
boundary layers considered* This graph .demi.onstrates 
the fact that as the Maoh. number increases so the' separation 
point moves forward*
m
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She calculated velopity aiid enthalpy profile a in two . 
oompreaaible boundary layeÿà have been listed in. the previous, 
section* Prom., these results certain interesting conclusions 
may be dvavm.* ,
It is evident that as the Maoh number increases the 
boundary layers thiclcen (ther enthalpy layer is actually 
thicker than, the velocity layer) and the separation point moves 
toward the nose of the plats* In a practical sense this means 
that as th€f Maoh number increases it is much more difficult 
to maintain fully laminar conditions of flow*
The estimated values of the separation point are 
compared with the results of Illingworth [ and Stewartson 
[83], who used the siraplifyihg assumptions, to obtain solutions*
% EoV À) * (T m 1 Illingvorth Stewartson
App a? oxlmati on s Approiifeti'ajs
1 .1125 .1100 .101 .110
VÏÔ .0825 .0725 .060 .074
If we examine the results of the calculations in which 
the full equations are used.as compared with the results 
derived from the approximate equations^it is evident that as 
the Each number increases the validity of the assumptions 
(P# 1, 1 decreases*
It is unfortunate at this stage that w^ can make no 
accurate assessment of theiheat transfer on the plate* It is
■ ■ ■ ■ ’ ■ ' "'  ' ' \ ' '  ' ' . ' - ■  • . ' ■  ■ ' . > ; ■  ' ■■ :  .' ■ :. • ’■ X- ' , - ■  V , . - ' ,  ■ ' ■ .-. .  ^ • . /  > •
-1.074
hopedf however# that this will he done at a ' later date*
The Inherent àtahillty condition and regihn#-: In whloh 
it is violated are also points of Interest in this ^ section. 
The condition is violated at nodes, in and n^ar'thé-free '■
itream and so it is to he expected that erfdre may grow^ at 
such nodes# Oontfadiotory to this we t
free stream-values are specified "before thé,.Galculatl^^^ ' 
is started there can hev^ iio^ xgrowth of error* .
, Ï . . _ '■
Prom the above ; argument it; would seem, that-a-'Vld&ti on 
of the inherent-stabllity^condition may-or'tay tot-produce 
error ■ growth*. Until more is known about-nw'iinear 
partial differenoe- equations this questipn^bW#^^^^^ :
disouseed further.
In opnplusipn we. may say that. the method is 
' ëktfem'ely simple "(if labomrious..) in its .application to  ^ ..
compressible flow problems. With the use of eleetronio 
computing machinery much of the labour will be removed.
GommmiGN. ......
The essezitlal features of this thesis are (l) the use 
of the Von î#eee form of the boundary layer equatiohG*' hhd '
/ (8) the use of finite differenoe methods*
gome remarks oonOerïTiàg the thesis In  general are 
listed below#
(a) The singularity b% th^xplate whio
many Authors, from using;- WmerlOal tepmii.quee' baWd on the 
Von Misee equation# has been, inoorpbr^tbd Ih thb\pr^^ 
method of solution* We have showh# in%^faotY tWit at À 
given distanée/.frpm' the plate the extraWlh'^^thh/fbltiula 
derived in the present 'thesis is domparablb' ih^^^  ^ with
the formula in terms of y used by heii^#
(b) A disadvantage of the method is ttmt # email mesh 
size is required in the primary oalqulation. ' $t is felt 
that the, initial else used In this .thbaia i^ ^
l a r g e A s  stated previously this difficulty c#h-be overborne 
by the use of an electronic' computer#-
(b) Goncerning the stability and stnbllfiy obhdi^t^ 
many ihtereating facts have been discovered, from the 
indoorèseibie flow calculation it is seen that Ih the 
unstable region noar the plate the instability is #ldL Prom 
the compressible flow calculations it is seen thht. the 
in#ü%gnt stability oonditlon is violated at nodes in or near 
the free stre#&#\ . However# at such nodes we dp ' hot ; e^pe o t 
marked- error, growth; ; :
69-
Bo th of these facts tend to suggest that the 
inherent stability is not vital* If this la so# the method 
of solution is even easier to apply#, since no correction 
for stability is required. This must however# be left 
open imtil more is known about the stability of non 
linear partial difference equations*
(d) The main advantages of the method.are# (1) 
applicability to both incompressible and compressible 
boundary layer flow# no major change being required in the 
method of calculation and# (2) the great simplicity of 
the actual numerical calculations*
(e) Both in the inoompressible and compressible 
boundary layer problems the results of the present 
calculations agree favourably with standard known results# 
despite the relatively large mesh sizes used* The use of 
the classical boundary layer profile at the nose as the 
initial boundary condition is also justified#, as far as 
prediction of the separation point is concerned# as is 
the assumption that the initial boundary condition at a 
station x# has little effect in coBxpeirison with the two 
boundary conditions in the 4f-direction,
— 160—
In conclusion it should he stressed that all the 
numerical work in this thesis was carried out on a desk 
calculating machine* The time factor prevented great 
accuracy being obtained# particularly in the neighbourhood 
of the plate. The use of high speed calculating machines 
would result in an overall increase in detailed information* 
In particular# in the compressible case# the temperature 
near the plate# the heat transfer euid the separation point 
could be obtained aqourately for a large range of initial 
Maoh numbers* The calculations performed# however# are 
sufficient to stress the need for information on the 
stability of step-by-step solutions of non-linear partial 
difference equations*
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